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FIRST CHURCH O F CH R IST, SCIENTIST
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ANNOUNCES

A

FREE LECTURE ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
BY

W IL LIA M D. K IL P A T R IC K , C. S. B.
OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Member Of The Board of Lectureship Of The Mother Church
The First Church Of Christ, Scientist, In Boston, Massachusetts
CHURCH EDIFICE, CORNER BREWSTER AND CEDAR STS.

M O N D A Y EV ENING , O C T O B E R 26, 1931
AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED
127-128

A Falling L e a f
You see lots of them this time of year, but did yon ever
see a man imitate one?
Come to Rockland Airport Sunday and watch Sam Irwin
do “a falling leaf” and a great many other stunts that will
make you catch your breath.
And those who like their flying without any frills can go up
in a comfortable 6-place cabin plane for $1 a ride.
Everyone is invited to come to the Airport tomorrow.
Whether you fly or not you will enjoy watching others and
being shown through the engine and wing rooms in the
hangar.

CURTISS-WRIGHT FLYING SERVICE

+
♦
♦

ANNOUNCING

E u r o p e a n P la n
at

T H E T H O R N D IK E
R O C K LA N D , M A IN E
B eginning M onday, O ct. 19, T b e T horndike
H otel adopted the E uropean Plan, offering
A La C arte Service
Club B reakfasts
Special D inners, N oon and Night
featu rin g a
Business M a n ’s L unch
DINING ROOM HOURS
Breakfast. 6.15 to 9.00. Dinner, 11.30 to 2.00. Supper, 5.30 to 8.00.
Sunday—Breakfast, 8 to 10. Dinner, 12.30 to 2. Supper, 6.00 to 8.00.

C atering will be done as usual for luncheons,
dinners and ban q u ets
A ttractiv e Room R ates offered to perm anent
w inter guests
T ran sien t room rates $1.50 and up

BR O W N BOBBY DOUGHNUTS?
T he N ew Greaseless D o ughnuts M ade Fresh E very
Day and Sold By

MRS. WALLACE E. SPEAR
T elephone 162-W
DELIVERED FREE

c

FO RGET PA RTY !

ity A u d ito r’s
Notice

T h e m unicipal y ear ends O ctober 31,
and in order that the tru e financial condi
tion of the City be reflected in the annual
reports, it is necessary th at all accounts
against the city be definitely know n.
It is requested, therefore, th at all bills
against the city, how ever sm all, be in the
hands of the City T re asu re r not later than
W ednesday, O ctober 28.
Y our cooperation in this m atte r will be
appreciated.
J. E. STEVEN S,
C ity A uditor
128-130

KNOX-LINCOLN FA R M BUREAU

LERM O ND

POND

CAMPS

CHOICE COTTAGE LOTS AT $175.00 EACH
They are large lots and heavily wooded

^*•**••••••••

*

M RS. ANNABELLE W. BE R R Y

Sparton R adios

Two can be purchased for $325.00

This offer good until Nov. 1 only
Get My Prices on Cottages Ready To Move Into

L. I. MORTON, East Union
TEL. UNION 13-14

127*128

V olum e 86,

N um ber 128

PINE TREE O UTBO ARD CLUB

Lincoln Farm Bureau was held meals for health, vegetables for
Thursday in Union Town hall. health, home furnishings, kitchen headquarters in Camden, should [ win French, Harold Grindle, Henry
George Cameron, Union, president, demonstrations, running water in the prove epochal in the annals of out- | Beverage, and Ross Patterson.
A most comprehensive division ol
was in charge. There were 350 in at- ! home, septic tank demonstrations; board motor racing in Maine.
j
This club, organized in October, I committees has been effective with
tendance, and for the afternoon I clubs. Boys’ and Girls’ 4-H Clubs.
Session there was hardly standing
The plan of honoring outstanding! 1931, is the natural result of the men thoroughly acquainted with the
room.
farmers and home makers was pre greatly increased interest in outboard | particular work that their division is
The Central Maine Power Com sented by County Agent Wentworth racing th a t has swept over the coun to handle as chairmen, and a very
pany had a fine display of electrical and blanks were given out to those try during the past several years, and complete and detailed study is now
equipment, in charge of Mrs. Florence J desiring to nominate persons for 1932. which seems to be approaching even being made of classes, boats, engines
Ellis of Rockland. Mrs. N. B. Hop-1All nominations must be in the Farm greater and more popular heights in places and dates for the 1932 season
that the approval of public opinion races. Racing schedules are being
kins, foods leader, displayed a year's j Bureau office by Dec. 1.
outstanding communities and the backing of this opinion with drawn up even now, and the several
supply of vegetables canned a n d , Four
stored for one person. Several re which have served the greatest num heavy paid attendance at races indi new operating policies of the club be
ing tested out with the initial mem
marked that perhaps they ate that ber of square meals for health dur
bership. A junior class is being
much
during
the
year
but
It
seemed
ing
the
year
were
presented
with
»♦» *
lormed the members of which will
tion and larger individual gifts.
prizes
by
Mrs.
N.
B.
Hopkins
of
Cam
an
awful
lot.
“If the Code Bill is defeated, we
receive
actual racing instruction at
Chairman Carver has little doubt will continue as we are, without
den,
county
foods
leader.
First,
a
Miss Loana Spearin, county club
the hands of experienced drivers,
concerning the ultimate attainment change The opponents of the Code agent, had an exhibit of club work. gavel with engraved silver band, to
and who will partake of regularly
of the goal of $10,000. Many of the Bill offer no substitutes; nothing but A piece of work from youngsters i n ! Nobieboro; second, blue ribbon to
larger establishments have the proud destructive criticism; nothing but a the county showed the different pro- j Montsweag, third, red ribbon to Cam
organized junior races. A woman's
record of 100 per cent participation continuation of present conditions, jects that are carried during the year. den and fourth, (two communities
class is also being organized, and the
because that surely will be the re
by all employes. This same is true sult if the people reject the Code. A convenient clothes closet was ex tied) Hope and East Union.
Club hopes to be able to hold organ
of the teachers in the city schools.
It, therefore, seems clear that the hibited by Mrs. Norris Waltz of Dam
ized races for this membership as
The plan of selecting a nominating
One noteworthy example of the burden is upon my opponent to show ariscotta.
well.
committee
was
explained
by
Miss
spirit everywhere manifest with ref (1) that our present system is pro
The first of the new racing boats, a
John Taylor of Camden, assisted by Lawrence, those on the committee cates a meet healthy state of affairs,
erence to the movement was that of ducing such satisfactory results that
a boy employed a t a well-known no change is necessary, and i2) the Mrs. Helen Wentworth at the piano, this year being Robert Nutt, West and th at it is regarded by th a t final Flowers Falcon, Class A, has just
Park street filling station. The lad's Code Bill does not offer a desirable led the singing.
Rockport; Mrs. Ethel Leavitt, Mont court of appeal—the public—as some been ordered by Frank Salisbury for
remuneration for his limited hours change.
sweag; Mrs. Frank Calderwood, thing well worth while and worthy the 1932 season, and in addition to
The
treasurer’s
report
for
the
year,
“The issues, therefore, are clearly
amounts to three dollars weekly.
Union;
Mrs. Alman Packard, Friend of support as well as a permanent the boats already owned by the active
presented
by
R.
P.
Conant,
of
Rock
When the canvassers reached the joined. First, is our present system
station he asked for a card and so satisfactory th a t no change is nec land, showed the organization in good ship; Marshall Moody. Bunker Hill factor in the world of clean sports. membership, other new craft will be
gravely filled in his “one cent of essary? Second, does the Adminis financial standing. The 1932 budget and A. P. Mahoney of West Aina.
There are a number of Knox bought and built during the coming
every dollar” pledge, three cents per trative Code Bill offer a desirable was also presented by Mr. Conant.
County
drivers whose personal repu winter so as to be ready for the start
These
officers
were
elected:
Presi
week for 24 weeks, the smallest pledge change?”
The work done for the year was pre dent, Luther Carney, Sheepscott; vice tation is rapidly approaching the ing gun next year, and it is expected
Continuing, Mr. Moran said:
in amount of money, but one of the
A vote for the Code is a vote for a sented by officers and project lead president, Henry Keller, West Rock national class, not only from the that a number of new records will be
largest in fineness of spirit.
Any person not thus far approached real state audit and financial reports ers of the Farm Bureau in playlet’ port; secretary-treasurer, Ralph Con standpoint of speeds attained in offi established in the various classes.
by the canvassers is urged to make a t the proper time, a t the only time form. Those taking p art were George ant, Rockland; E. C. Teague, Warren, cial races, but cleverness in handling
During the winter months a most
his or her contribution direct to the when they serve th eir real purpose; a
Chamber of Commerce. Any con vote against the Code is a vote to Cameron, Union; Mrs. N. B. Hopkins, agricultural economics; club leader. their boats and general adaptability interesting monthly program has
tribution, large or small is welcome, continue the present unbusinesslike Mrs. Mary Nash and Harold Nash, N. F. Barrett, Hope; clothing. Mrs. to the racing game, and it is to these been adopted and the first of these
and may be made in a lump sum or procedure of having a state official Camden; Luther Carney. Sheepscott; Sidney Evans, Wiscasset; crops. Vellis drivers, all members of the Pine Tree "get together” meetings will be held
through pledges over the term audit his own financial actions which
at the Pitcher's Pond cottage of
ending April 1. Details are being certainly is ridiculous, and the with Mrs. Nelson Calder wood, Liberty; Weaver, Waldoboro; dairy, Ralph Club, th a t the initiates look for the
completed for pledge collections holding of reports from the public Mrs. Sidney Evans, Wiscasset; E. B Cripps, Camden; foods, Mrs. N. B. instruction and friendly interest that Emerson Wadsworth Tuesday eve
which will be arranged for Mondays. so long that it is useless to release Denny, Damariscotta and Henry Kel Hopkins, Camden; forestry, Vellis goes so far towards encouraging new ning Nov. 3 where a record attend
Miss Sybil Young is assisting in this them at all.
ance is expected, a wild duck dinner
ler, West Rockport.
Weaver, Waldoboro; home manage- boat owners to enter their craft.
work.
The Code Bill centralizes authority
with all the “fixin’s” will start the
This
program
of
work
was
accepted
The
officers
of
the
Pine
Tree
Out
mefit,
Mrs.
Grace
Emerson,
Whitefor economy and efficiency. I chal
evening followed by a brief official
for
1932:
Agriculture;
Farm
accounts,
board
Club
elected
at
the
October
field;
orchard,
George
Walker,
Aina;
lenge any Code opponent to name a
W R IT E S T O M O T H E R
single successful private business fam management meetings, poultry poultry, Maynard Kinney, St. George. meeting are: Commodore, Milton S. meeting, and then the regular enter
th a t does not have centralization of
The speaker was Director A. L. Dick, of Rockland, well known to all tainment feature of the evening will
R ockport School G irl W ho authority. ‘The same principles upon accounts, blueberry dusting service,
lime
campaign,
pasture
improvement,
Deering
of Orono, who gave a fine Maine followers of outboard racing, begin, but Just what this is to be will
which private business depends for
Eloped W ith C am den M an success,
are equally necessary to safety bull pens, farm woodlot im talk on "This Business of Farming,” secretary and treasurer, Emerson be kept a secret until the last minute,
make public business successful.
provement, forest tree planting, appl. bringing out the things that the Ex Wadsworth of Camden, with the suffice it to say th a t every member
Living In C onnecticut
Why all this furor about the dan tree planting, apple tree pruning tension Service were able to do
offices of rear and vice commodore will want to hear this and an inter
Evelyn Jenkins a Rockport school ger of centralization from Code op apple maggot demonstrations, or help the farmers, not only in betffir and possible secretary to be voted on esting, unusual and amusing evening
girl disappeared from home last June, ponents? I am informed that even
is promised. The regular meetings
and at the same time George Heath my opponent of th is evening has ex chard spray service, accredited flocks. methods but in studying the market- J at the next monthly meeting.
In addition to the above, the active will be held on the first Tuesday of
of Camden, who had been paying pressed the fear th a t centralization groiF good pullet campaign, pedigreed and presenting this information to
some attention to her, also left his of authority would rob the people of poultry breeding; home economics: the farmers.
membership now includes Alexander every month and a rotating schedule
abode. Rumors of their marriage their sacred rights.
Several of the communities in the Dority, Curtis Weed. Charles Chapin, has been worked out for this.
Perhaps my opponent has forgot coat making, dressing the children,
have reached here from time to time,
The secretary, Mr. Wadsworth, will
county assisted on the program with Forest Brazier, Carl Freeman, Roy
but the first direct word as to their ten the words of his own inaugural
whereabouts was received yesterday address uttered in 1927, only four chanism of government today there songs, readings and plays. Mont Weed, Royal Grinnell, Leo Crooker, be very glad to hear from any Knox
in the form of a letter from the girl years ago. In his customary man must be more centralization of sweag community, a play “Having Jasper Chapin, Elmer Joyce, Paul ! County men who may wish to identify
to her mother. Mrs. William Robbins ner, his opinion was so well ex authority and responsibility If the
pressed, so clear an d so concise, that citizens of the State are to be well F ath er’s Picture Took;’’ Damari Jones, Harold Corthell, Donald Rich themselves with this live organizaof Willow street. Rockland.
it
cannot be misconstrued. Rather served in accordance with the prac scotta community, minstrel show; ards, Frank McDonald, Johnson Tal 1 tion.
The communication told of her
marriage to Mr. Heath soon after than interpret his words, let them tice prevailing in the most success solo, Rev. Harold LeMay, Bristol;
leaving Rockport, and of how they speak for themselves. Here are his ful business institutions of our land. playlet, “She Made a Pumpkin Pie,”
U P A R O U N D UNION
are now keeping house in Middletown, exact words:
A M E S IS PRESID EN T
In approaching the problems of the
Conn., and very happily located.
“It is the opinion of most students state during this session the Legisla Camden community; solo, Mrs. Olive
of governmental departments that ture may well give serious considera Noyes, Hope; readings, Mrs. Elizabeth C am den Postm aster H eads Road W ork C auses Scarcity
PAID HIS RESPECTS
the decentralization of powers and tion to simplification and centraliza Caswell and Mrs. Mary Weeks, Bris
division of responsibility have gone tion of the mechanism of the State tol and Mrs. Edith Gurney, Appleton
of Men and T rucks— T he
Past M atrons’ and P a tro n s’
Wallace 'White, former Republican entirely too far an d th a t in the ad Government along th ese lines.”
and
a
paper
by
Mrs.
May
Robbins
of
A
pple Crop
A
ssociation
representative and now senator from ministration of th e complicated meAnother ex-Governor opposes the
Maine, conferred briefly Thursday
Code Bill. Mr. Baxter entreats us East Union.
Time Is not hanging heavily on the
wfth President Hoover.
not to tamper with the handiwork of
The final report on membership of The 20th annual meeting of the
What did you take up with the
our forefathers; th a t we should let the organization showed 670 members Past Matrons and Past Patrons Asso hands of Union residents just now
President?" he was asked as he left.
well enough alone. In his case also,
ciation of Knox County, O.E.S. was according to Robert M. McKinley, the
E A ST U N I O N , M E .
“I took up just 30 seconds." he re
it is fortunate th at some of his views as compared with 592 last year at the held with Grace Chapter in Thomas popular manager of the Knox Lime
plied. smiline, “and in that time paid
OPEN UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
at least, have been preserved for same date. This is within 43 mem ton Wednesday evening. A bountiful Company who was a visitor in this
my respects.”
posterity. Back in 1923 when he, was bers of the total membership last
(20 m inute wait)
supper was served by the members city Thursday.
Governor he transm itted witfi a year.
of Grace Chapter. The meeting was
Route 101 is being resurfaced from
Live prizes will be given at the
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER $1.25 communication to the .Legislature,
A nice dinner was served by the called to order by Edna Hilt, vice Union two miles in the direction of
Wednesday night Halloween dance at
the Cole Report, which advocated
(Southern style)
president of the Association. The
Pete Edwards’ new barn on upper
several drastic changes, really a fore ladies of the Eastern Star of Union. business
included taking in of many Augusta, and the work has laid a
Limerock street. The Clark Island
ROAST CHICKEN DINNER $1.00 runner of the present Code Bill.
new
members.
The election of offi heavy demand upon trucks and men
Orchestra will furnish music. 128-129
Now what did Mr. Baxter say? Here
E V A N G ELIC A LS M E E T cers resulted thus:
for at least three weeks. And that's
are his exact words:
: : SPECIALS : :
Leslie D. Ames of Camden, presi why there is a sudden scarcity of
At this season of the year we make
"It is proper for me to say that if
Soap
dent; Evelyn Orcutt of Rockland, apple pickers, and why the officials
all forms of automobile insurance our
the Legislature sees fit to adopt the T hirteen Churches To Take vice president; Edith Lenfest of of North Knox Fair must postpone
Chicken S h o rt Cake
specialty. Tel. 675. Roberts * Veazle
committee's recommendations the
Dessert an d Coffee
P a rt In R ockland C onfer Thomaston, secretary and Carrie for the time being the reclaying of
fnc. M. F. Lovejoy Mgr., Masonic
State Government will be placed
75c
the back stretch of the Union race
8mith of Warren, treasurer.
Temple.—adv.
46-S-tf
upon a more secure and more eco
ence Next T uesday
The Thomaston High School Or track. Sundry other improvements
nomical financial basis than it is at
S oap
chestra supplied music after the busi are to be made at the fairgrounds,
present. . . . An opportunity is now
Club Sandw ich
Thirteen churches of Rockland and ness was conducted and a selection but the nature of these will probably
ENERGETIC MEN IN EVERY TOWN
presented to the 31st Legislature to vicinity will Join next Tuesday in a was read. There were more than 100 not be revealed until the annual
Dessert a n d Coffee
and village CAN EARN BIO
take a step in advance, and although regional fellowship conference of in attendance. The next meeting will meeting of the North Knox Fair So
75c
1MONEY selling seeds. Experience
it will be necessary to set aside some evangelicals at which Rev. Harold be held with Golden Rod Chapter, ciety in November.
Served a t an y time
unnecessary. Steady work. Write
of the traditions of the past, I hope Paul Sloan. D. D. of Haddonfield, Rockland, in October, 1932.
Because the apple crop in this sec
for particulars.
Clubs and P a rties Solicited
you will not hesitate to do so if you, N. J. will be the principal speaker.
tion was below standard as to quality
COBB CO., Franklin, Mass.
believe that the State will gain Dr. Sloan is pastor of one of the larg
Telephone U n io n 18-21
and considerably below normal as to
H A D A BUSY Y E A R
128*131
thereby; almost without exception I est Methodist Churches in the East
For R eservations
quantity, there will be no large ship
endorse the committee’s recommen and is an author of note. He is con
116Stf
ments this fall, but cider stock and
dations and hope they will be sidered to be one of the outstanding Salvation A rm y Held 606 canning apples will have their inning.
adopted.”
And Bob did no overlook a refer
defenders of the Christian faith.
M eetings W ith T otal A t ence to that 35 foot cement bridge
I t is quite apparent that Mr. Bax
The conference Is to be held in the
which is to care for traffic across the
ter changed his mind on this ques Methodist Episcopal Church of which
tendance of 14,860
Medomak River about two weeks
tion, just the same as he did on the Rev. H. H. Marr is pastor.
water power question. Flip-flops on
The opening session will be at 2.30
In regard to their religious activi hence. The fence is now being con
public questions seem to be a charac p. m. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of ties among the unchurched the local structed.
teristic of some of our ex-Governors. the First Baptist Church will lead a Salvation Army Corps publishes the
As is well known the Code Bill is devotional period. Director J. Elwin following report for the fiscal year Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
sponsored by the present Governor. W right of the New England Fellow ending Sept. 30:
Now I did my best twice to prevent ship will then address the gathering.
If I had to live my life again I would
Open air meetings held in Rockland
him from being Governor, so cer He will be followed by Miss Kathryn and vicinity, 169; indoor meetings, for have made a rule to read some poetry
and
to some music at least once a
tainly I could hardly be represented M. Evans, staff worker of the New adults, evangelistic, 238 with an a t weeklisten
The loss of these tastes is a loss
as one of his ardent supporters. This England Fellowship, who will give a tendance of 6262: other meetings for of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
is a question too big for personali 15-minute outline of the results of adults, 18. attended by 219: total a t
TO MARY IN HEAVEN
ties; too big for partisanship; too big the New England church survey tendance a t all senior meetings. 6481.
lingering star, with lessening ray.
for factionalism. The issue before which is now in progress.
Separate meetings are held for Thou
That lov’st to greet the early morn.
Dr. Sloan will continue with an ad children and young people—52 Sun Again thou usher’st In the day
the people is not Governor Gardi
My Mary from my soul was torn.
ner; the issue is the Code Bill. Let dress on the subject. “Is New Eng day School meetings, with an a t
Mary! dear departed shade!
us forget individual and party differ land On the Verge of Another Great tendance of 3145; 77 instruction O Where
Is thy place of blissful rest?
ences when the welfare of Maine is Spiritual Awakening?” The latter classes in needlework and handi Seest thou thy lover lowly laid?
Hear’st thou the groans th at rend his
p
art
of
the
afternoon
session
will
be
concerned;
let
our
first
allegiance
be
craft,
with
an
attendance
of
929:
134
|
ANNOUNCEMENT
breast.
to our State. On Nov. 9, I urge every devoted to business. At 6 supper will Young People's evangelistic meetings,
citizen of Maine to vote according be served to the delegates. It is re with an attendance of 3039. There That sacred hour can I forget?
Can I forget the hallowed grove.
to the dictates of his and her own quested that all who plan to be at were 45 Bible training classes, with Where
by the winding Ayr we met.
* This is to inform policyholders and the pu b lic that
conscience, with the single thought this supper send their names in, at an attendance of 256; all other meet
To live one day of parting love?
least
bv
today.
Eternity
will not efface
ings. social evenings, etc., 42, with an
of w hat is best for Maine.
Those records dear of transports pa^t;
In the evening at 7.30 Dr. Sloan attendance of 1063. Total young Thy
Image at our last embrace!
will again address the Conference. people's meetings. 350, with a total
Ah. little thought we ’twas our last!
Delegates are expected from many of attendance of 8379: total meetings,
gurgling kissed his pebbled shore,
the surrounding towns. Rev. H. I. senior and young people's, 606, with Ayr
O'erhung with wild woods thickening
Peterson, pastor of the Highland an attendance of 14,860.
green:
W ill continue the insurance business o f h e r late
The fragrant birch, and hawthorn hoar.
Congregational Church of Somerville.
Twined
amorous round the raptured
Mass., will be the song director and
h u sb an d
ALCOHOL AND HEALTH
AU Makes of Radios
scene.
soloist. For further information ad
The flowers sprang wanton to be prest.
sang love on every spray,
A n y Tim e
A nyW here dress Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, “From my long experience as a TillThetoo.birds
E D W A R D W . BERRY
too soon the glowing west
Rockland.
teacher of physical culture I have Proclaimed the speed of winged day.
Mrs. Berry has collaborated in the conduct of the business and has
come to the conclusion that the use
o’er these scenes my memory wakes.
of alcohol is a very decided disadvan Still
been authorized to retain the same ten companies which the Berry
1855
1931
And fondly broods with miser care;
tage from a health point of view, and Time but the impression stronger makes.
agency has held the past 25 years. The office will be as always at
streams their channels deeper wear.
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
is a big handicap from an athletic MyAsMary,
dear departed shade!
the home, 40 Broad Street, Rockland. Telephone 236.
Waldoboro and Rockland
L. C. BU SSELL
one. Even the mild use of alcohol
Where is thy place of blissful rest?
Hlrhlandi
Seest
thou
thy lover lowly laid?
slows one’s control of muscles," says
TEL. THOMASTON 57-12
Hear’st thou the groans th a t rend his
Artistic Memorials In Stone
Clarence Weber, the famous Austrian
127-129*132
breast?
128-tf
m s -tt
athlete,
—Robert Burns (1759-1796).
skillful manner in which E. C.
! Moran, Jr., of Rocklatid handled his
•••
*•• ' side of the argument. The Rockland
— W hether doing, or suffering, or ••• | man prefaced his address thus:
•* forbearing, you may do miracles — | “Throughout th e political cam•* by persevering.—Burns.
paigns of 1928 and 1930 I advocated
| the principles which underlie the Ad
ministrative Code Bill. It therefore
can occasion no surprise that I am
H E D ID H IS BIT
advocating the sam e principles in
unless consistency is surprising.
Y outh Pledged T hree C ents I I1931,
f the Administrative Code Bill is
W eekly T o the U nem ploy adopted, certain changes in the form
of our State Government will be efm ent F und
! fected. The burden of proof is upon
me to demonstrate (1) that any
The Unemployment Relief Fund change is necessary, and (2) that the
has passed the $5000 mark and work particular change offered by the
is now progressing on the organiza Code Bill is desirable.

RADIO SERVICE

"Nature’s Own Beauty Spot” Offers For Sale a Few

THREE CENTS A COPT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
■ B■■■■■■-. *■■«'■»<■S. I . . S
T h u s Urges E. C . Moran, Jr.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents
Discussing C o d e Bill In Luther Carney Elected President For Coming Year— Knox County Drivers Not Going To Let Interest Lag
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Through the Winter Months
Program of Work Is Selected
Lewiston D e b ate
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
Lewiston voters who heard the j
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established joint debate on th e Administrative
If attendance and enthusiasm [ bot, Guy Heald, Frank Salisbury.
One of the largest and most suc reconditioning the wardrobe, child
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to , Code Tuesday night, and who favor
cessful annual meetings of the Knox- feeding, know your groceries, square count for anything, the newly organ- , John Salisbury, A. L. Anderson, Dr.
the Tribune-. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
I the measure are still talking of the
ized Pine Tree Outboard Club, with I A. F. Green, Edward Erickson, Ed

RO SE-AN N E LODGE

HAVE YOU TRIED THE

279 B roadw ay

The C ourier-G azette

R ockland, Maine, S aturday, O ctober 24, 1931

SaturdayI?
I ssue

P ag e Tw o

The C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Oct. 24. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declars that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
a rd that of the Issue of this paper of
Oct. 22. 1931, there was printed a total of
6178 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

E very-O ther-D ay

Rockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, O ctober 24, 1931
H O L D IN G ITS O W N
T hat Is the W ord Regarding *
Industrial C onditions In
T his State

C O A S T A R T IL L E R Y

PROBATE COURT

It Is Now "C a p ta in " W arren
Eldridge — Lieut. H ew ett
A t Y orktow n

B U R P E E F U R N IT U R E CO .

FREE Breakfast Suite

Output of electricity in northern New i
First Lieut. Charles Q. Hewett,
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of 8 percent maintained since the first Petition for administration grant- account filed by J. W alter Strout. vlslt and dutles at Yorktown during
Attention of the passer-by is easily of the year. Taking into consideration ed; Estate Henry Crouse, late of gdn.; Maria W. Tibbetts of Rockport the 150th anniversary of the defeat
engaged by the busy men at work in new customers the total output gained i Rockland, deceased, Jane T. Crouse first and final account filed by Ralph of Lord Cornwallis. Lieut. Hewett
?0 percent over a year ago.
j of Rockland, admx.; estate Fairfield H. Tibbetts, cons.; Thomas S. An- was selected as an aid to Gen. Von
the passage-way that separates the
From a comparison of electricity ; F. Williams, late of Thomaston, is - drews, late of Thomaston, deceased Steuben, a direct descendant of the
Masonic Temple from its Spear block sold to the larger industrial users I ceased, Marion D. Williams of Thom- third and final account filed by J. first inspector general of the U. S.
neighbor; the channel through which Maine appears to be holding its own aston, admx.; estate George A. Hen- Walter Strout, tr.
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Army. Baron Frederick William Von
Petition to determine inheritance Steuben. His duties in this capacity
since Rockland's history began, the in most lines, while industries in New dricks, late of Rockland, deceased.
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drained waters of the residential Hampshire and Vermont have encour- Charles H. Hendricks, admr.
aging spots th at tend to make this
Petition to determine inheritance Harry L. Follansbee, late of Camder.. description given, the celebration and !
region find their way into the harbor entire section optimistic as to the tax granted: Estates Alvah W. Hix, deceased, presented by Charles C concentration of troops and “Brass
tides. I t is no small piece of busi future.
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Around Augusta the shoe prospects Crouse of Rockland, filed bv Jane the estate of Ella L. Newbert.
of excessive rainfall, and addmg its are bright and the labor situation has t . Crouse, gdn.; Ila M. Tolman of
Accounts presented for notice: Es tion and practice on the range at
bit to a general plan for completely little concern with skilled labor well North Haven, filed by John C. John- tates Harriet E. Annis, late of Cam Thomaston, and from the large num 
covering up, in the passage of years, employed. The eastern territory son gdn
den, deceased, first and final pre ber who have qualified, the great
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the cost of it, roughly estimated at
using considerably more power than I Petition for guardian granted: Es
$2500, is to be borne in equal shares in previous months. The shoe trade tate Carrie W. Stackpole of Thomas- and final presented by Kilma Kan Sergeant Philip H. Newbert has been
kas, exx.; Harry L. Follansbee, late of appointed second lieutenant to suc
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Thursday.
casings.
Sheldon drug store now stands, and transcribed a letter at 100 words per w dlls A- Nutt, late of Camden, deMrs. Hazle Perry, Mrs. Helen
minute, wrote practice work at 246
at the rear of it erected a house oi words per minute, did 120 to 135 fVM D O A D Pi TL-IF “ V I P k '”
Gushee and Mr. and Mrs. Willard
4. Triangular grates for coal.
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Brown attended the annual Farm
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colonial design, a home of distinction words a minute from copy and last
------------Bureau meeting Thursday at Union.
where his family lived and died— but not least he wrote for the space
5. Extra wood grate for burning
whereupon it gradually fell into un of five seconds an average of 324 N um erous Changes In Per- Legion and D rum C orps Put-j _ Mr . and Mrs- Joseph Blake of
wood.
words a minute. Compare this with
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i Beverly. Mass., and Miss Tolman of
happy days marked by decay and no the fact th at 50 words a minute
sonnel — P en n an t A m bi
ting U n A nother Dig DOX- Rockport were guests Saturday of
long time ago disappeared. To the consoles the average typer. The
i Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl.
6. Check damper with chain
ing Exhibition
tion Still Alive
last of it we recall the architectural four essentials for speed and rhythm
Miss Roena Brown who has been
regulator to operate from
beauty of its front door, a bit of the are: Quick return of the carriage;
Boatswain A. A. Troy has returned
Although the Pancho Villa-Blondv employed in Massachusetts was a re 
write with the fingers not with the
cent
visitor
at
B.
L.
Whitney's.
first floor.
carpenter's a rt handsome enough to arm; watch copy closely and at from 30-day leave of absence, spent Gayton main muss stands out as the
The annual Harvest Home held by
grace a museum. To the west of it tain a quick method of changing the with his family in Rockland and feature fray of the American Legion's
the Willing Workers Wednesday eve
7. Large water pan.
Roslindale, Mass.
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Empire
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next
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vanished) th a t was the home of Dr.
ly attended. There was a fine display
the ei's haunted us this week. Try
Sears, prominent citizen of his time, and spell deign, deceive, lien, re a 30-day leave, part of which will be the supporting bouts all shape up of fancy work, aprons, rugs, etc., and
a larfee number from out of town were
spent trying to get a deer. Here’s like rapid-fire battles.
with the distinction of owning the prieve and yield.
wishing him better luck than he had po^ d « “b”
of" thfccUy, present. The supper served in the
Official speed tests have been given
town's earliest piano. It may still
Grange dining room was well p at
is a tali, rangy youth, who has been ronized. bringing about 556 to the
be in existence. This glancing allu this week, and Woodstock awards last year.
were won by Lena Ketunen, Phyllis
F. D. Holbrook. M. M. lc ^nd A. C. boxing for nearly two years, and who treasury. An excellent program was
sion may stimulate into activity other Snowman, Dudley Mears and Hugh Garland.
M. Att. lc have returned , is regarded as the most promising presented at the hall consisting of a
memories and tongues. The recalling Benner.
"
from five days’ leave spent with their , welterweight in Central Maine, is short play, "The Cure-Alls," selections
A number of students are prepar- families,
of incidents and scenes out of a com
coming to Rockland confident that by the church orchestra, and solos by
to take the civil service exam
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,
, he can stop the hard-hitting Sukie.
munity’s less sophisticated past is ing
for the stenographer typist which is , J ' Ft ®now; ? ea' lc' has re F ? ed Both boys are conscientious workers, Frank Meservey, John Howard and
never without its entertainment.
to be given shortly; 100 to 140 words from 15-days Ieave spent wlth hls are training diligently, and will be in Chiystal Stanley. This sa t and sup
per grows m popularity each year
parents a t Spruce Head, Mass.
are required in shorthand.
the best of shape for this semi-wind and much appreciated are the efforts
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Warren,
F.
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is
spending
Would you say “the contents of the
up.
OBSERVING NAVY DAY
cf all who assist in making it so suc
book explain the object of the expe 2-days’ leave at his home in MachiasThat A1 Wilson-Johnnie Yuck cessful. The proceeds for the evening
port.
R o c k la n d . M a in e
tussle is going tmsteal a lot of thun were about $183
361 M a in S tre e t
That civilian organization, the dition” or "the contents of the book
J. J. Barnes, M. M. 2c, "Pop" to the der from the top two bouts. Both
explains the object of the expedi
Navy League of the United States, tion?” It was a surprise to the Busi boys, has re-enlisted in Boston, but lightweights are of the toe-to-toe
announces its program for the annual ness English classes.
PA RK TH EA TRE
as yet no word has been received from type who prefer fighting to eating,
and both are well up in the eating
Perley Brackett, a recent gradu his present station.
celebration of Navy Day on Oct. 27,
A big double bill will be on at the |
Mrs. St. F. Joyce and daughter are league.
the birthday of Theodore Roosevelt, ate, is in charge of the Western
Gold Coast Grenier and Billy Park Monday and Tuesday.
returning to Rockland from a vaca
Union office. Peabody. Mass.
birthday and that of Mrs. William turned home after spending the sum 
that staunch advocate of prepared
STRA N D TH EA TR E
Blanchard. Winslow-Waterville light
First—Aldrich's “Imperial Hawaiian
L. M. Koonz. head of the State de tion spent in Whitinsville, Mass.
Russell of Warren, also the 20th wed mer at Monhegan.
ness in the two branches of National partm ent of education, was a visitor
H. E. Dennis, Yeo. l c , has been weight rivals, are bracketed in a four Singers.”
The Virginia R., Capt Lew J. Wallace,
ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Hardly a man, woman or child in
Clive Brook, Kay Francis and Clarence Benner of Waldoboro. A is undergoing overhauling and paint
_____________
__ ________
defence. I t is not an occasion for the in the school Thursday.
transferred to the
depot a t ______
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spreading of propaganda for undue
picnic baked bean supper was served ing at the Harbor.
A CALL TO THE PRESS
uef
lief he motored through with his wife both ,love • to SW»P Punches. Tut attending the theatre have not at heroine of “The Smiling Lieutenant,” after which games were played and
Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle T. Lash and
naval expansion, nor is it in any sense
Chicago Tribune: “The American and son.
Whittier and Bobbv Gayton. a couple some time or other enjoyed the pro play the leading roles in Para a social evening enjoyed. An amus daughter Jane of Cambridge, Mass,
a military mobilization, but on the press is free to lead and competent i
“Kirk” has had its bottom of lanky tyros, will be battling on gram offered bv a troupe of mount’s exciting dramatization of ing feature of the evening was guess are visiting Mrs. Jessie Lash.
_ _ fX d a„d “ no " a?l even terms- and considering that Hawaiians, but it took William
F. Al- Louis Bromfield's best selling novel, ing the weight of each lady present.
_______
day every naval station and vessel is to lead. Its caU is unmistakable. The c
Henry McDonald of Thomaston
misfortunes and sufferings of mil- rpadv for the winter task of ice Plenty of haymakers will be unloosed, drich, that noted explorer and master i “Twenty Four Hours,” Monday- Out of town guests were Mr. and Mrs. was in town Thursday.
open for public inspection, and citi lions
of our people are making rich
° A film T aken by Para! a £>°<*out may be expected,
camera man, to devise a method of , Tuesday Strand feature.
William Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Seldon
zens are cordially urged to make pasturage for the demagogue and the
r lln t show ine it breakina ice in the
Two other humdingers are on this bringing the real native songs and
“Twenty Four Hours" shows how Robinson, Mrs. Viola Durgin, Mr. and
ENGLAND CAN’T BLAME IT
music to us. The “Imperial Hawaiian several people, within two twelve Mrs. Leland Philbrook and family,
them places of visitation. The peo
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Leple of this vicinity look to the navyhour turns of the clock, suddenly find ( Mr. and Mrs. George M artin and Mr to Europe, William Randolph
_________
Hearst
his wares. Political curealls are multi- | J
®
! ^ L » s t « n has Slonnaires wh° are now sellinS tick- have not as yet cast aside their n a themselves embroiled in a danger- and Mrs. Edwin Gammon of Warren, Iowner
of the H earst periodicals, stated
yard a t Portsmouth, N. H., for the plying on the counter Sane counsel ; w ” ° W
th T c hamPi o n s S of the Big
____________
tive ways and music for the more
privileges of such occasions and
tunes and jazz as has ous situation which threatens their | Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Benner and th a t he found conditions over in Eu“ ^ e d T d T a i f f i y hm ustc^m elrom
Lea^ e and is t0 rec« v® the %UP
Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L„ held Americanized
been the case with most Hawaiian lives. From the moment these peo- ! son Richard of Waldoboro, Miss Mil- 1rope so bad th a t in comparison the
there is an announced program for
pie are introduced at a fashionable , dred Stone and Miss Florence Critten- i American depression seems to him
the resDonsible Dress of the country donate(i
Puritan Clothing Co.
annual meeting Thursday night
the day which should prove of stir The p r ^ ? h T b « n t h e s tl X e o{ P’vmouth. Mass. The “Kick" is and elected thesf officers: c / m. troupes..
The second feature is Buster dinner party to that tense moment, 1don of Salem and Mr. and Mrs. Bert “like a small dent In the smooth sur
, face of prosperity.” Europeans cannot
ring interest to the public and nation in other trials of our people.
d^ ™ ' l tba ^ 1 7 ^ ™ S i
V
?.C? Keaton in "Sidewalks of New York.” twenty-four hours later, when one Copeland of Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cook have re- ! blame their depression on prohibition
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all
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commander
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will be in
the ordeal of Players are of the “P1? 10? , v i c e commander. George H. Jackson;
today Toandcombat
diiouragement
millionaire’s son who tries to reform cused of his paramour’s murder—
train from every part of Maine.
and ’ Danic to clarifv thought and cup would have g,°n! 10 th6i ,K
adiutant- Levi Flint: financial officer, the youngsters of the tenement dis with onlv his estranged wife willing
Mayor Richardson by proclamation stimufate initiative, to support wise bad tbepy been aWe t0 complete the ,
Chisholm; sergeant-at-arms, tricts. He starts gymnasiums and to believe him innocent—“Twenty
invites the participation of our patri
William
Widdecombe;
historian, other means of juvenile uplift, falls Four Hours" creates and maintains
counsel and explode destructive fal- ■
Wesley Oxton. The new officers were in love, incurs the wrath of gangsters, suspense with compelling effect.
otic bodies and citizens generally in lacies, this is the work before us and
As Jim Towner, dissolute society
installed by State Vice President and has to dodge more trouble in a
observance of Navy Day, a form of the American press must take it up
Louis Cates, assisted bv former State few days than most men face in an man who tries to forget his unhappi
recognition of a great National asset, with a will. The domestic peace and
President Basil H. Stinson as Ser entire lifetime.
ness in the arms of a woman he is
the importance of which to the coun progress of the American people are
geant-at-arms. The Post has been
He comes to grief when he tries later wrongfully accused of murder
at stake. They always have been the In Connection With Refer under the leadership of Earl McIn to stage a wrestling bout—and when ing. Clive Brook enacts one of his
try cannot be too highly valued.
concern of the American press. Their
whose administration has been he takes on a prize fighter for a box best roles. Kay Francis as hls es
endum Question: Shall An tosh.
guardianship has been largely in our
one of progress. The Post has ap ing match he gets Into even more tranged wife who rallies to his aid
keeping
and
is
in
our
keeping
today.
PRO M O TING M USIC
Act Entitled “An Act Re proximately 200 members.
strenuous trouble.—adv.
when everyone else deserts him, also
It is our trust and we must keep it.”
contributes a sincerely moving per
lating
to
the
Administra
It is always a pleasure to note the
formance. And Miriam Hopkins who
AT THE AIR PO R T
tion of the State,” Become
M odernize your k itch en range w ith
literally leaped to fame in “The
progress of community musical clubs,
Sam Irwin, the new airport man
a T ow n sen d O il B urner and you
Smiling Lieutenant." creates a poig
A Law?
particularly the formation of new ager, has done a thorough job of
nant dramatic role as the disil
banish the drudgery from cook in g.
house
cleaning
with
view
to
making
To Be Voted On November 9, 1931
ones, in which it is natural to en
lusioned and reckless Rosie Dugan,
N o fire to b u ild. N o ashes to
Published in Accordance w ith chapter
counter a spirit of enthusiasm. So the airport more attractive to visit
Brook's paramour.—adv.
clean out.
ors. He is putting on a show tomor 203 of the Public Laws of 1931.
Fall Rains A re Here and S now and Sleet Ju st A head.
we congratulate Bath upon its newly row th a t will be better than any
IN FAVOR OF QUESTION •
Y o u can start your fire in 6 m inutes
organized club and wish for it all thing Rockland has seen. One new
FR IE N D SH IP
KEEP D R Y AND A V O ID SICKNESS
Wm. Tudor Gardiner
by sim ply click in g a sw itch. The
prosperity in its ambitions to promote stunt is called “the falling leaf,” the
Previously publlshed,
$174.44
Miss Mildred Stone and Miss Flor- '
T o w n sen d electric lig h ter both pre
A
FULL
LINE
OF
CARTER’S
OIL
CLOTHING
better music. The name of it— plane fluttering like a leaf falling in
ence Crittendon, teachers in Salem
still air. There will be sightseeing
heats the oil and ig n ite s the flame.
for men who work in the wet
IN FAVOR OF QUESTION
“Les Camarades Musicaux "—break flights at a small charge. The Junior,
Normal School, were weekend guests
Y o u can have a q u ick , h o t f la m e State
Administrative
Code
ing away from the much-used names newest and smallest of Curtissof Mrs. Kenneth Thompson.
Committee
lo w flame—or m edium flame, just as
Mrs. Percy Wincapaw is visiting'
THREE-QUARTER
LENGTH
COATS
of musical celebrities—suggests the Wright planes, will be demonstrated. Blaine S. Vlles. treasurer.
break or be u p set. A ny coal or w o o d
__
y o u want it. P lenty o f heat for roasts,
Easy to work and walk in. Fine for Milkmen
her daughter Mrs. Celesta Cushman
Previously published,
$696.94
spirit of ambition and we should Members of the airport staff will be
stove can be eq u ip p e d with aTow nsin Portland
on hand to show visitors the hangar. Filed October 14. 1931.
p ie s, cakes, etc. Every installation
FULL LENGTH MOTOR COATS
think would answer very well after The public is invited.
e n d —and b e tw e e n meals. Come in
Dr. F. W. Putnam of West Newton I
guaranteed to p ro v id e *500° oven
State Administrative Code
VICTOR BRAND. Two-Piece Suits
dhe had learned how to pronounce it.
and Mr. Barnes of Wellesley were in
and see this n ew “ matchless'' o il
Committee
temperature.
town over the weekend.
THAT TOWN PUMP
burner. A m o d e l for every hom e
Blaine S. Vlles. treasurer.
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TOP
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Printing, publication,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Magee have
Jason O. Packard of Rockville re
A U T U M N STAYS ON
w hether you h a v e electricity or not.
T o w n sen d O il Burners are perfectly
postage.
$
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members when the old town pump
returned fron) Rochester, Minn., ■
Cleric hire,
81.50
safe. O il tank is o f m etal. Can’t
*Oa apprmtd ranget.
where Mr. Magee underwent most
,
.
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I was on the corner of Limerock street
Whne there is an observed dim- an(j
Farweu opera House was
$158.50
$158.50
successful treatment at the Mayo
r.iing of brilliancy in the autumnal the ojd steam mill which was owned Filed October 21. 1931.
Clinic. While there Mr. Magee saw
Dr. Howard Gray, a former summer
folia-c, the sustained glory of the by Dr. Sears. Dodges Mountain at State Administrative Code
RO CK LA N D , M AINE
Committee
resident of Waldoboro, dally and he
pictm e it makes continues to invite I that time was covered with thick
DISTRIBUTORS
SINCE
1915
Blaine
S.
Vlles.
treasurer.
1
..................
, ' growth of oak trees which were cut
reports th at Dr. Qray is one of the
Printing, publication.
the ; .ht-seer into the wide country j and sawed int0 lumber in that mill.
most popular doctors. The Clinic has
$195.48
postage,
AGENTS
FOR
50.00
rpac.s where the spread mantle of ---- —----------------------------------------Clerk hire.
400 doctors and approximately 15,000
patients.
coitu s presents a picture to be gazed greater appeal than at this particuAMCO TREATED PURE MANILA ROPE
| 361 M ain S tr e e t
$245.43 $245.48
A party of friends gathered last
The Rope That Will Not “Rot Out"
vpo i with the highest emotions of lar passage of the year. Get out of
$1100.92
Total.
Saturday night at the home of R. R
For Use On Both Land and Sea
<’pl!g'.t
Always Maine holds out doors where vision may range wide
EDGAR C. SMITH.
and K. E. Thompson in celebration of
128S131
T O W N SE N D
Matehlets R A N G E B U R N E R S
I
at I-uc lions to the eye, and never with' and take a good long look at it.
Secretary of State.
several anniversaries, the form er’s 1

W ith every G lenw ood R an ge sold d uring our CLUB SALE w e will
give F ree a beau tifu l 5 -P ie c e B rea k fa st S u ite, a h and som e Drop
Leaf T ab le and Four C hairs. A ll finished and d ecorated .
A G lenw ood R an ge is th e highest
grad e cook in g ran ge m ade in
A m erica.

P rices are red u ced during this
sale.

T erm s can b e arranged to m eet
you r purse.

A y ea r to p ay. No in terest.

A GLENW OOD FURNACE
WILL SAVE 1 -4 OF
Y O U R COAL BILL

P rices a re very lo w now .
Call 4 5 0 R ockland and let
us sen d you a ca ta lo g .

TERMS TO MEET YOUR PURSE

BURPEE’S

C L IC K

Statement of Expenditures

TH E
S W IT C H

an d y o u s ta rt y o u r

F ir e

DON’T TAKE CHANCES

PENOBSCOT FISH CO.

B U R P E E ’S

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF TH E TOW N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 24—Knox County Young People's
Association rally at Methodist Church.
Camden.
Oct. 26—Christian Science lecture by
William Duncan Kilpatrick, C. S. B., of
Detroit.
Oct. 26—BPW Bridge a t Thorndike
Grill.
Oct. 26—Scribblers’ Club meets with
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth In Rockport.
Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 27—Regional fellowship confer
ence of evangelicals at First Baptist
Church
Oct. 28—Fales Circle Installation.
Oct. 28—Elks' charity dance at Ma
sonic Temple.
Oct. 29—American Legion sparring ex
hibition at Empire Theatre.
Oct. 29-30—Annual convention of
Maine Teachers’ Association at Portland.
Oct. 30—Itooevlk Club dance. Temple
hall.
Nov. 2—Monthly m eeting of City Gov
ernment.
Nov. 3—Knox County Superior Court
convenes. .
Nov. 3—Plfie Tree Outboard Club’s gettogether at Pitcher’s Pond.
Nov. 9—Special election to vote upon
administrative code bill.

WEATHER
Great weather today for the foot
ball enthusiasts. Pair and moderate
all this week, but such fine days
never become monotonous.
Nine
o’clock temperature is 52, wind in the
northeast; yesterday noon reading
was 62. The moon due to full Mon
day has made the evenings as fair as
the days. Many trees are now bare,
but the elms still form a golden
canopy over our streets.
Edward Prescott moves next week
to Camden where he will be manager
of the A.&P. store.
Much interest is being manifested
in the Monday program of the Forty
Club which will be presented under
the fitting title of “Five S tar Final.”
Register of Probate Charles L.
Veazie, Fred H. Holbrook and Fred
Achorn, all. of Rockport, have gone
to St. John, N. B., to spend the week
end.

DOUBLE DECKER DANCE
U P S T A IR S

AND

D O W N S T A IR S

MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
W ednesday
October 2 8

Wednesday
October 2 8

Elks Benefit for the

Elks Benefit to the

Unemployed

Unemployed

KIRK

BILL KENNEY
And His Orchestra

And His Orchestra

Dance in Temple Hall or the

Entire Proceeds to the

Former Woolworth Store

Unemployed Relief Fund

as your fancy dictates
Tickets 50 Cehts
Tickets 50 Cents
128-129

The destroyer Hamilton attained a
speed of 36.89 knots on the Rockland
course Thursday. There will be no
-* !
Sunshine Society meets Monday
CA M D EN
further trials here the present year afternoon.
unless the jjew cruiser Augusta
The regular meeting of Seaside
should happen along in December.
Blue Bonnet Troop meets a t the
Chapter will be held Monday evening.
A Halloween social will follow the
’’Twenty Four Hours," Louis Brom- Universalist vestry Monday at 4
meeting and refreshments will be
field’s best seller which ran serially in o’clock.
Financial help Is desired for carry
served.
the Cosmopolitan under the title of
ing on In Knox County the religious
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
Sleeper Bible Class meets Monday training of unchurched boys and girls of
“Shattered Glass” will be seen Mon
neglected rural districts. The work
meet Wednesday evening. Picnic
day-Tuesday at Strand Theatre with a t 2.30 at the home of Mrs. H. J. the
Is well organized, under a trained lead
supper at 6.30. Following the meet
er. It calls for financial support. Con
those prime favorites Clive Brook Keating, Mechanic street.
tributions sent to this paper will be
ing there will be a Halloween pro
SERMONETTE
and Kay Francis.
promptly acknowledged and passed on
gram.
There will be a rehearsal of the de to the treasurer of the Knox County
There will be a union service at the
The Great Artist
The meeting of the Rockland Gar gree staff of Miriam Rebekah Lodge Association for rural religious education.
J. W. Robinson, to whom checks should
Congregational Church Sunday eve
den Club will be Tuesday a t Mrs. Da Tuesday at 7.30.
be made payable.
I quote from a poem written for
ning and Rev. Leroy A. Campbell,
vid Talbot’s home a t 3 o’clock. A
«?> <8> <S> «>
this paper by Adelaide A. Davis.
pastor of the Baptist Church, will
large attendance is desired as Prof.
The Speech Readers Club meets
The Fund Steadily Grows
There’s
a
wonderful
wealth
of
beauty
deliver the address.
Formerly Priced 25 Cents To $1.00
INCLUDING ALL GRADES
Roger Clapp of University of Maine Wednesday afternoon a t 2.30. In 
Dr.
H.
H.
Plumer,
U
n
io
n
........$25.00
On
these
rugged
hills
today.
Chester Hansen left Friday morning
will speak on "Floral Landscaping." terested friends are always welcome.
The trees have donned tlielr festal
Millard
Hart,
Rockland
.........
5.00
for a gunning trip in the big woods.
robes
There will be an exhibition of dish
Mrs. Ethel Frohock, Rockland 2.00
Of colors bright and gay;
Schools in town will close Thursday
gardens by the newly formed Junior
With the beautiful tints of autum n
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W
O.
F
u
ller......
10.00
Mrs.
J.
M.
Pomeroy
entertained
at
and Friday of next week, giving the
Garden Club.
They make a picture grand.
sewing Wednesday evening a t her Mrs. L. Wilbur M esser.......... . 5.00
But no hum an skill can blend the
teachers opportunity to attend the
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood ..........
25.00
shades
"This is the biggest little job I home on Talbot avenue.
State convention in Portland.
To compare with the Master Hand.
662 MAIN STREET
PHONE 1061
NORTHEND
Evelyn
B.
Crockett
......................2.00
ever tackled” said Will Dean, veteran
Mrs. Leroy Campbell entertained
128-tf
It
is
a
gorgeous
riot
of
colors
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
T.
Cobb
10.00
The
Junior
Auxiliary
of
Winslowinstallation expert of the Central
the
Philathea
class
at
the
parsonage
you gaze on in the mountains
Maine Power Co., referring to his Holbrook Post meets Monday a t Le Mary E. Meserve, Thomaston 2.00 this
Friday
evening.
fall. “In autumn gold the
efforts to run concealed wiring to the gion hall directly after school and the Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Leach ...... 25.00
Mrs. Zelma M. Dwinal has returned
Mabel E. Oxton, Rockville ..... 5.00 beeches stand, maples redden in
new electric clock a t th e Postoffice. senior auxiliary at 7.30.
from a visit with her brother J. H.
Mrs. Harry French and Mrs. Frank
the
sun.”
It’s
true,
no
human
Dr.
H.
V.
T
w
eedie....................
25.00
,
The artisans who put the building
Newall in Chicago.
L. Newbert entertained the EF.A. i
Edwin Libby Relief Corps plans a Miss Alena L. Young ............. 5.00 skill can match the Master Hand.
together certainly planned on perma
The
Baptist
lades’
circle
will
hold
an
Club a t dinner and bridge Wednesday j
Halloween costume party for their Mrs. Bertha Smiley ............... 5.00 I The hillsides clothed in brilliant
nency.
5.00
array and the mountain roads all-day session in the church parlors a t Mrs. Newbert’s cottage a t Rock- I
meeting next Thursday, an annual Miss Ada B. Young ................
next
Wednesday.
Covered
dish
din
ville. Mayor C. M. Richardson, F. L.
Mrs. Evelyn M. Hix ................. 25.00 covered with fallen leaves are
The 40th annual convention and event th a t furnishes a jolly time.
ner at 1 oclock.
Newbert and I. J. Shuman were spe
Itooevik Club. Rockland ........ 5.00 marvelous tapestries.
State meeting of the Maine C. E.
Mrs.
Sadie
Wooster
is
visiting
Mrs.
cial guests for dinner. Bridge honors
At the end of the road up Hattie Gove in North Searsmont.
Mrs. Charles A. Emery who is at Mrs. Edward W. Bok ............. 50.00
Union will be held at the United Bap
were carried off by Mrs. I. J. Shuman, I
tist Church in Rumford on Oct. 30. the Massachusetts Memorial Hospi Baptist Sunday School, Warren 18.50 Spruce Mountain as you emerge
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Crosby have | Mrs. Mary Keizer and Mrs. C. M.
31 and Nov. 1. One of the greatest tal, Boston, continues to improve and Lottie Ewell, Rockville .......... 5.00 from the woods the traveler comes returned from Bangor where they at Richardson.
upon a bronze tablet upon which
gatherings of Christian Youth in expects to be removed to her home Dr. W. F. Hart, Camden.......... 25.00
tended the 86th annual meeting of the
F. W. Barton, Tenant's Harbor 5.00 is inscribed the message:
Maine for many years will celebrate in this city the coming week.
Grand Lodge of Maine, I.O.O.F.
BORN
Methodist
S.
S.,
U
n
io
n
...........
25.00
I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills
50 years of the Christian Endeavor
Mrs. Alton French will entertain PETERSON—At Brockton. Mass., Oct. —,
Block 5 of the Universalist Church D. J. Sivewright, Ten. Harbor 2.00 Whence cometh my strength.
movement at this convention.
to
Mr
and
Mrs. Chester Peterson
2.00
Then follows the statement the C.C.H. CluSb Thursday at her
(Josephine Nash), a daughter.
is holding a cooked food sale this a ft Mrs. L. N. L ittleh a le................
camp
at
Coleman
Pond.
Baptist
S.
S.
T
enant’s
Harbor
25.00
that the owner has deeded to the
An early report by the Maine game ernoon at the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
A special meeting of the members
MARRIED
wardens shows th a t partridges are store, Mrs. Lillian McRae in charge. Mrs. Ava B. Lawry, ................. 5.00 town of Jackson, N. H., the tract of the Home for Aged Women will be
FO R
THOMAS-STEVENSON—At Camden. Oct.
Robert,
Hervey,
Patricia
Allen
3.00
for a park for the people, forever.
plentiful everywhere except in por Home baked beans and hot rolls are
24. by Rev. Louis Witham. Clarence
at the Congregational parish
Thomaston contributions ...... 14.35
What a gift th a t is, matched In held
tions of Hancock, Penobscot and an additional feature.
H.
Thomas
and
Elvira
Berry
Steven
Mrs. Ida Barrows, Rockville .... 2.00 Maine by Percival P. Baxter's gift house Thursday at 3.15 p. m.
son. both of Camden.
Washington Counties; that woodcock
• ♦*•
BROWN-DENICO—At South China. Oct.
of Katahdin.
are plentiful in the coastal counties;
William Duncan Kilpatrick, C.S.B., James E. Kenney, St. George .. 1.00
8. Earle Lawrence Brown of Waterville
Mrs.
E.
P.
Cooper,
Wollaston,
..
2.00
Thomas-Stevenson
and Evelee Taylor Denlco of South
Down through the valley you
that rabbits are plentiful everywhere of Detroit, member of the board of
China.
At the Congregational Church this
except in Somerset County; that lectureship of the Mother Church of Henry G. Caddy, St. George .. 1.00 hear the murmuring roar of Wild
Leola
F.
Robinson,
St.
George
1.00
ducks, coots and geese are plentiful Boston, is to deliver an address Mon
cat River. The ferns and mosses, Saturday noon, Elvira Berry Steven
E M O R IA M
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ' In
lu memory
UIC1UUI,I Nof MAlma
in the southern zone: and that bears day evening at 8 o'clock at the First Miss Edith C. Bicknell ........... 2.00 the pointed spruces, the trees with
E Andrews, who
A
Friend
...................................
5.00
B. Stevenson, and Clarence Herbert J passed away Oct 24, 1930.
are plentiful in Hancock and a num Church, Christ Scientist.
the
red
apples
in
the
orchards,
PUMPKIN CENTER
Thomaston Additional ........... 15.00
Some may think th at we forget her
Thomas, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
ber of other counties.
the
rich
browns
and
sober
grays,
Knox County Council ............. 50.00
When they sometimes see us smile,
Thomas,
were
united
in
marriage
by
and all the glory of the autumnal
Miss Bertha McIntosh who is to
But they know not of the sorrow
Dana A. Sherer, Rockville 2.00
PACKAGED ICE CREAM
Florida Brown writes from Bel open her dancing classes is now 1Mrs.
T hat the smile hides all the while;
tints, are painted in unforgetable Rev. Louis Witham, the double ring
Marion Weidman, Rockport .... 5.00
God knows how much we miss her.
service
being
used.
The
bride
was
fast: “The Church of God has pur registering pupils. Private lessons Mrs.
colors by the Master Artist of the
R.
J.
MacKenzie,
Ten.
Har.
25.00
Never
will
her
memory
fade—
chased a fine lot on Bridge and will be given as well as class instruc Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Carter .... 10.00 Universe.
given in marriage by her father.
W. A. H.
Loving thoughts will ever wander
A Shell of French V anilla w ith a Center o f
Water streets and is to build a hall. tion. Her dancing school last winter
She wore white taffeta, with tulle
To the spot where she Is laid.
A
Friend,
Camden
..................
25.00
Gone but not forgotten by her Father
It is a real work of faith. The busi had marked success.
veil
and
her
bouquet
was
of
roses.
A
Friend.
Camden
..................
50.00
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal) Karl Thompson was best man and Forrest R. Davis, and her Mother.
ness people have contributed material,
Delicious Coffee in the Shape of a P um pkin
Brother, and Husband Sidney H. An
Owl’s Head B aptist S. S.......... 5.00
lumber, nails, etc., and the labor is
Fales Circle will hold inspection Mrs. M Hocking, Clark Island 2.00 Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services Mrs. A. B. Stevenson, Jr. and Miss ! drews.
to be donated as long as any one Monday evening, entertained by Mrs. Tenant's Harbor C. E.......... 4.. 8.25 for tomorrow will be appropriate for Elizabeth Thomas, sister of the groom,
CARD OF THANKS
wants to give a day’s work. If Norah Benner at the Benner Hill Methodist W.F.M.S., Rockland 5.00 the 21st Sunday after Trinity: Church bridesmaids. Their gowns were of
We wish our friends and neighbors
school a t 9.30: Choral Eucharist at pink, hats to match with silver trim
friends from neighboring towns dur chapel. State President Curtis will Thomaston,
to
know
how
deply grateful we are for
additional
...........
17.00
A sk Y our N earby Dealer F o r This Special
ing the next few weeks or months act as inspecting officer, and members Mrs. J. D. Thurston, U nion..... 25.00 10.30. Fr. Franklin will be the cele mings. and they carried pink chrys the kindness and sympathy offered In
our
tim
e
of
bereavement:
should feel like assisting in the work of Joel T. Grant Circle of Camden will Littlefield Memorial Church .... 7.35 brant and preacher.
anthemums. Jane Wooster, daughter flowers sent for the funeral.also for the ,
• ««•
it will be greatly appreciated."
of Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wooster of
be special guests.
Amt J. Berry. Mrs. Grace Wotton, Mr.
Federated W.M.S., Thomaston 2.00
At the Congregational Church to Bangor, was flower girl, dressed in and
Mrs. Eugene Overlock.
•,
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will blue, and scattered rose petals before
The W.C.T.U. met Friday after
The cement plant is furnishing em
Total to date ....................... $633.45 preach on the subject “The Attitude
CARD OF TH AN KS
noon with Mrs. E. J. Southard. The ployment to approximately 190 men
the bride and groom. Following the
We wish to thank neighbors, friends
of Youth in the World Of Today.”
leader of the program was Mrs. Annie and is making fairly liberal ship
the Georges River Lodge. K. of P..
District Deputy Grand Exalted The Sunday School will convene at wedding a reception was held at the and
Flint: subject “Motion Pictures.” ments when weather conditions are Ruler
for
many kindnesses shown during
A PR O D U C T O F N A T IO N A L D A IR Y
Albert C.-Jones begins his a n  the noon hour. The Comrades of the home of the bride on Park street. the the
illness and death of our husband
She spoke on the growth of the mo propitious. There have been rumors nual tour
The
house
was
prettily
decorated
with
|
next
week,
accompanied
by
and
father,
especially those who so
128-129
tion picture business from an insigni of a temporary shut-down, but no Past Exalted Rpler E. B. MacAllister Way will meet in the vestry a t 6 autumn leaves and fall flowers. Both thoughtfully gave
the use of their cars
ficant magic lantern show to the order to that effect has yet been pro as grand esquire. Monday night they o'clock.
also those who sent the m any beau
bride and groom are graduates of | and
•
*
•
•
tiful floral offerings.
fourth largest business in the country. mulgated. Among the shipments just
High School and the groom , Mrs. Amanda Winslow, Miss Lizzie
visit th e Lewiston lodge and
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni i Camden
I t is said that 24.000.000 people attend now is one to a New Hampshire town will
Winslow. Miss Winnie Winslow.
from
Wentworth
Institute
in
Boston,
j
Tuesday
night
the
Rumford
lodge.
versalist Church tomorrow morning ' Mr. Thomas is a mason by trade and | Warren.
•I
the movies every 24 hours. It has’ where the experiment of building
at 10.30 will have as the topic of his
become the greatest means of educa two miles of cement highway at this
The local chapter of the Sons of sermon “The Renascence of Faith.” the bride is a successful music teach
tion and has most deeply affected the late season is being undertaken.
the American Revolution will dine at Mrs. Veazie and Mrs. Morgan will er. The presents were beautiful and
character of the masses. United
Knox Hotel, Thomaston, Monday
numerous. Following a wedding trip |
States Government and State depart
Inspection of Edwin Libby Relief evening, following which event there sing “Whispering Hope," Alice Haw the happy couple will reside at 49
ments find the movie film of much Corps occurred Thursday, by Mrs. will be a business meeting at “Mont thorne, as a duet, and the trio Park
street.
use in showing and recording scenes Lottie Cole of Portland. State presi pelier,” addressed by the State presi "Father., Lead Us By Thy Hand.”
Butterfield,
will
also
be
given.
Church
of their work. Mary Perry Rich spoke dent.
Mrs. Lillian Judkins was dent of the organization, Walter B. school will meet at 11.45; junior
The Speecn Readers Club Wednes- |
briefly on the department of Chris initiated. Supper was under super Brockway.
Y.P.C.U. at 5 d. m. and senior at 6 day meeting was marked by good at
tian citizenship. A petition for world vision of Mrs. Riah Knight. A pro
tendance and interest, particularly in
disarmament was circulated.
The chief topic with the dancing The senior Clara Barton Guild will the lip reading lesson conducted by
gram arranged by Mrs. Julia Huntfraternity ju st now concerns the meet Friday evening at the home of Mrs. J. C. Hill and based on the
ley
included
Alice
Barton
in
violin
ilrs. Anne Snow this week attended solos with Mrs. Amy Tripp at the two dances which fire to be given by Mrs. E. W. Pike a t 7 o'clock.
• • • •
Kinzie Method which the club is I
two-day conference of the execu- piano; Capt. J. A. Huntley read a the Elks in the Masonic building next
There will be a guest speaker at studying. Miss Hope Greenhalgh
e board of the American Legion poem, Marion Mullen gave a reading Wednesday n ig h t for the benefit of
xiliary. The appointments for in costume, and Margaret Johnson the unemployed. One dance will be the morning service of the Littlefield gjve the current events and Mrs.
Memorial Church a t 10.30. unknown Freeman Brown the story. The latter
ite chairmen proposed by Mrs. and
Julia Molway were in a danc down stairs and the other upstairs to the congregation until the time is entertaining the sewing group at
nes C. Bradley of Rumford, State
in Temple hall, music being furnished
ing
skit.
of the service according to plans her home this afternoon.
;sident, were ratified, and that
by Kirk’s and Kenney’s orchestras.
made by the Knox County Baptist
leer was elected to represent the
The Rockland High School team
Ministers’ Association. The soloist give his second sermon on the theme,
partment at the annual national
Henry
Clukey
of
this
city,
who
is
ird meeting in Indianapolis and at which has not yet won a game or one of Maine's best known reinsmen. will be Dwight Mosher. It is Rally "Alien or Citizen" in this service, sub
its opponent's goal line, ap
Day in the Sunday School which ject, “Alien: W hat It Implies.”
» national defense conference in crossed
to be in for a certain victory drove Peter Simmons to>a straight- meets at 11.45. A large attendance is
♦*• .
ishington. Mrs. Snow is State pears
heat
victory
in
th
e
2.22
‘pace
at
the
afternoon, if one is to judge from
At the P ratt Memorial M. E.
airman of the finance committee, this
New England light harness meet in looked for. There will be no young
the
comparative
showing
made
by
special reception was tendered Mrs. Rockland High and Camden High Sturbridge. Mass., Tuesday. Peter people's meeting as the Sunday Church, Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor, the
nes J. Bourlsk of Sanford, who against Crosby High of Belfast. The Simmons lowered his own record School will have its concert at 7.15. services for Sunday will be: Morning
s elected national vice president of Orange and Black warriors of Rock more than a second, doing the three Tuesday evening prayer meeting will at 10.30, subject, “The Bringing of
come at 7.30. On Wednesday evening Light to a Darkened Soul; ” evening
e eastern division at the recent Na land held the Belfast team to a score heats in 2.10',4, 2.09',i and 2.11%.
there will be the annual roll call serv ! at 7.15, subject “The Open Door ”
nai Convention. The reception less tie, while Camden was defeated
, The music at this service will ints preceded by a banquet at the by the up-river aggregation 22 to 0.
Plans for entertaining the several ice preceded by*a• supper.
♦•
' elude chorus choir assisted by the
dumbia Hotel.
Under such circumstances, even with BPW Clubs of the Bangor district
The Baptist pastoral exchange will ! orchestra. Epworth League will meet
the loss of two capable players. P rin next Thursday are being made by the
Two price Sunday dinners in addi cipal Blaisdell’s lads can scarcely fail local organization. The meeting will bring a guest preacher to the pulpit i at 6. An invitation is extended to all
tion to the business m an’s special, to win—and a victory over Camden be at the Methodist Church, supper of the First Baptist Church on Sun i to attend the Bible conference Tues
which has proven so popular, and a High would go a long way toward at 6.30 to be served by the Ladies’ day morning. There will be a selec day afternoon and evening at this
la carte service are now offered at smoothing out the wrinkles which Aid of that church. Mrs. Charlotte tion by the choir and a solo by church.
TEL. CAMDEN 2024
The Thorndike dining room. Rock have accumulated during the season. Mitchell, the new president of the Charles Wilson. The church school
land folk and the travelling public The boys will not allow over confi State Federation will be the princi will meet a t the noon hour with
alike have welcomed the new dining dence to mar their chances, however. pal speaker. Invitation is extended classes for all ages. The Endeavorers
P. S.—Oh, Yes; all our oil runs through meter with every modern means of
room plan at The Thorndike—adv.
to all former mertlbers, as well as will meet a t 6 o'clock. The people’s
delivery.
Live prizes will be given at the anyone interested in knowing about evening service will open at 7.15 with
TOO LATE FO R C LA SSIFIC A TIO N Wednesday night Halloween dance at the club work. Reservations for the the prelude and everybody's sing.
JAMES
KENT,
D.
O.
128-lt
TWO TENEMENTS to let. one on Pete Edwards’ new barn on upper supper must be arranged with Mrs. There will be a piano solo by Miss
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
Grace St., one on I tndsev St., all mod lim erock street. The Clark Island Donald Perry or Miss Doris Hyler not Edna Gregory and special selections
122Stf
ern ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobbby the choir. Mr. MacDonald will
later than Monday.
DAVIS.
128_tI Orchestra will furnish music. 128-129

The Rural Child

Great C learance Sale

1931 WALL PAPERS
from 5 c to 2 5 c

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

F R O -JO Y
Ice C ream

HALLOWEEN

FRO-JOY

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE W A N T ADS

H O W ’S T H I S F O R A B O A S T

?

WE SELL

T he B est FUEL-OIL in the coiln ty. W hen your b urner has provoked

you to the lim it and you’re all d o n e , get a new le a se on a co m fo rt
ab le w inter; try a little SHELL— then our story y o u ’ll tell to o th ers.
GEORGE H . TH O M AS FUEL CO.

RECTAL DISEASES

*
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SY N O PSIS
CHAPTER I.—At a public dance
Martin Forbes, Chicago new spaper
man, Is pleasantly a ttrac ted by one
of the girl dancers. He “cuts in**
on her partner, a man whose name
he learns later Is Max Lewis, and
whom he instinctively dislikes. The
rli'l tells hirfl her name is "Rhoda
W hite.” He overhears a conversa
tion between Lewis and an unknown
woman which he realizes concerns
Rhoda. Sensing a good newspaper
story, he informs the girl of a
“blind ad” signed “C. J.,” inquiring
for the w hereabouts of “Rhoda Mc
Farland," which, judging from the
talk he overheard, he is convinced
is the g irl’s real name. She refuses
to deny or adm it it.
CHAPTER I I —T hat n ig h t Rhoda
finds the advertisem ent. The sight
of her discarded name (M artin was
right) recalls her childhood in a
California town. Her m other dead,
she is happy w ith her father, pro
fessor In a sm all university, until
m isfortune comes. Associated with
the blow Is her uncle. W illiam
Royce, who becomes in her childish
mind an “ogre.” Her fa th e r brings
her to Chicago, where he is engaged
in some m ysterious w ork. Rhoda,
by chance, learns lip-reading and
afterw ard, stenography. W hen she
is sixteen her father dies suddenly,
vainly try in g to give her a message
about “papers” in a trunk. She has
some money, and a fter his death,
fearing she will be claimed by her
uncle, she changes her name to
"W hite” and becomes a stenog
rapher In the newspaper office where
Forbes is working. She is living
with a fellow worker, “Babe” Je n 
nings. Babe, who had been a t the
dance the night before, tells her
Lewis had asked her if Rhoda’s real
name was not McFarland.
CHAPTER III.—Next day Martin
has supper with Rhoda And Babe.
He is told the girls’ ap artm ent has
been broken into and $300 Rhoda
had laid away, ie stolen. Martin
has learned th a t the m ysterious "C.
J. of the advertisem ent is Charles
J. Forster, uncle of Max Lewis, and
living a t the W orcester hotel. The
girl adm its her name is McFarland,
but tells M artin little else of her
history. A m ysterious "Claire Cleve
land” asks Rhoda for an interview .
CHAPTER IV.—Rhoda
m eets
Claire, who tells her she knew her
father well and is anxious to secure
document belonging to her which
rofessor M cFarland had in his pos
session when he died. Claire also
reveals knowledge of the trick
which wrecked M cFarland's life, a
false charge of violation of the
Mann act. She w arns Rhoda to bew are of Forster. The girl prom ises
to look for the paper, but finds the
tru n k in which were all her f a 
th er's possessions, and which she
had sealed, has been stolen.
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SERVICE

been watching the other taxi. .
as they approached the drive he
was astonished to see it turn south
instead of North; down town in
stead of up. That wasn't the way
to Claire’s flat. Yet her instruc
tions to Max had been explicit that
he take it there. Was Max start
ing something on his own account!
—betraying his ally? Or had he |
observed that he was being fol- ■
lowed and was he trying to throw
off pursuit?
“I’m a reporter for the News,"
Martin told his driver, "and that
chap with the trunk is a peach of
a story if I can get it. He isn't
going where I thought he would
though."
“Probably going to one of the
depots, isn’t he, with that trunk?"
the chauffeur suggested.
“I believe you're right.” Martin
agreed. “If he Is. the story is
even better. But I’ve got to find
out where he’s going.”
Their quarry showed no signs of
consciousness that It was being
followed. Its destination proved
to be the Union station.
“Where will he go with that
trunk if he wants to check It?”
Martin asked.
“It depends on whether he's got
his ticket,” the chauffeur told him.
“If he hnsn’t he'll stop and get It
half way down the ramp. If he
has he’ll go all the way down to
the lower level.”
Evidently Max hadn’t his ticket,
for his taxi stopped half way
down, pulling up a little beyond
the entrance to the cdncourse.
But the person who left the cah to
buy the ticket was the chauffeur.
Max apparently didn’t want to
leave his precious trunk until it
was safely checked.
Martin slipped out of his cah
and followed the chauffeur boldly
J up to the ticket window and stood
at his elbow while the man bought

,
j
!
|
,
,

CHAPTER Vv—Rhoda. convinced
th a t Claire has engineered the theft
of the trunk, which the girl had
told her was in her apartm ent,
charges her w ith the act. Claire,
of course, indignantly denies it. hut
Rhoda, her susp'e’on awakened,
trails her to the W orcester hotel,
where F o rste r lives.

CHAPTER VI. CONTINUED
No, he'd have to break In and
then he'd have to trust to luck to
being able to bluff Max out. Max
hadn’t liked the job very well, him
self. That had been plain enough
from the way the woman had talked
to him. Then, she'd spoken of his
being yellow as if it were a phe
nomenon she was acquainted with. J
But why had Max been eager to
do the Job yesterday? Martin sat
forward on his seat and thumped
his knees with his fist. Max had
T he Man Bought a T ick et and a
tried it yesterday, that was why.
Lower Berth.
He'd gone there in defiance of
Claire's orders looking for •'it”_
a ticket and a lower berth, the
whatever it was. He hadn't found
number of which Martin noted, to
It, and he’d been afraid to tell
New York on the Pennsylvania
Claire. But then it was he who
limited that afternoon. He re
turned as Inconspicuously as he
had found Rhoda's money and
could to his own taxi. The other
taken it. That was a queer thing
cah had already started down the'
for a rich man to do.
ramp.
His taxi turned the corner of
At a safe distance Martin fol
Rhoda’s street and he dismissed his
lowed and saw Rhoda’s little hat
train of thought with a Jerk, though
trunk checked, saw Max drive
he was aware he hadn’t quite got
away — unchecked, d—n him !—
to the terminus. A hundred yards
with, no doubt, what was left of
up the long block and, as well as
her three hundred dollars In his
he could guess, right In front of
pocket Those Identical twentyRhoda’s number, another taxi was
dollar bills that Martin had seen
pulled up at the curb. Had Max
paid for the ticket had been very
got here ahead of him after all?
likely a part of the hoard in her
“Pull up here and wait a min
bureau drawer. Aud he had stood
ute,” Martin told his chauffeur.
looking on aud not done a mortal
It was not, he was aware, the He
thing! Well, what could he have
roic order to give, but being no
done? What could he do now?
hero, only a thoroughly pragmatic
One thing he’d better do, without
reporter, he required time to think.
loss of time, was to pay off his
If Max was already In the flat
taxi while he could. He’d left the
there was nothing to be gained by
paper, in his haste this noon, with
following him. Even unarmed.Max
out stopping to get some money
could beat him to a pulp and would
that he needed. After he’d paid
be able to Identify him, besides,
the sum the meter had been add
as one of Rhoda’s allies. Call a
ing up so industriously, and tipped
policeman? That was no good,
tlie driver he had just sixty cents
either. Police intervention meant
left—and you could have bought
a story In the papers. And this,
him, as he stood at the curb
for some reason he could only half
watching the cab drive away, for
guess, was a horror to Rhoda.
just about that.
But was that Max’s taxi? There
The obvious duty before him
was no chauffeur in it, though the
was to telephone Rhoda at the
motor had been left running. The
studio and tell her what he had
obvious inference was that the
seen happen. The only plan in his
chauffeur had been tipped to go in
mind was that he and Rhoda go
and carry out luggage, such as a
around together to the city hall
trunk.
and swear out a warrant for Lew
Would Max have the nerve to ask
is’ arrest, along with a writ of re
a taxi driver to assist him in ills
plevin for the trunk, and then be
burglary? Weil, he might If he
on hand with a plainclothes man
were smart enough. Martin had
when Lewis came to the station to
just reached that point In his spec
take the train. There wag time
ulations when they were confirmed
enough—except for the one fact
by Max’s emergence from the door
that Rhoda herself would veto the
way, accompanied by the chauf
plan.
feur lugging the trunk.
He hadn’t the faintest doubt of
Martin said to his chauffeur.
that. He remembered how she’d
“That’s the man I waht. And I
looked last night when he had
think I know where he’s going, but
been telling her about the
I can't be sure enough to risk it.
“morgue” ; they dug Into that only,
Follow him, will you?”
It made him feel frightfully j he had said, when something In the
cheap to give an order Hike that. | current news called for a refer
But the heroic alternative offered j ence to IL He didn't know—he’d
deliberately avoided trying to find
no chance at all of success. He
could think of nothing better than > out—what file It was she wag
afraid might be looked Into nor,
to tag along, make sure where the
exactly, what sort of secret it con
trunk went, and try to invent some
tained, hut he remembered the
way of bluffing this pair of con
deep earnestness In her voice when
spirators out of their booty up in
she’d begged him not to try to find
Claire’s flat after she’d joined Max
out any more than she had told
there.
him and not to do anything that
Automatically, of course
jnight change the life she’d been

To "happy I£i during The past two
years.
He had been drifting aimlessly
along the street in the general di
rection of his newspaper office,
though he had no conscious reason
for going back there, and present
ly he found himself standing out
side a little movie theater, staring
in a sort of trance at the lurid
poster on its billboard. It repre
sented the so-called eternal tri
angle, a guilty pair surprised by
the mnu’s virtuous wife. She was
defending the sanctity of the
hearth with a small revolver and
you could see from the way they
cowed before her that they recog
nized the cogency of her argument.
She had the same colored hair as
Claire Cleveland—and a little of
her looks, too.
Martin's abstraction grew deeper
and deeper. The girl in the cage
cast sharp little glances his way
and wondered whether she hadn't
better have his move on. But be
fore she came to this decision he
came to one of his own. He looked
at his watch and went off to the
nearest drug store to telephone to
Claire.
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-W ORD PUZZLE

TH E SH O RT W A V ER S

The Congregational Church has
received a bequest of $2,000 from
the estate of the late Silas Mont
gomery of Bristol, Conn.
7
8
b
5
4
2
3
1
Rebekah Lodge will meet Monday
evening with the new officers in
2
il
IO
9
charge. Refreshments will be served.
Everybody is invited to attend the
The
Sunday
morning
group
must
lb
IZ
14
15
showing of moving pictures at
13
still have a little summer blood in Glover hall Tuesday at 7.30. A silver
its veins, and had the secretary of collection will be taken to benefit
20
21
19
16
the Knox County Amateur Radio Net the Woman’s Club.
foreseen such wonderful weather for
A group of friends very pleasantly j
2b 27 26
23 24
n
25
getting out of doors he would have
Mr. and Mrs. Perley A. ,
W
postponed first call until the first surprised
32
31
2)
3°
Sunday in November. However I am Simmons (Norma Packard) Wednes- i
.well pleased with results so far and
even1"*
‘heir ° r0Ve„ t tr{*J
F o r th e P e o p l e ’
! nearly every member has reported to i home >n R<’f k' “nd'
Prese^
35 3b
34
33
! me each week, either over the air, or ^’ere Mr- and Mrs. Alfred Hawes of
directly by word of mouth, or j Unlon- Mrs- charles w llson- Mrs|
37
A great, m o d ern hotel
through some other member. There j Raymond^ ^Borneman.^ Mrs^^M^^ S
Hahn, Mrs. Leroy Norwood, Miss
are
still
two
Sundays
to
go
before
the
1
13&
40
located "just a step from
39
October report can be completed and Florence Packard, Miss Hilda An
\\\\
I am delighted to say th a t W1BOF derson, Robert Connell, Mr. and Mrs.
B roadw ay.” A d jo in in g
i
4b
45
42 M3
44
Ml
and W1AWR of the locals and W1GQ S. F. Haskell. The evening was
of the outposts have shown 100 per passed socially, and the self invited
countless theatres, railroad
guests presented Mr. and Mrs. Sim
5°
51
cent attendance so far.
43
49
m
mons with many useful gifts.
The
hours
of
the
secretary's
ac
w
te rm in a ls, p ie rs , shop
Miss Aletha Gladys Watts, former
tivity on assembly mornings run from
52
55
53 54
J bb
9 to 12 and any member coming in ly of Warren, now employed in Bos
ping and business centers.
between those hours who turns in his ton and Paul Gilman of th a t city are
(>0
57
59
58
bi
CHAPTER VII
sine will be marked present. Inci to be married there Oct. 31.
•
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
dental testing and QSO usually con
W
b5
b5
bM
H ow th e P lot Worked Out.
sume the first hour or so of the Michael Halllgan, Jr., were Mrs. HalHE simple, but really rather
assembly period and the roll is called ligan, Sr., and Miss Josephine Halli1400 R O O M S
b7
thrilling one-act play which
bb
sometime between th e given hours gan of Rockland.
had its only performance at a few
Mrs. Ilda Russell who spent tilt
when activity at the key station
Each w ith B a th [T u b and
minutes past five that afternoon in
past week in Boston with her daugh
(W1RU) is not otherwise engaged.
the concourse of the Union station,
Shower] Servidor aud Radio
ter
Lillian
has
returned.
VERTICAL
(C
on
t.)
HORIZONTAL
(C
ont.)
HORIZONTAL
paid no royalties to the stark
Parker Starrett has been tarring
16-Sound
1-Japan ese co in (pi.) 52- Preposition
In
an
open
message
last
Sunday
screen drama which was being ex
20-F ragran ce
53- C elestial
5-R aised platform
morning Commander White of the the roof on the Gardiner block.
posed six times daily In the little
23- Ever (C ontr.)
Little Marilyn Ranquist, daugh
56- To an extrem e
9 -P red iea m en t
USNR
extended invitations to all
movie theater.
24- S ew in g im p lem en t
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George R an
11-G asped
degree
bates
J
members
of
the
local
shortwavers
net
The theft of that plot was the
13- Period of tim e
57- T h ree (Prefix)
(pl.)
| to attend the USNR drill a t the Le quist, who has been receiving trea t
only crime that Martin had to com
27A
ct
of
tw
istin
g
14- Before
59- Card game
gion hall in Rockland Sunday at 7 ment in Portland the past seven
mit that day. Strictly speaking
28- Farm an im al
16- Sailor
60- Frlend
SINGLE $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
p. m. White is well pleased with the weeks, returned home Wednesday
there was no audience, for Martin
17- Unit
6 1 - Suffix to denote an 30- Rabbits
progress of the local unit, and looks with her father and Mrs John Davis.
did not dare come close enough to
DOUBLE
$4.00, $5.00, $6.00
31- Denom i r a tio n s
18- Treaaurer (abbr.)
agen t
She appears much improved In
for an active winter.
hear the lines, and Babe Jennings,
19- M ercenary so ld ie r
34-Born
6 2 - Crowded
health.
•
•
»
•
who heard everything, was herself
36-D evoured
(P . I.)
6 4 -lta lia n city
Ansel Hilt has installed a furnace
Coombs of Castine, (W1GQ) Is on
one of the important actors.
3 8 -C o n stella tio n
2 1 - Boy’s nicknam e
66- F ather (pl.)
■ The I W HOTEL
with phones again and although it at his home.
Babe had undertaken the part,
40- P erehed
2 2 - ln regard to
6 7 - Story
Mr.
and*Mrs.
Nestor
Salomaki
of
is not quite so nice and clear as last
though at short notice, with en
4 1 - E nglish m onarch
25- Lair
season it comes in here very well. New York have bought the Fred
thusiasm, once she’d convinced her
2 6 - Affirm
4 3 - S h a k esp ea rea n
VERTICAL
self that Martin had not gone sud
The Castine station has been entirely Starrett place.
ch a ra cter
2 9 - Observe
Mrs. Myra Kenniston was guest
44th to 45th Sl at 8th Are.—N«w York
denly mad and after she had got
overhauled recently and after a little
44- Sea-w eed
3 0 - The under-w orld
the main lines of the scenario
testing with the locals for proper ad- Thursday of Mrs. Inez Libby of
ROY MOULTON, Manugt
1- Disdains
3 2 - F ulln ess (Suffix)
4 6 - One to w h om a
justment will be even better than last Thomaston a t a chicken and lobster
through her head. She had dashed
2- E agle
lease is granted
33- Girl's name
out to the studio in a taxi—all ex
year. We talked well over an h o u r, dinner.
3 - A con tinent (abbr.) 4 7 - T w o
3 5 -P a rt of the body
Sunday before last and the locals re- i Mr- and Mrs. Milton Dick of Rockpenses were guaranteed by Martin
4 - A cereal
4 8 - N arratives
(pl.)
—and, thanking goodness that
ported 100 percent reception of the | land visited Mr. and Mrs. William
3 7 - W recks
5 - V entures
50- Splendor
entire QSO.
I Stevens Tuesday evening.
Rhoda wasn’t there to have his
38- To the sh eltered
6 - A rticle
51- D ecays
• *• *
| Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Robinson enmessages passed on to her. made a
7 - Japanese sta tesm a n 54-B ow th e head
side (N au t.)
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
toilet as much like » million dol
News of the locate which drifted ’ tertained relatives from Christmas
3 9 - The linden tree
8- Council
55-Suffix. S a m e as
STEAMBOAT CO.
lars as her street things ran to.
into the secretary’s desk this week is: ' Cove last Sunday.
4 1 - Exist
9 - B ristle
“ An”
FALL ARRANGEMENT
Her major resplendencies were
W1AEC is working in one of tlie | Mr. Harvesto of Union has bought
(In effect Oct. 1. 1931)
4 2 - Drowns
10- Period of tim e
58-B oy's nam e
Vinalhaven Line
calculated for the evening, of
45-G rease
11-G reek god of w o o d s 61-Sick
upper mills in Camden. His station the Puolakka place at North WarSteamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
course, but even in her lesser glory
47-Sudden w ind
12- To take out (P rin t.) 63-A th eo lo g ica !
is inactive owing to the fact that he j ren.
cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving In
she looked good to Max Lewis
4 9 - Playing card
15-A collection of
d egree (abb r.)
is moving to a new QRA in Mill street
Sunday is general exchange day Rockland at 9 20 A M. Returning leaves
at 2.30 P. M., direct lor Vinal
when he caught sight of her in
50- P enetrate
Icelandic literatu re 65 -F a th er
in Camden.
for all Baptist Churches in Knox Rockland
haven arriving at 3 45 P. M.
the station—good enough to be go
W1AVN,
yeoman
on
the
Kickapoo.
I
County,
and
at
the
morning
service
Stonington
and Swan’s Island Line
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
ing to Hollywood. He told her
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
is being transferred to Baltimore, a surprise awaits the congregation cept
Sunday
at
A. M.. arriving at Ston
that while he sentimentally pro
word, and she, without an
and it is presumed th a t we shall lose , as no one knows who will fill the ington at 6.55 A.6 M„
North Haven at 7.50
longed their handshake.
other glance at either of the pair,
his call from the roster of the local : pulpit A treat is in store a t the eve A. M.. due to arrive a t Rockland about
Her answer to this remark about
o'clock. Returning leaves Rockland at
•curried like a rabbit into the
net. It was voted at the last meeting ning service when the quartet from 91.30
P M.. North Haven at 2.35 P. M.
Hollywood was that she was head
crowd around the gate.
to keep his name on the books and the Universalist Church of Rock Stonington at 3 40 P. M., due to arrive at
ed for a better place than that.
Just before she got to the gateSwan's Island about 5 o'clock.
try to induce him to turn in his re land will sing several selections
She was starting off on the limited
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
man she slipped aside, and in an
port by radio from his new QRA after
Mrs. R. E. Cutting. Mrs. M artha
123-tf
to the big town. She burst Into
other section Martin was hugging
he is settled again.
Kalloch,
Mrs.
Ermina
Rines,
Mr.
raptures about her trip. "What
her.
W1AWR of Thomaston is alternate and Mrs. Charles Maxey and family,
are you looking so funny about?”
“Gosh, Babe, you're a peach!"
key man for the USNR and seems to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland and
COHEN BROS.
she concluded, closing in on her
he said.
be confining his activity this fall to family and Mr. and Mrs Fred Fervictim. "Are you going to hate
But if they were to keep Rho
3500 kc. He plans a hunting trip nald of Thomaston enjoyed a motor
to lose me as much as that?"
da’s trunk from taking an unneces
soon, the success of which will be re trip Sunday to Prospect.
“I’m not going to lose you at
sary and perhaps embarrassing
ported in this column.
Several young friends of Mr. and
all," Max told her. “That's the
trip to New York there wasn't any
W1AYL: No report. Presumably Mrs. Edwin Gammon, led by Mrs.
Joke. I’m going to New York on
time to waste on compliments.
inactive at the present.
Irving Spear and Miss Annie S tar
the limited, myself. What car are
"W ait right here.” he told her,
W1BAE of Rockport has been tink rett, surprised them with a miscel
you In? Let's see your ticket.”
W ANTED
when she had given him Max’s
ering with the key thump filter with laneous shower Thursday evening.
Babe cheerfully gave credit to
ticket and the precious trunk
H IG H E ST P R IC E S
which K. V. White has had such fine Sandwiches, cake and hot chocolate
Martin th at this property was in
check, and darted off to find the
success. He is not on regularly but were served, and a pleasant tim e en
No lot too sm a ll; n o n e too large.
place. She’d never have thought of | baggage master.
is all ready when the weather settles joyed.
the detail herself. She opened her i
“I want to get a trunk off the
down to seasonable temperature.
Charles McKeller
handbag and got out one of those I limited,” he panted out to that offi
T r ip -^ D a tf
Percy Bowley. Earl Moore, G. A.
W1BOF: Little need be said here Aspey, Edwin Gammon and Charles
TEL. 2-3
WARREN
railway envelopes that they en- ■ cial at the end of the sprint. “The
of this most active of all local short
close tickets in. It had some stuff- I yonng lady's changed her mind and
124Stf
Young
attended
Rebekah
Grand
j
wavers. His signals are puncturing Lodge a t Bangor Wednesday. Those j
ing in it, too. But it didn’t re- ' isn’t going.”
the ether at every available minute
quire to be opened, for on the I
In less than ten minutes the hat
when not otherwise employed and he who were present during the full
face of it was written in Indelible j trunk with its gummed-down lid
Is keeping a number of traffic skeds session starting Monday were, Mrs. t
pencil, “Pennsylvania Limited—
hove in sight, having a ride all by
morning, noon and night. At our last Percy Bowley, Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs.
I'*’ Then try Plunder's Tablets— Foe
5:30—Car 408, Lower 10."
itself on a little electric platform
outing Ken expressed his desire for Gertrude Starrett and Mrs. Laura
She held It out for him to see
truck. They wouldn’t surrender It
Distressing Stomach Disorders. A
Brackett.
message handling and in less than
without, however, letting go of It.
to Martin, though. It would have
private formula of F. H . Plunder,
A large delegation from Ivy Chap
two
months
he
has
established
him
“Let’s see yours," she said excit
PH. G ., Graduate Pharmacist and
to be unlocked first and the conter accepted the invitation of For
self
among
the
leading
traffic
men
edly.
former Laboratory Technician of
tents identified. He was glad he
of this state. Ken’s traffic total for get-me-not Chapter for Monday
He got a similar envelope out
the United States A berdeen Hos
hadn’t told them it was his trunk.
evening a t South Thomaston.
the
month
ending
Oct.
15th
was
well
of his breast pocket, but It had no
pital. Scientifically processed from
The young lady who had changed
Among those who attended the
over 100.
car and berth numbers written on
the finest and purest drugs Con
her mind had been a useful inven
past matrons and past patrons asso
W1BVF
the
only
40-meter
station
It and he had to get out his pullvince yourself of their merits at
tion. He’d bring Rhoda round to
in the net is inactive a t present. The ciation meeting at Thomaston Wed
man tickets for a look. She saw
our expense
get it in the morning.
V ien n a's H istorical M useum
nesday evening were Mrs. Alzada
that he had a trunk check In the
receiver
and
monitor
are
receiving
I Secure free trial et,
He found Babe getting annoyed
envelope.
Every tourist knows th at visits attention in preparation for winter Simmons. Miss Tena McCallum, Mrs.
and under the impression that she’d
Louie
Drewett
,
Mrs.
Abbie
Newbert,
“Why, Max,” she cried, with a
activity.
been unwarrantably abandoned, so to museums are apt to be tire
squeal of excitement, "we’re in the
W1BZF of Camden has a little Mrs. Carrie Smith, Mrs. M artha
to pacify her he borrowed five dol some, but not when one goes to see a
SHELDON'S DRUG STORE
same car! Look—408! Can you
work to do on his transm itter before Spear. Mrs. Alice Mathews and Mrs.
lars
of
her
and
took
her
into
the
few definite objects and does not opening up for the winter. He re Eva Cummings.
beat It?”
14 Main St
ROCKLAND
station
regtaurant
for
food.
His
waste time seeing things not of im ported hearing several locals on his
“I’ll tell the world you can’t,”
Richard Benner, son of Mr. and F. H . P F U N D E R I N C .
M IN N E A P O L IS . M IN N .
Idea
of
the
meal
had
been
after
mediate interest. So in the great
he proclaimed enthusiastically.
noon tea. but it turned out a good Historical Museum of Vienna long receiver during week before last Mrs. Everett Benner, who was
“Look here. Babe, what do you
assembly.
knocked down a few weeks ago, re
deal
like
a
dinner.
They
had
a
say? Can I swap my lower for
housed in the Rathaus. Here seek
W1CBO is still standing by waiting ceiving a fractured skull, returned
telephone
instrument
brought
to
the
the upper in your section?”
table so that they could call up out the death masks of Beethoven, for a punctured power pack to heal from Knox Hospital last week.
“Well,” she told him judicially,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peabody re
and tell Rhoda the good news, hut Haydn, autographs of Liszt, the up so he can run phone into Augusta
"you never can tell till you try."
relics of Johann Strauss, Franz at about 100 mills. Higher power and turned Tuesday from a visit with
it
seemed
she
wasn't
there
to
hear
Out of a comer of her eye Baba
Schubert.
Mozart's spinet,
the more DX are Mervyn's plans for this relatives in Holliston, Mass. Mr. ► E M B A L M IN G S
It.
thought she saw where a woman
and Mrs. Byron Hurder accompanied
It's funny," Martin commented
_Stro11 winter.
MOTOR AMBUIANCI
W1CHD of Camden: Partially them for a short stay.
stood watching them. “Max." she
uneasily. “Isn’t she usually home Viennese musicians and many memoof
Viennese
music
has
brought
you
active
but
as
yet
unlogged
at
the
key
said, sharp and low, “is that your
Wilder Moore and crew are paint Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
by this time? It’s after six. Yon
wife looking at us?"
don’t suppose anything's happened ing players, the portraits of the great station. W1BOF reports a QSO with ing the buildings belonging to Levi served the families of Knox County
rials of them. If, as is likely, the fame this station recently for a PDC and Merrifield at Union.
“Wife!" he echoed. "Say. Babe,
to her, do you?"
LADY ATTENDANT
QSA 5 report. ■
where do you get that stuff?"
Among those who went Thursday
“Oh. don’t be an old hen!” Babe to this city.
But he looked, and she, looking
Day Tel. 450
781-1
W1CRD confines most of his ac to the annual meeting of the Farm
admonished him. "What would
ITALIAN LIKES IT
up at him, aaw his face drain to
tivity to those hours between mid Bureau at Union were Mrs. R. E.
bjve happened to her?” All the
the color of an unbaked pie. The
B U R P E E ’S
night and breakfast when radio holds Cutting, Mrs. C. S. Oobum, Mrs.
same he could see she was as un
An Italian in New York who had the least appeal to me. However he Fred Starrett, Mrs. Harry Beane,
woman swept down upon them and
easy as he was. They wasted no
ROCKLAND, ME.
stood glaring from one to the other.
time about paying their bill and been drinking all his life said of is trailing his last year's record of Miss Hilda Aspey, Mrs. Annie Aspey,
“ ’Babe,' eh?" she said with a
prohibition:
"Da
wife,
she
lika
da
law,
DX accomplishments closely and re Mrs. Frank D. Rowe.
getting a taxi.
ferocious grin. “I thought so."
The studio was dark when Babe more mon for eggs and butter and cently worked a couple of stations on
She didn’t say it very loud,
fruit
for
da
bambina,
more
shoes
lor
the Pacific Coast.
unlocked the door, and their calls
PA L E R M O
though. Evidently she didn’t care
da ragazzo, more pretty dresses for
W1CTP. loudspeaker for the net
•voked no response.
about attracting a crowd, herself.
Maria
Annunziata
to
wear
to
high
and prize hard luck artist, is still in
“Something has happened to her.’
"You yellow dog!" she went on
Little Frances Tibbetts of Windsor
Martin said, with sober conviction. school. Me. I don't like eet, but I get active owing to a laid up receiver.
to address Max. “Trying to double
But the telephone rang just then less headache, make more mon, buy da Next Sunday should hear Ross again is visiting her grandparents Mr. and
cross me, were you, and get away
and enabled Babe to say as she house and lot sooner, taka da wife on the air where we hope he will stay Mrs. A. J. Tibbetts.
with a skirt? Well, you aren't
Friends of Raymond Hannon regret
darted across the room to answer and children to da movies instead sit for the rest of the winter.
smart enough, see? Give me the
W1DEB one of the newcomers to his misfortune in breaking one of his
It, “Silly, there she Is now. Turn around in da saloon."
check of that trunk."
our ranks has been juggling trans legs while working on the new bridge
on the light, will you? It’s right by
Sea View Garage, Inc.
“I tell you there wasn’t any
mitters recently with very little time on route 102. He is at the Sisters
the door."
CU
SH
IN
G
689
MAIN
ST.
TEL. 1250
trunk,” he asserted frantically. “I
Hospital
in
Waterville
receiving
away from work to give the boys a
"Hello!” he heard Babe saying
went to find it and I couldn't. It
ROCKLAND
call. Neil discovered a loose connec treatment and is expected home in
a s he fumbled with the switch. "Is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Marshall
were
wasn't there.”
68-tJ
that you, Red? Well, what’s the supper guests Sunday of Mr. and tion the other day th a t leads him to about a week.
"Look here," Babe struck In,
Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Quigg were in
believe that he has been working into
matter with your voice? I can’t Mrs. Rodney Dinsmore in Rockland.
"I’ve had enough of this. Sorry
Augusta
Sunday
guests
of
Mr.
and
hear you. Yes, Martin's right
Mrs. Hattie Ames goes to Hartford, a dead antenna. Things may sound
to get you in dutch, Max. Goodhere. Do you want to talk to Conn., today to spend the winter at different from the Bayview Square Mrs. C. N. Quigg.
by.”
Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephenson and
section now that this is fixed
him?”
the home of her son Leslie.
She made as if to move off to
daughter of Union were visitors Sun
W1DDL
another
newcomer
(Wilbur
Before she conld take the re
Orris Cook of Friendship was in this
ward the gate, then darted back
Fogg) reported Saturday night that day a t F. C. Tibbetts’.
ceiver from Babe's hand he heard place Wednesday selling apples.
to him, crowding in front of the
Mrs. Harold Saban visited her
her say, “Red, what is It? What’s
SERVICE & REPAIRS
Rev. Timberlake of Friendship was he intended to hook up his transmit mother Mrs. Fred Morang Sunday.
woman as she did so.
ter
at
his
new
QRA
soon.
The
new
the
matter?
Where
are
you,
any
in this locality last Thursday calling
“Gosh,” she panted, “I almost for
Mrs.
Leonard
Glendenning.
who
is
all makes of sets
how?" And by the time he had on friends. He conducted services location is much better suited to radio
got! Give me my ticket."
crowded into her place, the thread Sunday at the Baptist Church, as than his old home on Oav street and a surgical patient in a hospital in
I He swallowed hard and said,
Cambridge,
Mass.,
is
making
rapid
of communication had been broken. sisted by the radio singers from Au we shall soon hear from Bill.
R. W . TY LER
"your ticket?”
W1LP of Camden is presumably in improvement, which friends are glad
“Number, please?” the operator burn and Portland, who plan to re
She flickered a wink at him.
to
know
as
she
has
been
in
poor
PHONE 58-23
said when he rattled the hook. turn for another service in the near active. I have no report from him.
“Don’t you remember? I gave it
health for several months.
She couldn’t tell where the call they future. It is hoped th at they may
to you when you checked my trunk.
Miss
Phyllis
Turner
is
home
from
had lost had come from.
Why, you've got it right in your
be greeted by as large a congrega
Lincoln Academy and afflicted with
hand.”
tion as before. Everyone is invited.
W hy suffer to rtu res fro m R h eu 
an attack of mumps.
TO BE CONTINUED
R. S. SHERMAN
He opened his dull eyes wide,
Mrs. H. J. Marshall and Edith Ma
m atism , S ciatica, N eu ritis, M uscu
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Tibbetts visit
Phone 103-W
and if she hadn’t been too excited
loney were in Rockland Friday.
lar Lam eness, S p ra in s a n d Bruises
ed Mr. and Mrs. N. M. Hannon Wed
S a les R ep resen ta tiv e
she'd have laughed outright at the
The beauticians are announcing
Henry Teel of Teel’s Island was re
nesday.
w hen
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
mixture with the despair in them for the delectation of the ladies a cently at D. L. Maloney’s.
Mrs. Beulah Tibbetts was a caller
Phone 1250
122Stf
of a sudden unbelievable hope.
METHYL BALM
more permanent wave, but most of
D. L. Maloney is in ill health.
Tuesday on Mrs. Maria Tibbetts.
He gave her the envelope with- the men would be satisfied with a
Mrs. Allen Cogan of Warren and
w ill bring alm o st in s ta n t relief?
CHEVROLET
William Fuller of Freedom was at
workable anti-kink that would re Mrs. J. A. Bessy of Waterville were
I. N. Qulgg's Wednesday.
A scien tifically co m p oun d ed e x 
move the crimp from the bank roll.— at F. G. Olson's Wednesday.
CHILBLAINS
Fred Priest Is painting for I. N.
tern a l ap p lication th a t sh ou ld be
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Mank, Mr.
Boston Herald.
Quigg.
Tired, Sore Feet,
in every hom e. S o ld o n ly a t
and Mrs. Buzzeli and Dorothy Har
T H E D IA M O N D B R A N D .
A
Forest Tibbetts and Harold Saban’
are relieved if
I d l e s t A sk y
were In Union Tuesday evening to
“To fly through the country roads rington of Thomaston were guests
< 'h l.c h e e .t e r a
Johnston’s
Drug
Store
used at iirecteA
P l l l e in R e d
attend the American Legion installa
in a powerful car at night is to feel Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Ma
73 PA R K ST.,
RO CKLAND
boxes, sealed
T a k e n o e t h e r . B u y of
tion.
as if you had escaped Into another loney.
S
en
t
P
o
st
P
aid
on
receip
t
of
price
D r a c f f e t . Ask for C lU -C L .,
b y N o rw a y Medielne Co .Norway .M
a world,” says a writer. And perhaps
Mrs. S. F. Seavey visited Miss Emma
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Burgess of
D I A M O N D B R A N D P I L ___,
75 c e n ts
UR MONEY REFUNDED
y
e a n known as B est, Safest, Always B ____
Davis
at
East
Friendship
a
few
days
South
Union
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
to find, in the end. that you actually
82-tr
SOLD BV WWGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Forest Tibbetts Sunday.
this week.
have.—Passing Show (London).
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Sunday morning at Union Church
Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Havener of
Rev. P. J. Clifford will speak, on the
Kittery are
guests
this week
of his
mnrnnr
ffvc
/T
.rx»*4n,<4n
UnunnAv
mother, A
Mrs.
Gertrude
Havener,
subject “The Unescapable God,” and
Spear street.
at the 7 o’clock service the topic will
Based o n the Fox Picture Version o f
A review from the columns
be “God Laughs At You." Junior En
Mrs. Huse Richards, who is suffer
ot
this
paper
of
some
of
the
deavor will be held in the vestry at 4
ing from a nervous breakdown, is
Mildred Gilman’s N o v e l
happenings
which
interested
p. m. and Senior Endeavor at 6.
convalescing a t the home of her
Rockland and vicinity in this
Miss Virginia Black returned Wed
daughter Mrs. Gladys Henderson in
Smtntd -with J A M E S D U N N a n d L I N D A W A T K I N S
month. 1906.
Camden,
nesday from West Hartford, Conn.
Charles F. Andrews of Searsmont
Mrs. Prank Mullen is at Knox Hos
Cogyngkl, 19J1, For Film Corporation
has bought the Norman F. Parker
pital for observation.
The return of Willis Snow to property on Spruce street and in turn
H. M. Noyes of North Haven was Metir.ic was celebrated by an out
rT^BAGEDY had turned the vivid light
"Ha!" exploded Dutch gleefully.
Mr. Parker the Andrews farm in
I of publicity on the suburban "And Jane Ray’s gone home. She ain’t in town Thursday.
pouring of the entire population.
Searsmont. Both deals were made
household of the Stevenses. For going to be in on it."
Mrs. Harold Clark and friend
Frank H. Whitney bought two through the C. S. Gardner Real Es
*
*
*
to e days they had almost regretted re
Theresa McLain who have been houses on South Main street from.M. tate Agency. Each family will occupy
porting the disappearance of their mar
In the darkness back of the Stevens
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson H. Durgin.
their newly acquired property in the
ried daughter. There had been a parade residence was a wooded area thrft ran
have returned to Portland.
Fred S. Lynde sold his house on near future.
of police and reporters day and night. through to the street where the filling
Mr. and Mrs. Henry King who Main street to H. M. Krokyn.
Roland Richards is at the home of
Agam and again the police had ques station was located. Jane's flivver was
have been visiting her brother Frank
Cummings Wild West show which his sister Mrs. Gladys Henderson in
tioned Mr. and Mrs. Stevens, reporters parked in the darkness among the trees.
Haskell, returned Friday to Portland.
had boldly set up their cameras on the W ith Pat she had already covered the
had appeared in Rockland during the Camden for several days.
Mrs. I. S. Brooks has returned to summer, was burned in its winter
front lawn. They had clambered over distance to the high fence across the
Members of the Rockport branch
Brunswick
after
a
visit
with
her
quarters.
the back wall. They even had invaded Stevens backyard,
attended annual meeting of the Knox
brother,
Henry
Newbert.
the kitchen in an effort to question
"Here's the place," she whispered.
There were 1345 automobiles regis and Lincoln Farm Bureau Thursday
the servants.
The following party enjoyed Wed tered in Maine up to Oct. 1st, as at Union town hall. Orient Chapter,
"Come on, I'll get over Here."
Appeals to the police to keep them
nesday a t See All cottage: Mrs. E. G. compared with 736 the total for the O.E.S. served dinner at noon.
Pat had no imagination. In fact he
off the grounds had been fruitless. They was disgusted.
Carver, Mrs. Albert Carver, Mrs. W. year 1905.
The houses on Pleasant street
seemd to revel in the publicity.
I think it’s a lot of mularkey, if you
Y. Fossett, Mrs. Mary L. Arey and
owned by Charles Wood of Camden
Frank
Harris
who
had
been
em
Morbid motorists and pedestrians ask me," he growled. "If I couldn’t
Mrs. Reuben Carver.
ployed in the Western Union office, are being painted.
stopped in front of die bouse and caused get a picture in eight hours, how are
Marion Grey is having a week's va
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Newbert are became manager of the office In
traffic congestion in the neighborhood. you going to get a story?"
cation from his barber shop in Cam
home from a motor trip to Cape Cod, Calais.
Since the discovery of the daughter's
Ordinarily Jane would have refused
den.
Boston and vicinity. They were ac
The Big Rink opened a new sea
burned body beside a country road, to discuss the point, but she wanted
Herbert F. Mann is building an
companied by Mr. and Mrs. John son under the management of C. F.
conditions bad been worse. More te Pat to stay nearby.
addition to his residence on Russell
Foley of Rockland.
Simmons,
with
500
skating.
tters had arrived. They made their
"Baker said get in or get fired,” she
avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Proctor and
’ uarters in a lunch room around told him.
Edward Ware of Waterville bought
"I hate to bother those
Miss Marion Upham will Monday
son
Seward
who
have
been
guests
ot
the comer a block away. They took people, but just for spite now. I'm
the property at Spruce Head, known morning resume her duties at the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
W.
Sanborn,
re
as Long Point.
turns ringing the doorbell and seeking going in that house and get an exclusive
Camden Auto Sales Co. after a week's
turned this week to Andover, Mass.
an interview with Mr. Stevens. The interview with the dead girl's parents.”
James W. Clark, 82, who died at vacation.
Marguerite
Chapter,
O.E.S.,
re
crime "experts’’ of the tabloids and the
Pat whistled. "What an optimist you
Rev. F. F. Fowle wishes it to be
quests all members to respond Nov. 2 his home on Myrtle street, was a
conservative dailies as w ell were bent are!”
Forty-Niner, being one of the score known that he would be glad to con
to
roll
call
with
a
quotation,
a
sketch,
upon solving the mystery.
Her response was determined, almost
reading or a song; also to take a box of Camden men who bought and duct a First Aid class in the standard
Mrs. Stevens was in a state of col pugnacious.
stocked a brig for the purpose of course for persons 17 years of age
lunch.
lapse. Mr. Stevens was apoplectic. He
"I’ll give Garry Webster something
making the voyage.
and upward. If those desiring such
W.
Y.
Fossett
was
in
Wiscasset
reached for a heavy walking stick every to really get sore about. Come on, give
instructions will get in touch with
The
four-masted
Bath
schooner
Thursday
to
attend
the
funeral
of
his
time he answered the doorbdL Late me a boost over this fence.”
him. arrangements will be completed
Helen
B.
Crosby,
coal
laden,
went
sister
Mrs.
Hannah
Hatch.
in the afternoon he swung it at Dutch
It was a little higher than she had
Mr. and Mrs. Neil S m ith and ashore on Bay Ledges near North at once. The lessons will be given
Lewis, who was making one last effort expected. She landed in a heap on the
free of charge. This is an opportun
daughters
Shirley and Norma who Haven, and was lost.
to get an interview for the Evening grass on the other side and straightened
ity that should not be passed by.
The
.Rockland
&
Rockport
Lime
Co.
have
been
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Star.
out her garments while she made a
Harbor Light Chapter was well rep
had
49
kilns
afire.
Llewellyn
Smith,
have
returned
to
Dutch was making his way sadly quick survey of theCsurroundings and
resented Wednesday evening at the
David
Richards
was
called
to
St.
Woodfords.
toward the street when he spied Freddie started toward the kitchen door.
annual meeting of the Past Matrons’
Smith of the Morning Post alighting
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster and John, N. B., by the drowning of his and Patrons’ Association in Thomas
A dignified, gray-haired man stepped
from a taxicab, evidently in a great from the shadows and barred her way
Mrs. Sada Robbins came home Thurs son Harry, aged 14.
The proposition of dividing Knox ton. Supper was served at 6 o'clock
burry.
day from Bangor where they attend
in the dim light filtering through the
Pomona
Grange into two Pomonas followed by the business meeting, a
"W ill the family talk?” he asked window shades. She was startled.
ed Rebekah Assembly.
fine program, and a memorial serv
Dutch eagerly, as die latter reached the
Evelyn young daughter of Mr. and was being considered.
"W ho are you? W hat do you want?”
E. E. Jameson installed a windmill ice for departed members. The next
sidewalk.
Mrs. John Phillips, Is at Knox Hos
demanded the elderly man.
on the premises of A. A. Stover, meeting will Be with Golden Rod
"And how !” Dutch told him. "Go
"O, er— ah— ” She responded quickly.
pital receiving treatment.
Chapter, at Rockland.
■p and ring the bell.” H e jerked his "I wanted to go in and offer Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Calderwood Holmes street.
The Johnson Society will meet
Perley Bicknell, riding to school,
thumb toward the front door. "The Stevens my sympathy. I came around
expect to leave their home on CalWednesday evening at the home of
other fellows ate over to the hash the back because those reporters out
derwood's Neck for the winter fell from a wagon and broke one of Mrs. Nellie Staples, Commercial
bouse. Y ou hold the fort. I'm going front bother one so."
months and to occupy the Fred Burns his arms.
Rockland Lodge of Elks was rais street. The meeting scheduled for
over to get some java”
"I don't remember you,” he inter*
house on School street.
funds for a clubhouse. The Dr last Wednesday evening was omitted.
Dutch reported his failure to the rupted.
Housekeepers at Union Church ing
The supper given by the Methodist
R. Smith house on Main street
group lined up on stools at the lunch
"1 just moved here," she lied. "I us«d
circle Thursday were Mrs. Edward A.
Ladies' Aid Wednesday evening was
counter.' Some of the boys were for to know Nancy in N ew York."
Greenleaf, Mrs. Lawrence A/nes, Mrs. was to be remodelled for that purpose. a decided success and a neat sum was
E. K. Chapman of Portland who
calling it a day and reporting back at
A ll her knowledge o f the dead girl,
Fred Greenlaw and Mrs. George Kay. was
in the Christmas tree business, netted.
their offices in town, but Garry Webster Nancy, had been gleaned from the
Ralph Smith of Cheyenne, Wyo„ and a champion checker playey, was
Ralph Wilson is spending the week
protested.
papers, but she knew het facts.
has been the guest of relatives the In Rockland camping on the trail of with relatives at Criehaven.
"W e’d have little Sob Sister here— ”
W hen he led her into the house she
past Week.
Mrs. Gladys Wilson will be hostess
G. K. Merrill. Andrew Allen, Larry
H e looked meaningly at an uncommonly found the entire family gathered about.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown went Moore and other local experts.
to the Trytohelp Club Mondav eve
good looking blonde on a stool nearby The father, mother. Aunt Polly and
today to Boston after three weeks'
on West street.
These baby show awards were made ning at her home
— "give us all the scooping of our M illy were sitting about disconsolately,
**♦*
visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. at Pleasant Valiev Grange fair:
sweet young lives.”
U n d e Henry ushered Jane into the
Fred Brown.
Church Notes
Under one year. Ernest Lermond.
The lunchroom proprietor slammed a room. Addressing Mrs. Stevens, he
Delma Arlene, daughter of Mr. and Vera Mabel Fales, Martha V. Bur
cup of coffee down in front of Dutch. said: "Emma, this girl knew Nancy in
Baptist
Church,
Rev. George F
Mrs. Willie Calderwood, entertained roughs and Martha F. Knight; under
“Say, what does that mean ------ N ew York.”
several young friends on her fifth two years Emma O Havener. Doro Currier, minister: Morning worship
scooping?” he asked.
10.45; exchange Sunday for Bap
Jane extended her sympathy with real
birthday anniversary, last Wednesday thy C. Thomas, Ellis A. Mills and at
"It means,” responded Garry, with feeling, hut she allowed her professional
from 4 until 5 in the afternoon. Lawrence P. McAuliffe; between two tists in Lincoln Association; come
a touch of bitter sarcasm, "that when eye to rove across a mantelpiece where
Games were played and ice cream and three years, Marion Sleeper. and see who the preacher will be;
a crowd of reporters cover an assign she saw a picture of the dead girl with
and cake were served, followed by Mabel Herrick, Earl Barter, and special music by choir; Church school
ment, such as we here working on this her young husband. The conversation
at 12 with classes for all; B.Y.P.U. at
opening of the pretty gift packages Pearl Barter.
Stevens case, they usually pool their was interrupted by the arrival of this
6. Arlene Ingraham, leader; evening
by the appreciative little hostess.
interests and share whatever news they young man. They addressed him as
A young son of Charles Harriman service at 7, story-sermon. “What Is
The same date was also the birthday was h it in the forehead by a boiler Courage?" Trytohelp Club. Mondav
can dig up. But sometimes you find one N ed. W hile attention was diverted
of one of the guests. Those present rivet while working in a machine
who refuses to share.” H e turned toward him Jane slipped the photo
evening; Ladies' Circle meets Wed
were Muriel Baum. Carolyn Alley, shop.
smilingly toward the blonde again and graph inside her waist.
nesday in church parlors; prayer
Anita
Malmstrom.
Margery
Smith,
asked: “Eh, Jane?" Continuing to the
The
liquor
sales
at
the
city
agency
Mrs. Stevens burst into tears again.
meeting Thursday evening.
Marion
White.
Glenda
Malmstrom
lunchroom owoer ------ “Occasionally a
amounted
to
$2200—ten
times
the
"Ned— Ned, I'm so glad you hava
Methodist, Rev. F. F. Fowle, minis
and Delma Calderwood.
Sob Sister slips away from the gang come."
average monthly sales two years pre ter: Morning service at 10.30, subject,
and gets an exclusive story just for her
viously. The Sturgis deputies were "Sp’rttual Frosts” enec’al music by
N ed, a young man about thirty,
own dear little scandal sh ee t”
UNION
seemed nervous and distraught.
operating.
choir; Sunday School at 11.45;
If he bad intended to annoy the
Alice 3-year-old daughter of John Young People's service at 6 p. m.:
“T h e police want to see you, N ed,”
blonde girl addressed as Jane, the at Mrs. Stevens continued.
The local contest of the 4-H clubs Koster, was cut and bruised when evening praise service at 7, with
tempt was a failure.
"The police!" It was a half cry. He
of Union is to be held at Seven Tree she ran in front of an electric car music by young men: all day session
Smilingly she told him: "In case you paced the room.
Grange hall Oct. 26 at 8 o'clock, and while playing hide and seek near the of Ladies’ Aid on Wednesday; Thurs
print that Garry, I know a swell head
“Just to ask you some questions,"
everyone is invited to attend. There Berry engine house.
day evening prayer service.
line.”
Mr. Stevens assured him.
F. M. Sherer was appointed special
will be exhibits and an entertainment.
"What?”
"I can't do it. Pop. I'm not up to
Officers of Storer-dollins Post were policeman for the Federal building.
W A SH IN G T O N
“Sour grapes.”
it" He was frantic now. He clutched
Henry Alperin was elected presi
installed Tuesday night by Dept. Vice
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey B. Mooers. Mr.
Dutch interrupted with the suggestion hrs hands behind his back. H is lips
Commander Lewis Cates assisted b.v dent of the freshman class of Rock and Mrs. Richard Austin with Mr.
that if the family wouldn’t talk there were trembling. He went on hysteri
Past Commander Basil Stinson of land High School, with Mildred and Mrs. Ralph H. Davis and daugh
was no need of waiting around longer. cally:
"I know them. They keep
Rockland. Refreshments were served Sherman as vice president. Helen ter Kay of Augusta motored last Sun
This appealed to the crowd. Even Jane pestering and bothering you until you
Clark as secretary and Ralph Clark
after the meeting.
day from Augusta to Farmington via
agreed, but none of the men trusted don't know what you're saying. I
The Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau as treasurer.
her. so none made a move. After couldn't stand it. I haven't had a wink
Mrs. Edwin Sprague was re-elected Vienna. Farmington Falls, Rome and
held its annual meeting a t Town hall
New Sharon, it being the old stage
further argument they agreed to go of sleep since Nancy left. I'd go mad."
last Thursday. There were over 300 president of the Half Hour Club.
down to the gas station to listen to
Stevens tried to calm him. Jane
H. H. F lint was elected president of route which Mr. Mooer's father drove
present and 261 were served dinner at
her while she telephoned to her city studied him avidly. Here was a human
Masonic hall by members of the East the Rockland Retail Grocers’ Asso over 50 years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey B. Mooers,
editor.
interest story of the first water.
ern Star. Director Deering gave a ciation. Others who held offices were
At this moment Freddie Smith hur
There was a commotion outside. The
very interesting talk on “The Busi W. I. Ayer, F. H. Sanborn. W. T. Mrs. Charles Grinnell with Mrs. Don
ried in, holding his handkerchief to a door burst open. Four State Troopers
ness of Fanning." and a splendid pro Duncan H. B. Webber, R. E. Eaton, ald Mathieson of Liberty attended the
nasty cut on his forehead.
hurried in, followed by a group of
gram was put on by the various Farm F. G. Porter, H. B. Fales. H. M. inspection of Primrose Chapter, O.
“W hat happend to you?” demanded reporters. Jane slipped behind the opt*,
Bureaus of both counties. The com Flint. O. S. Duncan. George H. Hart. E. S., of Belfast, the worthy grand
Garry.
matron conducting the work.
door leading toward the dining room.
munity singing was led by John R. R. Babbidge and A. M. Fuller.
"I ran into a door.”
N ed gazed at the troopers in horror.
W. S. Irish of Camden was elected
Tavlor of Camden.
Dutch laughed. They all joined.
"Don’t let them take me. Pop." he
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Plumer spent a president of the Knox County Vet
ST. G E O R G E
Most of them had dodged the Stevens blubbered. "I'll confess. I'll confess to
few days last week in Northern eran Association. William P. Cook
Owing to an exchange of pulpits
walking stick that day w hile trying to Y O U . I did it, I killed her. She
Maine.
retired as secretary.
throughout the Lincoln United Bap
get an interview from the family.
♦• *♦
wanted to leave me. I couldn't bear i t
Mrs. Elizabeth Leach of W arren is
tist Association there will be a sur
Jane went out, followed by Dutch, I killed her because I loved her."
These births were recorded:
at the home of Alvah Ames.
prise speaker at the Baptist Church
who intended to make sure she phoned
Jane slipped from behind the door
Port Clyde, Oct. 20. to Mr. and Mrs. Sunday morning. Subject for Tues
The Cooking School held by makers
her office. The conversation sounded and dashed outside.
Frederick J. Granger, a daughter.
of
Occident
Flour
and
J.
C.
Creigh
day evening prayer meeting “The
all right, but what he didn't hear was
"Beat her to the phone," shouted
Rockland. Sept. 23, to Mr. and Mrs. present condition of men outside the
ton Co. was very instructive. About
that the operator told her that phone Garry.
Harry
D.
Walsh,
a
son—Harry
Stan
50
attended
Monday
and
66
Tues
redemption th at is in Christ Jesus.”
was the only one on the exchange work
There was a mad rush to the filling
day. Miss Larsen was a pleasing and ley.
ing that day, due to the fact that the station down the street. Jane was out
Sunset,
Sept.
20.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
efficient
teacher.
switchboard was being changed to the of breath when she gave the number
Ryder and Carrie E. Rawley, both of
Almon Heald spent last weekend Lewis Small, a daughter.
dial system. Another thing he didn’t of her office.
It was some minutes
Warren, Sept. 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Dix Island.
with Ernest Cunningham and Robert
hear was that Baker, her city editor, before she could talk. She stalled as
Rockland, Oct. 14, Charles E. Mc
Maurice Kalloch, a daughter.
Heald visited Frank Williams.
had told her to come back—but not long as she could telling the story
Rockland. Sept. 29. to Mr. and Mrs. Auliffe and Miss Golden A. Morse.
John Howard is having a vacation
until she had secured an interview and while the rest of the reporters waited
Rockland Oct. 8. Edward F. Curtis
from his duties as mail carrier. Wil Alvah Walton, a son. Harold Arthur.
'crores from members of the Stevens impatiently.
liam Gleason is substituting.
Rockland, Oct. 3, to Mr. and Mrs. and Alice M. Smith.
mily.
As she finished she yanked the phone
Vinalhaven. Oct. 17, Ralph Claytor
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Poole and Ernest Foster, a son.
She left in a dilapidated flivver with loose from its fastenings. The nearest
daughter Ruth of Abington, Mass.,
St. George, Oct. 2. to Mr. and Mrs. and Miss Winnifred Arey.
Pat, her photographer. Most of the phone was ten miles away. If she had
Rockland. Oct. 17, William Con
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albion Stein, a daughter.
boys breathed easier.
been a man the others would have
Grinnell last week.
Warren. Oct. 1. to Mr. and Mrs. stantine of Bangor and Annie Dona
, Garry was again suggesting that they chocked her. They were scooped again.
hue of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Williams of Robert Creamer, a daughter.
quit and go hack to town when one
Garry looked at her with all the scorn
Rockland. Oct. 15. William J. B
Augusta visited Mr. and Mrs. Clar
Camden, Oct. 1, to Dr. and Mrs.
of their crowd bust in with the an and contempt he could concentrate into
McDougall and Alice Louise Taylor.
ence Williams over last weekend.
W. D. Barron, a daughter.
nouncement that a platoon of State
a look.
•
Friendship, Oct. 13. Almon M. Wal
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton and
Clark Island. Sept. 22, to Mr. and
Police had arnved for the purpose of
lace of Bremen and Blanche K. Sim
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Nichols en Mrs. Carl Christoffersen, a son.
( T o b e c o n tin u ed )
the Stevens house.
joyed a motor trip through Quebec
Stonington, Sept. 12, to Mr. and mons of Friendship.
Waldoboro, Oct. 11, Hiram B. Black
and Northern Maine last week.
Mrs. Timothy B. Barbour, a daughter
Child Health conference will be
awaukie side are a riot" of brilliant
Clark Island, Sept. 12, to Mr. and of Friendship and Mrs. Carrie L.
R O C K V IL L E
reds, flaming orange, bright yellow, held at the Methodist vestry Thurs Mrs. Benjamin W. Sawtelle, a daugh Mank of Waldoboro.
8tonington Oct. 10, Lewis P. Coola variety of soft greens—all set off day from 2 to 4.
ter.
Although rain and heavy winds by the deeper green of flr and pine.
Mrs Ida Creighton is at the home
Stonington. Sept. 7, to Mr. and Mrs broth of Portland and Elinor A.
have conspired to tear the leaves from Here and there the white of the of her son John Creighton.
Greenlaw of Stonington.
William C. Barbour, a daughter.
Stonington. Oct,. 3. Malcolm Wil
the trees and each day now seems birch adds a contrasting note and
Vinalhaven, Oct. 8 to Mr. and Mrs
liams and Lucy H. Johnson.
rightfully to be the last of the gor lends beauty to nature's lovely pic sented her with a basket of fruit and George Williams, a son.
Appleton, Oct. 20. Nathaniel T. T al
Vinalhaven, Oct. 7. to Mr. and Mrs
geous autumnal coloring, yet a new ture.
bot of Camden and Miss Winona E.
Members of the Sunday school with sang some of their songs. She was Leon Hopkins, a daughter.
morn sheds the sun’s rays on as bril
much pleased.
Deer Isle. Sept. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Ames of Appleton.
liant an array of colors as one could Miss McKnight called Sunday on very
♦• • •
Matthew Starr and brother George
wish to see. The slopes of Bear Hill Mrs. Thayer who has been confined Starr are driving a new truck, the Lewis Small, a daughter.
Mrs.
Thaddeus
R. Simonton died at
Rockland,
Oct.
18,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
to
her
bed
for
more
than
a
year,
preand Dodge's Mountain on the ChlckPine Tree Express, between Rockland John Gamage, a son.
her home in Camden.
and Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Upham
Stonington. Sept. 23, to Mr. and
During a week's vacation from the Mrs. Daniel M. Fifield. a daughter.
of West Rockport celebrated their
John Bird Co. J. E. Sinnett with Mrs.
Thomaston. Oct. 17, to Mr. and golden wedding.
Sinnett enjoyed a motor trip to Mrs. Theron P. Crouse, a son—Clar
E. A. Warren resigned as manager
Massachusetts.
of the Camden Jewelry Co.
ence Theron.
Mrs. Ida Barrows spent Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Chester L. Pascal of
Rockland. Oct. 18. to Mr. and Mrs.
in Camden, guest of Mrs. W. P. Rich William A. Skinner, a son.
Rockport celebrated their 25th wed
ardson.
Rockland. Oct. 18. to Mr. and Mrs. ding anniversary. The Collins Trio
Friends of Mrs. Joseph Dauphin, Charles A. Harriman, a son.
of Watertown, Mass., furnished
daughter of George Tolman, who un
Port Clyde, Oct. 21, to Mr. and Mrs music.
S A L A D A TE A has the finest quality
til within a few years lived in the vil John Freeman, a daughter.
George D. Sides, master blacksmith,
♦ ♦* •
lage, were saddened by news of her
died in Camden, aged 64.
A N D ---- Costs only one-third of a cent per cup
Elmer E. Spofford a Stonington
death which occurred Tuesday. In
The marriages for this period were:
terment was in the Rockville ceme
Deer Isle, Oct. 3, F. Lamonte business man. and Hancock County
coroner, died suddenly.
tery.
Greene and Linnie E. Joyce.
Benjamin Hall was elected master
Mrs. Fannie Brewster is in Bedford,
San Diego, Calif., Sept. 27, Capt
Mass., where she will pass the winter Alfred Keen formerly of Rockland of St. Paul’s Lodge F.A.M.. in Rock
and Mrs. Mary Jane Gillons, both of port.
with her daughter Emma.,,
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett at San Diego.
Well, it certainly looks as if about
tended the bridge party given Wed
Rockland. Oct. 10, Albert F. Whit
nesday evening by Ralph Ulmer Camp man of Worcester, Mass., and Miss the only difference between 1980 and
1931 is that the former happened to
Auxiliary. Mrs. Ranlett served on the Llzetta A. Burgess of Rockland.
“Fresh (rem the Gerdens”
W
Spruce Head, Oct. 12, Eugene M. come first.—Louisville Times.
committee in charge of refreshments.

"SOB SISTER

2 5 YEARS AGO

jorie May, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and family, is occupying his home
| Herbert Rankin, the little daughter here. Mr. Poland is steadily recovMr. and Mrs. George Pettee and oj j^jr ancj jjrs. Louis Bonin, Kather- 1ering from his long illness.
young daughter Charlotte have j ine daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jarvis have
moved
to ___i___
Bangor i where
Mr.
Pettee Nathan Miller, Christine Rowell and I closed their cottage and returned to
.
i___
x
___
.
has been employed for some time
Charles Morrison. At noon the Brooklyn,
Mr. and Mrs. William Wellman of women of the Grange served dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yates and
South Hope and her mother Mrs. and in the evening there was a dance | family of Boston spent the holiday
Eleanor Payson of Hope were recent with music by Brown's orchestra, i and weekend at their cottage here.
guests of the Esancy family. During The attendance throughout the day • Joe Poland who has been working
their visit Mr. Wellman assisted Mr. and at the dance was good and the 1in Portland has returned home.
Esancy in some painting and shing affair successful in every way.
Mr. and Mrs. David Foster and
ling.
daughter were in town over the holi
The Esancy family with their
day.
R O U N D PO N D
guests and Miss Nina Pendo of
Miss Clarabel Poland of New Har
Emery
Richards
and
Harry
Ross
Waterville and William Ring of W ar
bor was a visitor in town last week.
finished
haying
last
week.
ren spent Sunday at Unity Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. William Prentice of
Lester Plummer and Vivian Rich- Nantucket, Mass., have been visitMrs. Elizabeth Thurston of West
ards
motored
here
from
Damaris
China was a recent visitor a t the
ing his parents Mr. and Mrs. William
home of her daughter Mrs. Fred cotta Mills to attend the Odd Fellows Prentice.
and Rebekah installation.
Crossman.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Swett and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Foster and son son Robert of Everett. Mass., and
Charles Jackson of Boston is visit
ing his sister Mrs. Bessie Hunnewell. are in Tiverton, R. I., for the winter. Charles Swett of East Boston were
Mrs. Clarence Esancy and Mrs.
Cynthia Prentice and Florence in town over last weekend.
Agnes Grindell were in Waterville Nichols were home over the week
Monday.
"I haven’t been any happier with
end.
Mrs Hewett of Week’s Mills is visit
Mrs. Redonnett has closed her cot plenty of money," says Mr. Dreiser,
ing her daughter Mrs. Fred Plaisted. tage on the North Shore and will "than I was when I didn’t know
Mrs. C. F. Esancy and Mrs. H. spend the winter In Portland.
where the next month’s rent was
Esancy were in Waterville Tuesday.
Everett Poland has returned from coming from.” But, oh, the differ
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Rhodes of New Harbor and with his daughter ence to the landlady.—Detroit News.
South Liberty and Mr. and Mrs.
Perley Boynton
and daughters
Golda and Gloria of Liberty were
recent visitors a t Herbert Esancy's.
John Stuart and family are mov
ing from Mrs. Hunnewell's rent to
the Howard Simpson farm. Mr.
Stuart has employment at Wagner's
farm.
Ted McKeit and family are mov
F O R T H E W O R L D 'S M O S T
ing into their new home at the Vil
lage.
Miss Evelee Denico, daughter of
MODERN M O TO R CAR
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Denico, became
the bride of Earle Lawrence Brown
of Waterville, a t her home, Oct. 8.
P lymouth g iv es to
Mrs. Brown was a popular member
of the class of 1930, Erskine Acade
each N e w P ly m o u th b u y e r a Service
my. and one of the violinists in the
P o licy w h ic h is a m odel of definiteness,
orchestra during her course there.
Congratulations.
th o ro u g h n e ss an d liberality.

S O U T H CHINA

/I

S

B uy Q u a lity
for E co n o m y

" U TEA
UST

T h is policy specifies th a t a n y defect
of m a te ria ls o r w ork m an sh ip w ill be
m ad e good w ith o u t a n y ch arge e ith e r
f o r la b o r o r p a rt9 for a p erio d of 90
d a y s o r 4000 m iles. It p ro v id es fu rth e r
for fo u r f r e e servicings a t 500, 1500,
2500 an d 4000 m iles covering a long
l i s t of in s p e c t i o n s , a d j u s t m e n t s a n d
o th e r serv ice operations.
Com e in a n d let u s sh o w y o u th is
N ew P ly m o u th service policy.

S O U T H BELFAST
Mr. and Mrs. William Vose have
returned to Norwood, Mass., after
spending the summer at their home
here.
Mrs. May Rolerson and Mrs. Eva
Seavey of Lynn have been visiting
their brother Nelson Wight and
other relatives.
Charles Brown was in Lincolnville
Sunday to attend the shoot at G. C.
Drinkwater’s.
The Dramatic Club of Grand View
Grange is rehearsing for the play.
"The Road Back," to be given in No
vember.
Larrabee Bros, arc installing a fu r
nace in the new Grange hall.
Harold Herrick has been substi
tuting for Mr. Ladd our mail carrier
during his vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hardy spent
last weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Drinkwater.
Grand View Grange held Its first
fair Oct. 13 with perfect weather and
fine attendance. There was an ex
cellent display of farm produce, fruit,
canned goods and flowers, quantities
of fancy work and quilts, with many
articles for sale as well as on exhibit.
Blue ribbons were awarded in many
classes. A baby show in the after
noon attracted much attention, with
a dozen or more little beauties on p a
rade. Prizes were given for the
blackest, bluest and most beautiful
eyes, in children from one to three :
years. The prize winners were M ar- I

M O D E R N SE R V IC E P L A N

FLOATING POWER
FREE WHEELINQ
(«{ no axtra coat)

$
ANDOP, r. O. B. FACTOBY

HYDRAULIC BRAKES
SAFETY-STEBL BODY
DOUBLE-DROP FRAME
EASY-SHIFT TRANSMISSION

PLYMOUTH
S O LD

97 6

BY D e SOTO. C H R Y S LE R
A N D D O D G E DEALERS

T h e r e is T R E A S U R E
in y o u r A T T I C !
List your items in
the

"HOUSEHOLD

GOODS for SALE"
Section of The Cou
rier-Gazette's

W ant

Ads. Call 770 and an
Ad-Taker will help
you.

W hy not m ake some of those discarded things
in your attic gratify y o u r desire for that cer
tain new thing for which you have been yearn
ing?
They still have value and usefulness for some
one or you w ouldn’t have saved them . T u rn
that value into cash by locating those who
would welcome the chance to get them at a
fair price. Buyers are n ot hard to find.
H undreds of people are daily reading our W ant
Ads ju st for such opportunities for procuring
usable things w ithout paying the “ first h an d ”
price.

A d vertise in The

C ourier-G azette

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, O ctober 24, 1931
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Every-Other-Day

I,

THOM ASTON

Free Samples At Druggists
Of Two New Vick Products

SPRU CE HEAD

W. O. Mann returned to his home in I
Concord. N. H.. Friday, after spend- ,
At the Baptist Church Sunday,
ing the summer here.
Bible School at 9.45; at the 11 o'clock
Mrs. Ella Cook visited friends in
service the pastor will exchange with
Rockland Wednesday and Thursday.
another Baptist pastor of Knox
Freeman Beal, Jr., of the coast
County, not announced; the quartet
guard at Whitehead went Thursday
will sing ‘"The Lord Is My Light,"
Parker, and "How Amiable Are .Thy Every User of Vicks VapoRub Entitled To a Free Trial morning to the Marine Hospital, in
Portland to have his eyes treated.
Dwellings," Scott: Christian En
of Its New Allies— Vicks Nose & Throat Drops and
Mrs. H. F. York has returned
deavor at 6; evening service at 7
home from a trip of two weeks, one
o'clock, topic, “The Secret of Jesus'
Vicks Medicated Cough Drops
of which she spent with Mrs. Austin
Success.”
Miss Rosa Teel will return Sunday
the nasal passages—a few drops up York in New York and the other with
INTRODUCES
NEW
IDEA
from a two weeks’ vacation visit in
each nostril, and many annoying her daughter Mrs. Guy Morse in
Gloucester. Mass.
Boothbay.
colds will be avoided.
Mrs. George V. Hanly is visiting Discovery Makes Possible
James Snow of the U. S. S. Kicka2.— W h en a Cold Strikes.
her niece Miss Jeannette McGrail in
poo reported for duty Saturday morn
New
Vick
Plan
of
Better
Use the convenient Vicks Drops ing after 15 days’ leave.
Dover, N. H.
during the day—anytime, any place— Frank Wall is having extensive re
Ralph Pease, poultryman and
Home-Control of Colds
as often as needed for comfort and pairs made on his store and will move
farmer, is increasing his flock of
relief. At bedtime, rub Vicks Vapo into it this fall. He has been occupy
pullets and with the aid of his sons
TO REDUCE “COLDS-TAX”
Rub well over throat and chest and ing the Tom Wiley store so called
is putting his place in order for win
ter.
Following years of research on the cover with warm flannel. Leave bed which he leased from Sam Haskell
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Light of Wal- problem of colds and their increas clothing loose around the neck so the the past four years.
doboro spent Wednesday evening ■mg cost, Vick Chemists announce a medicated vapors can be inhaled all
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Adams went
with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merry.
new discovery—Vicks Nose & Throat night long. This Vick Plan gives Saturday morning to Rockland where
Percy Williams is at home on ac Drops. Based on a new' idea in pre you a full 24-hour trea* '.lent. (If they will spend the winter. They
count of sickness. He has employ venting colds, it is a perfect ally to there is a cough, you will like an  have been occupying the Henry Wal
ment a t Long Cove.
Vicks VapoRub, the modern and bet other new Vick product—Vicks Cough dron farm for several months.
The Farmers' Union are putting in ter method of treating colds. To Drops—actually medicated with in
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann and
a pit under the floor of their grain gether, they make possible the new gredients of Vicks VapoRub).
daughter June of Two Bush Island
i
storehouse to facilitate th e oiling of Vick Plan of better Control of Colds
light station have been spending a
T rial Packages Free.
the elevator which drops below the in the home—and further reduction
In order that every user of Vicks few days at their home here.
floor.
SIZE
REG. PRICE
SALE PRICE
of the family “Colds-Tax” of time, Vapo-Rub may try the two new Vick
Friends learn with regret that money and discomfort.
P
O
R
T
CLYDE
products now being introduced, a
Mark Crouse who has been in poor
Here is the Plan:
supply of free trial packages of each
Mr. and Mrs. Brown of Massachu
health for some time is now obliged
1.— B efore a Cold Starts.
has been sent to jvery druggist in setts have been guests of Mr. and
to keep his bed most of th e time.
On exposure to colds or any of the the United States. *Go to your drug Mrs. William Brennan.
Letters received from friends of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent of F al
Mrs. Adelia Masters who is in a Bos causes th a t ordinarily lead to colds— gist today and ask for yours. If, by
ton hospital with a broken hip, in •crowded indoor places—stuffy, poor any chance his supply is exhausted, mouth spent Friday and Saturday in
ly ventilated rooms—sudden tempera send us the top of a Vicks VapoRub town.
dicate that the case is very serious.
Merton Anthony is on a hunting
Robert McLain and Son Co. have ture changes—wet and cold)—that carton—or coupon from the VapoRub
made up moulds for the boat they are slow down the normal functioning of directions folder—and we will mail trip in Northern Maine.
Mrs. Electa Hopkins has returned
to build. Construction will begin as the nose, Nature's marvelous "first free samples direct to you. together
line of defense against colds"—use with a folder on the new Vick Plan from a visit in Augusta.
soon as the keel arrives.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tibbetts. Sr.,
The Central Maine Power Co. has Vicks Drops promptly. Or. if a cold for Control of Colds in the home.
sold the Thomaston waiting station, actually threatens—when you fee! Address Vick Chemical Co., 1001 Mil- of Beachmont. Mass., recently visited
at Herbert Elwell's.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merry and that first stuffy, sneezy irritation of ton St., Greensboro, N. C.
William Hatton has returned to his
Mr. and Mrs. Frank T urner spent
home in Los Angeles after spending
last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
the summer with Mr. and Mrs.
M E M O R IA L L IB R A R Y
W ALDOBORO
Refuse at Winslow’s Mills.
George Brown.
State traffic officer Shaw arrested
George Stewart and Charles Brown
the driver and his helper in the Miss L evensaler’s G ift T o
Miss Carolyn Standish is visiting
-r,
.
.
.
her sister Mrs. May Richardson in and family of South Portland spent
transportation service of the First
1 hom aston s
A m erican Camden.
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
National stores while discharging
freight a t the Thomaston store.
Mr. and Mrs. James Williamson Ulysses Davis.
L egion Post, Speeds T ask
Mr. and Mrs. George Cook who
They were taken to the municipal
have closed their home and will pass
spent the past month here are now
court in Rockland charged with ob
As a memorial to Theodore Wil the winter in New Jersey.
in Friendship for a visit before re
structing travel on route No. 1. The liams and Clifford Brazier, who made
Mrs. Royce Shuman and son. who
correspondent is informed th a t no the supreme sacrifice during the have been visiting at James Steele's turning to their home in Falmouth
Foreside.
action was taken by the court.
World War, Williams-Brazier Post, have returned to Middletown, Mass.
127-128
Miss Kathleen Davis has returned
Past Matrons and Past Patrons of American Legion, of Thomaston, is
A telephone has been installed in
Knox County Eastern Star Chapters 1planning to erect a public library, and the residence of Forrest F. H. Nash, from South Portland.
were entertained Wednesday evening to that end has for several years been North Waldoboro.
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R
at their annual meeting by Grace raising a fund through fairs and
F. M. Hunt is visiting his mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Barter and
Chapter of Thomaston. T he gath other entertainments.
daughter Ruth recently motored to
ering numbered 125, who were served
Impetus was given to the move Mrs. Herbert F. Hunt.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Levensaler of Lynn where they were guests of Mrs.
one of the fine banquets for which ment when Miss Lizzie S. Levensaler
Grace Chapter is famous. A me presented to the Post a lot of land on j South Eliot are at their camp at Back Barter's mother, Mrs. Read. On the
return trip they took in the automo
-*
morial service was held for Mrs. Main street adjoining the property of Cove for a week.
t
♦
Emma Parsons of Camden, Mrs. Isa- Dr. Eben Alden, and for many years
Mrs. V. B. Hagerman passed the bile races at Rockingham.
Advertisements In this column not to
♦
Mrs. W. J. Hastings had as recent
bell: Sleeper of South Thomaston, [ in the possession of the Singer fam- weekend in Winslow with Mis6 Alma
exceed
three
lines
Inserted
once
for
25
guest her sister Mrs. Brooks of cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
Mrs. Ethelda Matthews of Thomas- ily. I t is located in the heart of the Glidden.
k
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
»
M
ton, Albert H. Newbert of Rockland, residential section and will make a
lines five cents each for one time, 10
Mrs. Carrie Cassell has been in Bos Brunswick.
BOARDERS wanted at the country
* COMPLETELY furnished three room
SOFT COAL for sale. $7.75; hard coal,
Friends of Mrs. Emma Wiley ancP cents for three times, six words make
Those taking part in th is service ■beautiful home for an institution such ton a few days.
M ^ T e V l-T A F GR° SS'
TOMPSON’S.
Wll.gw *8?° ^ 1 ^ 9 $15.50. J. B. PAULSEN, Thomaston.
Mrs. Nancy W atts regret their nines'- 1 a ine’
were Mrs. Vivian Hewett, soloist, and 1as th e American Legion contemTel. 84-2
127-129
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
F.
Martin
of
a
and wish for them complete recovery,
HOUSE to let on Warrenton St.. GlenDonald Chapman of Rockland, who plates.
GREEN hard wood for sale. $8 cord,
POSITION wanted, keeping house for cove. Apply E. B. HALL. Tel. 25^13.
gave a violin selection T he social
Miss Levensaler, the generous doMasY have been at Mrs both having recently been under
fitted
$11.
delivered
anywhere.
AUGUST
winter. In small family, by middle
*128-130 ELO. St. George.
’
♦ the
____ 127*129
aged widow. Address C. M. care Cousurgical operation at Knox Hospital.
hour was delightful. A program was nor, is cashier of the Thomaston
u
Iew_ a,ys'
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three
* rier-Gaaette.
127-129
BELTING—a limited quantity 3 in.
Mrs. Charlotte Pickman of St.
Sunday morning there will be a
given, with piano selections by Miss National Bank.
rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults and 3’ 2 in Goodyear Belt for sale, 19c
Petersburg. Fla., is the guest of Mrs. surprise speaker at the Baptist I r WOMAN wanted to do housework in only. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock and 27c per foot. BICKNELL MFG. CO.
Alcada Hall, reading by Miss Elea
~ - - - « - ♦ « ♦ *♦ exchange
for board and room. Good St.____________________________ 128*130 Tel. 360.___________________ 118-125-S-tf
Louise Bliss Miller.
Church, as it is exchange Sunday
nor Seeber of the High School fac
home,
easy worll. Call 511 OLD COUNTY
SO U TH THOM ASTON
FINNISH MAN wants work on farm.
FURNISHED two room apartment to
THREE ACRES OF LAND In Rockland
A daughter was born to Mr. and throughout the Lincoln United Bap Can
ulty, and several numbers by the
do all kinds. Has wife and two RD___________/ _______________ 126*128 let. also single rooms at $2 and $3 per
with barn 24 ft. x 30 ft., also cellar to
UNO ERICKSON. Long Cove.
High School orchestra. T he officers
week,
at 27 PARK
ST.
128-130
Miss Miriam Wiggin is slowly re Mrs. Chester Peterson (Josephine tist Association. There will be spe children.
DRESSMAKING.
plain
sewing
or
__________
______________________
__ build
UTlllU ilW
house
UOC W
on
XI
SiUt
Fine building
vunuillg SpOt
______________________________
128*130
cial music. After the Sunday School
elected were; President, Leslie Ames, covering from her recent eye acci Nash) last week in Brockton. Mass.
orders for Christmas work done by EVA
SIX ROOM house to let with garage with nice land and location. Price $450.
MARRIED WOMAN would like house AMES at 28 Elm St Tel 1293
126*128 at 191 Broadway, all modern. Tel. 949 TEL. 217-W or write P. O. Box 448.
Camden: vice president, Mrs. Evelyn dent—which should prove a warning
Miss Felice Perry of Rockland has which meets immediately following wurk
MRS. FRANK U. ERICKSON.
CASLON PRESS
128-tf ____________________ -_______ 127-129
the morning service, there will be i Long Cove._____________________
Orcutt, Rockland; secretary, Miss to boys to be careful how they aim been a guest at J. H. Miller's.
128*130
POSITION AS HOUSEKEEPER wanted
CADILLAC five passenger sedan, 1926,
FURNISHED room with heat and
a baptism off the shore of Dr. St.
for man with or without children. Age
Edith Lenfest, Thomaston; treas when throwing apples, rocks and
JOB
wanted—Chauffeur,
truck
driver,
Mr. and Mrs Guy I. Waltz are oc Clair’s frontage. At 6 o'clock the
23. willing to work and steady. Refer bath Board if desired. 32 SCHOOL ST small mileage, perfect condition. .Come
or
cierk
In
store,
by
High
School
gradu
urer, Mrs. Carrie Smith, Warren. It snowballs.
and
make me an offer. Can be seen at
Tel.
1013-M.
124-tf
cupying an apartment in the residence Christian Endeavor topic Will be ate. 19 years old. ARNOLD STIMPSON. ences. Write 4 MECHANIC ST.. Thom
127*129
aston. Me
126*128
was voted to hold the next annual
IN THOMASTON small rent, new 23 PARK ST.. Rockland.
Mrs. Emily Watts spent Wednesday of Mrs. Nina Goucher.
Martinsville.
Tel.
9-3.
124*126
"Helpers or Hinderers” under the '
MAMMOTH INCUBATOR, excellent
meeting in Rockland.
WANTED to buy second-hand books of paint and paper, flush toilet, electric
afternoon at Spruce Head calling on
NURSE
would
like
cases.
TEL.
37-W.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
G.
Reed.
Jr.,
of
condition.
Cheap
if
taken
at
once.
lights.
MRS.
A.
H.
PILLSBURY
Tel.
kinds, postage stamps and antiques 1
Dunn & Elliot Co. are having the a schoolmate of former days. Mrs. Philadelphia are visiting William G. direction of the fellowship commis
126*128 all
127-129 Write "M.” care The Courier-Gazette.
of all kinds. KAY TURNER. Thomaston. 1 ------ or 169-X.
sion
with
Robert
Bald
Sr.,
leader
128*130
roof of their store newly shingled.
Lodse Burton.
126-131
EXPERIENCED practical nurse would Tel. 34-4.
SMALL apartment available at once.. “ 5
Reed.
Mr. Barton will speak on “The World i like
cases. MRS. MILDRED CONDON.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shrader of JefMrs. George Green entertained the
RADIO REPAIRINO expertly done. 24 furnished or unfurnished. A few rooms 1 NAILS—limited quantity, 8, 10. 20. 40.
Tel.
480-Y.
128-130
Upside
Down
"
following
the
evening
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Samuel
Stahl
are
in
for
the winter. THE FOSS HOUSE. 77 60 penny nails a t 5c per lb. Pull kegs at
hour
service
on
all
work.
ROCKLAND
ferson were guests Friday of Mr. and Merrie-Meeters last Tuesday. The
Park St. Phone 740
126-128 wholesale. BICKNELL MFG. CO Tel.
song service at 7 o’clock.
RADIO HOSPITAL. Tel. 854 or 987-X
Mrs. Alton Grover, Hyler street.
next meeting will be with Mrs. Charles Brooklyn, N. Y., for the winter.
118-125-S-tf
112-tf
SEVEN ROOM house, to let. electricity, 360.
Miss Jessie L. Keene has been home
Mrs. Ozora Turner went as far as Peterson, bridge luncheon at 12.30, or
R
O
C
K
L
A
N
D
toilet.
Newly
papered,
painted
and
SAWED SLAB WOOD $1 per ft.. $8
JO
H
N
M
O
R
R
IS
SENIOR
Boston Friday with Mr. and Mrs. in other words a real old fashioned from Gorham.
whitened. $14 per month. Located 24 ! cord; fitted hard wood. $2 foot. Also
F IR E
A LA RM
Crescent St. PHONE 384-W mornings or general trucking. V. C GRINDLE. 105
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ruggles of
Frank Maguire who were bound to boiled dinner. The club is glad to
126-128
e v e n i n g s . ____________ 126*128 I New County road Tel. 679-X.
Well-Known
Citizen
of
Long
Cove
welcome home Mrs. Agnes Bartlett, :Gardiner were guests Wednesday of
Connecticut to spend several days.
Had a Long and Busy Life
FURNISHED or unfurnished tenement ' SUNBEAM hot air furnaces for sale,
T h e n ew d istricts an d num bers.
Mrs. Fannie Brandt is th e guest of one of its members. Mrs. Harvey Mrs. Jennie Benner.
at 20 Maverick St.. Rockland. Call at We have a carload which we are selling
23— Broadw ay w est to O liver street.
«•>«•»>••••• $£ 8 STATE ST., or Phone 43b-W.
The first meeting of the Woman's
126-tf at very low prices this year. A. T. NOR
her niece Mrs. Frank D. Elliot for a Crowley is substituting in the MerrieIn the death of John Morris, Sr.
118-tf
24— G race w est to Broad.
Club for the season will be held next
time. She will then go to her winter Meeters.
FOUR rooms and bath. 41 Grace St. I WOOD. Warren. Tel. 22.
STICK PIN set with stones lost. Re
which
occurred
Oct.
13.
this
town
has
26— O liver w est to W est M eadow .
ward Call COURIER-GAZETTE 128-130 Price reasonable. Apply 34 JAMES ST. i A FINE REGISTERED AYRSHIRE
Mrs. Belle Allen has returned from ; Wednesday afternoon at the home of
home in Worcester.
127-129 bull, a new milch cow. A. P. Gross, Lin
or Tel. 206-R after 5 p. m.
28— C rescent and T h o m a sto n to M e
Mrs. J. T. Gay. An interesting pro- lost another of its old and respected
Mrs. Winfield Davis of Waldoboro a visit in Rockland.
KNIGHT TEMPLAR CHARM lost.
128*128
THREE ROOM furnished apartment, coln ”lHe. Me. Tel. 4-4.
Mrs. J. A. Goodenough returned to gram has been prepared for the year citizens. Mr. Morris emigrated to this ch a n ic.
Marked A G. Whitcomb, Chelsea. Mass. gas.
is at the home of her daughter Mrs.
per
I
BEE
HIVES
and
Super’s
hand
power
electric
lights
and
toilet,
$5
country
from
England
in
1888.
re
-|
Reward.
Tel.
DR
L.
M.
RICHARDSON.
32— P u rch ase W est to O range.
her home Wednesday and she surely by the committee. Mrs. Esther C.
Vernon Achom for a few days.
V. F. STUD LEY, 69 Park St. Tel. I cider mill, one horse double sleds with
128-130 week.
turning that fall and coming again
39— All w est of B ro a d w a y
to
124-tf i body, double ox sleds, one horse sleigh,
1080.
Mrs. Genevieve Frye and Miss will be missed by the Merrie-Meeters. Shorey, Mrs. Ida C. Stahl and Mrs. with his family in the spring of 1889
sale HARRY
E. BUTLER. R 127*129
1. Box
MEDIUM SIZED white hound, with ! opurw
P lea sa n t.
There is a gTeat need of more Isabel Labe. The first meeting is as
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con- i for
23 Union
Me
Edna W atts are spending a few days
41— P lea sa n t and P ark and all w e st black spot on back, tan ears. lost. F. F. venlences, to let at South Main St.. $25
teachers in the Sunday school. It is usual a social one. with a program of to Clark Island, moving to Long Cove
at Mrs. Frye’s cottage in Cushing.
RICHARDS. Rockport.
127*129 a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St
APPLES for sale—McIntosh Reds,
in 1890, and there making his home
123-tf 1Pound sweets and Nodheads, also Mc
The Methodist Ladies Aid will hold quite a proposition for five teachers music and readings and the report of in a wooded section. There was not a o f Bridge.
DARK red purse, money, lost Monday Tel. 1080.
56—
No.
M
ain
and
M
av
erick
to
Old
Intosh
Red jelly. J. F. CALDERWOOD.
the
Federation
meeting.
to
interest
and
instruct
45
children
their annual fair Dec. 2, with a public
THE “PAINTERS’ CAMP at NobleIn Rockland. MRS. EDWARD LAFFO128*133
In spite of the severe storm, 50 at' house in sight where he built his home C ou n ty Road.
LEY, care Frank Upham, Hosmer Pond boro to let. for fishing, hunting or week Union. Me.
so many in one grade.
supper served Dec. 4.
Model
A Ford sedan, for sale, fine con
and
one
could
reach
the
branches
of
127*129 end parties. Apply JOHN H. KARL CO.
57— Old County R oad to Ju n iper Rd.. Camden.
tended
the
Lincoln
County
Missionary
It
is
the
desire
of
several
of
the
The subject for the morning serv
small mileage: also small side
the spruce trees from the open win ' H ill.
BROWN COON cat with white breast. _______________________________127-129 | dition.
board. E. MONT PERRY. 80 Camden St.
ice at the Federated Church will be, village people to hold a series of Conference held in the Baptist dows. With the aid of his family and
FIVE ROOM tenement, all modern, I_____________________________126*128
58— Lake A venue to R o ck v ille tow n Reward for return to 197 BROADWAY.
Church.
Miss
Vida
Pond,
missionary
meetings
Sunday
evenings
as
of
last
"The Changeless Christ;” anthem,
Tel. 586-J.
126-128 with garage to let, 87 Pleasant St. Ap- I
through perseverance and hard labor Ii line.
on PREMISES. Tel. 307-Y.
127*12! ! DRY MOUNTAIN hard wood. $2 foot;
“He Leads Us On," Holton. At the winter, and the first will be tomor from Japan, was present and several he made the place what it is today.
ROW BOAT found. WILL plyTURPT?
59— All north o f W aldo A v en u e to D.SMALL
f^rnlchoH ^room8
rnnmc and hofh
W0O
<1’ Tel.
fOOt1169-Y.
LEON CALLAHAN.
members
of
the
State
organization
row
evening
at
7.15.
Let
all
hold
the
GREGORY. North Haven.
125*127
T H ^ E furnished
bath frx
to 1Slftb
7 Luce
Ave.
127*129
7 o'clock service the pastor will speak
The road th a t leads to the Booth Glen street.
let for light housekeeping; cook stove (
on "The New Reformation.” Sunday thought th at everyone who attends spoke at the morning and afternoon Bros, quarry from the state highway
DRY
HARD
fitted
wood
for sale. $12
and
gas;
lights
and
water
furnished.
|
In stru ctio n s— If a fire d e v e lo p s in
meetings.
Miss
Isabelle
Waltz
and
these
meetings
will
receive
a
twofold
__ __
Adults only. MRS. CARL OLSEN.
19 cord; 2 feet. $3.50; Junks. $12; 4-ft. wood,
School a t 9.45 a. m.; young people’s
was built by him and his family in your neighborhood sim p ly telep h one
127-129 $10. DODGES MT. FARM. Tel 352-24.
Myrtle St.
meeting a t 6, leader Russell Morgan, blessing, in the singing of hymns and Guy Irving Waltz added to the pro 1893, the contract awarded by Select "Fire S ta tio n —E m erg en cy ” and tell
127*129
gram
with
musical
selections,
and
listening
to
a
short
religious
address.
FIVE ROOM tenement, unfurnished,
topic "Thomas A. Edison.”
man Alexander Kalloch. better known the location , ex a ctly , o f the blaze, the
SAWED hard wood $1.75 foot, $12 cord;
to let at 79 Grace St. EDNA PAYSON.
It has been a long established cus It is hoped the young people will be a pleasing monologue was given by by older citizens as H. F. K a llo ch ’s crew w ill do th e rest.
fitted
$1.85
foot,
$13
cord;
sawed
soft
Tel. 163-M.______________________124-tf
tom in the Congregational Church to much interested this winter. Every- Mrs. Ogilvie of Jefferson. Dinner was father, living at that time at Wiley’s
AT 17 Orient street, up stairs, five wood. $1 foot. $8 cord. ALFRED DAVIS.
127-tf
served at noon.
SPLENDID
TURNIPS
for
Sale.
$1
rooms furnished to let; gas range, Lovejoy St. Tel. 1064-R.
serve a harvest supper. This year body is welcome.
Corner, St. George.
bushel.
Write
LUKE
R.
BREWSTER.
T he p resent b oxes an d lo ca tio n s:
McINTOSH, River, winter varieties and
kitchen, oil burner, living room, toilet,
it is set for next Wednesday at 6
There was no regular mail travel 25 Main Street, Corner L im erock
Rockland, or Tel. 48-W.
128*130 , electric lights. Call NELSON B. COBB cider apples; pair of 4-year-old 7 ft steers
o’clock and an effort is made to have
beef, for sale. N. M. HANNON. North
on the road between Tenants Harbor 27 P acific and M echanic stree ts,
FIFTY WHITE Ducks; one pig. weight or Louise Williams at Puller-Cobb-Davls. for
127*132
123-tf Warren road. Union.
it a community success. A travel
175 lbs; two yearling heifers for sale. 1
and Long Cove. One day in 1901 it
near Snow 's S tore
FRANK MORRIS. T enant’s Harbor.
FURNISHED
YOUNG
COW and five mo. old bull
PLEASANT
rooms
at
7
film showing "The Canadian Rockies
occurred to Mr. Morris that the people 29 Cor. S o u th Main and M echanic
128*130 ST.
123*128 calf for sale Write BOX 278 or Tel.
and Alaska" will be presented in the j
of Long Cove were entitled to their 33 T illso n A venue
126-128
CLASSY RABBIT HOUND for sale, also
TENEMENT to let at 38 Mechanic St. Thomaston 132-13.___________
church a t 7.30.
mail each day the same as Tenants 34 Cor. Suffolk and F ulton S tr eets more rich black loam and plenty of t Inquire of MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 NEW MILCH COW. five years old for
Miss Christine Moore is expected
dressing. W W BUTLER. Phone 603-M Main St. Tel. 874-W.
123-tf sale. HERMAN L. ALTO. Mt. Pleasant
Harbor and other St. George neigh 35 Main Street, C orner N orth
128-130 . UNFURNISHED apartment, five rooms, road, West Rockport. Call after 4 p. m.
next Tuesday to open her home for ,
borhoods. With this in view, he suc 36 aP le a sa n t S treet, C orner O range Rockland.
FIRST
QUALITY
fitted
hard
wood,
wth toilet, lavatory, hot and cold water. ______________________________ 126*128
a few days.
ceeded in having a postoffice estab 37 Main Street, Corner Park
$12; limbs. $10; Junks. $12; long. $10; Adults only. MRS. FRED A. CLARK. 74
NEW 14 ft. doublender. Price $45. D.
lished, meeting obstacles yet never 38 Broad Street, C orner G race
fitted soft wood and slabs, $8; also lum  Camden St._____________________ 123-tf A. WHITMORE. Rockport. Me. Tel. 654.
ber.
T.
J.
CARROLL.
Tel.
263-21.
122-tf
125*130
yielding
until
his
purpose
was
ac
NORTH H A VEN
TENEMENT of five rooms, garage,
42 Rankin S treet, C orner Broadw ai
LUMBER for sale. Save. Direct from bath, in excellent condition and clean.
complished. Now Long Cove receives 43 Lincoln Street, Corner S u m m er
the m anufacturer to the user. Fitted ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 Main St.
X
four mails daily, two in each direc 45 M iddle S treet, o p p o site Fern
H. T. Crockett is not a candidate
wood $14. Junks $12. 4-ft mill slabs $6.50, Tel. 77.
122-tf ♦
♦tion. Changing the mail route from 46 Main S treet a t R ankin Block
stove length $8. shims 15 bundles $1 , TO LETfor second selectman to fill the va
Delivered. L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D . 1 Fulton 8t. 5-room flat, all modern, za ♦
Tenants Harbor by way of Long Cove 47 K nox County G eneral H ospital Thomaston.
cancy caused by the death of George
Inquire
ROSE
PRESCOTT
Me.
118-tf
ly
118-tf I ’
gave the first section of State road 48 N orth Main S treet, Cor. W arre
F. Lewis.
SMALL HOUSE for sale at Pleasant '
built in the town. Through the in 49 Cam den and Front S tr e e ts
Do not forget the important town
FURNISHED small house to let, t
h
r
e
e
, , , „
Gardens, rent plan. $600, $8 month. V. i rooms;
also
two
room
furnished
apart| WE WILL RENT YOU an electric floor
fluence of James M. Smith, superin 51 H ead o f Cedar S tr eet
F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
meeting a t Crockett’s hall Monday
ment. gas. lights and toilet. FLORENCE polisher, or a Vacuum Cleaner at moder119-tf
tendent of Booth Bros. Granite Works 52 W est M eadow Road
night for the election of a selectman.
McLAIN, 100 Main St. Tel. 1263. 110-tf ate cost for your fall cleaning from
LARGE SAFE, two \ silent salesman
HOUSE - SHERMAN. Inc., electricians.
at th at time, it remains a credit to 53 Cam den S treet, n ear F. B. Churc
With the fine weather of this week
DESIRABLE Main street office to let, Phone 721, next to Ford Agency.
show
cases
and.
large
clock.
W.
P.
j
St. George.
54 M averick, Cor. Spruce
and the smooth sea many have been
116-S-tf
STRONG. Thomaston Tel. 44. 128*130 steam heated; furnished if desired.
Rent reasonable. TEL. 899-W.
110-tf
Through Mr. Morris’ efforts Episco 75 V eteran F irem en's A sso cia tio n
taking trips to Rockland. Among
CHIMNEYS CLEANED at reasonable
THIRTY FT. 16 H. P. boat with 4-cyl
EIGHT ROOM house to let, modern rates. Now is the time to have it done.
palian services were first held in Long J62 M ilitia Call
those to go over to the main have
inder engine. Price reasonable. ER
Inquire S. RUBEN TONY. THE GREEK. 5 Donahue Place,
NEST ROBISHAW Tel. 762-M. 128*130 improvements.
Cove hail, under the direction of Rev. | 5 R epeated, No School
been Leon Stone. Herman Crockett,
STEIN, Park St. Tel. 916-W.
120-tf
128-130
PARLOR STOVE, and kitchen range
Mr. Moody of Rockland, and through : 85 O u V o f-to w n call
Isa Beverage, Mrs. Julia Beverage.
DESIRABLE six-room rent, with ga
with
gas
attachm
ent
and
hot
water
DON'T WAIT to call Are department.
the donations of the people a church 22 C h iefs Call
rage
If
desired.
Inquire
11
JAMES
ST.
Emery Wooster, Jr., and Mrs. Wooster,
Call George H. Burns, expert chimney
tank. Both stoves are in fine shape and Tel. 577.
119-tf sweep—years of experience—good refer
was erected in 1901.
can be bought reasonable. W. F. TIBRev. H. F. Huse and Mr. and Mrs.
BETTS Tel. 297-R or 297-W.
119-tf
P IC K -and-span w alls! N eat, tid y w o o d w o rk !
ONE FURNISHED and one unfurnised ences — moderate prices. Satisfaction
In September, 1906, Mr. Morris
Ladd.
128*130
ST. sure. TEL. 1064-M.
FITTED hard and soft wood, slabs, 4 ft. aoartment to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
underwent a serious operation, from j
Mrs. E tta Noyes and Miss Gould
119-tf
SPLICING of all kinds, wire and Ma
and fitted. Trap stock and lumber. Tel. 156-W.
T h e beautiful lustre o f du P o n t Interior G lo ss
which he rallied with a renewed spirit
after spending several .months at
delivery.
Reasonable prices.
FURNISHED apartment of four rooms nila rope also. Price reasonable. E. W.
Keys made to order. Keys maoe Prompt
of ambition to continue his life's bat
127*129
RALPH E. CLINE, Spruce Head. Tel. or single rooms to let. all modern, heated EATON. Tel. 1051-J.
North Haven went Tuesday to Lewis
g la d d e n s the heart o f any g o o d housekeeper!
to fit locks when original keys are 58-13.
118-tf and lighted, with garage. HILL DANE
tle. In 1922 he was again stricken, re
ton where they called upon Mrs.
FALL HOUSE CLEANING—dry and
Tel.
427-W.
119-tf
lost.
House,
Office
or
Car.
Code
wet mops, brooms and personal brushes,
VEGETABLES for winter. Cabbage,
ceiving relief at the Silsby Hospital,
Cora Spaulding. They then visited
B est o f all—it’s easy to apply th e se cheery tin ts
books provide keys for all locks hard, good keepers. $1.50 per 100 lbs.;
HOUSE on Camden St., seven rooms, etc. FULLER BRUSH CO. D. Wayland,
and going on courageously until 1927
at Cape Cod for a week. Mr. Noyes is
127*129
turnips, tender, mild, $1 bu.; squash, bath, furnace. Apply MRS. FROST. Tel. 200 Main St Tel. 1004-M.
without
bother.
Scissors
and
when he was again called to suffer,
good quality, $1.50 per 100 lbs.; carrots, 318-W.
yourself. N o sk ill n eed ed —In te r io r G lo ss g o e s
117-tf
spending a week at Eastholm.
THE BRITT HOME will care for eld
Knives Sharpened.
$1.40
bu.;
beets,
tender
and
good.
$1.25
with
the
knowledge
that
age
and
erly
people,
invalids,
convalescents,
any
Dr. N. K. Wood returned Tuesday to
THREE, four or six room apartments
parsnips. 10 lbs. for 60c. CHATER’S
o n easily— can be w ashed. A n d so o n k itch en ,
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices bu.;
let, electric lights, toilet. Inquire at kind of sickness except surgical or con
general condition were against him.
GARDENS, on back road, Rockport to to
Boston.
10
LAUREL
ST.
tagious
cases.________________
124-tf
116-tf
Camden, turn left beyond bridge. 125-tf
The present September found him
Friends of Mrs. Lucy Carver are
bath room and basem ent are lo o k in g like n ew .
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
TENEMENT to let. five rooms and
again in 'th e hospital, bravely facing
SECOND HAND lumber for sale, price bath,
sorry* to learn of her recent mishap
down
stairs.
16
Ocean
St.
PHIL and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
right, located on Atlantic Highway in SULIDES. opp. Strand Theatre.
what he knew would be his final ill
115-tf ROCK ST. Tel. 1010._____________ 118-tf
in falling from her chair. Dr. Wood
Warren
Apply BRENNAN’S SERVICE
408
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
ness. He passed away in the 85th
STATION. Park St. at Broadway. Rock
man has been attending her.
FIVE ROOM upstairs tenement, 28 j IF YOU NEED SERVICE of stenograTelephone 791
land.
125-130 Florence St. Lights, cellar, toilet, shed l her or typist call HUSTON-TUTTLE
year of his age, leaving the memory
There were 52 present Tuesday eve
9 6 -tf
OOK STORE. 405 Main St. Tel. 684-M.
TEL. 213-R.
114-tf
of
a
struggle
gallantly
borne
and
suf
RECONDITIONED
parlor
stoves
and
ning a t the midweek service in the
Rates reasonable.
118-tf
heaters, wood stoves. Kitchen ranges,
TWO FURNISHED rooms for 11|
fering patiently endured, and thank
old church. A group of young people
good
condition
and
low
prices.
Parts
for
housekeeping
to
let.
E.
N
SYLVES’
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Rockland, M aine
ing
to
the
last
those
who
through
all kinds of ranges
STONINGTON 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
111-tf Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
assist each week in the service.
CO.. 313-319 Main St. Tel.
sickness and affliction had lent him
G LO B E L A U N D R Y FURNITURE
Sunday services: Church school at
980. Rockland.
123-135 J. Walter Stront
Alfred M. Strout
their
kindly
support.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock9 45 and attendance is increasing
P ortlan d, M a in e
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted J14. long
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
each Sunday.
Worship with ser
Q u a lity W o rk ,
F a m ily W ash in g • $10. Junks .12; soft wttod fitted $9. L. P.
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Strout
Insurance
Agency
S
B
P
A
I
N
T
S
V
A
R
N
I
S
H
E
S
Considering
the
volume
of
business
i
TOLMAN Tel. 263-13 City.
118-tf
mon a t 11. subject, "Faith and
Called Fo r and D elivered
118-tf
17 GREEN %T. THOMASTON, ME.
being done by the filling stations, we
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
Works ” Fine choir of young ladies
P arcel D e liv e ry S ervice
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You 2an buy
don’t believe prosperity is around the ■
cottages for sale and rent, attractive 1
copies of The Courler-Oaaette, with the
Insurance in all its branches
DUCO
sing' a t night, "Lesson From th e Life
prices, ideal locations, tea houses, and I „ , . „
-t a
„ . . . home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Concorner but rather on i t —Thomaston i Walter Dorgan, TeL 106R shore
of Edison.” Boys and girls are asked
lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast Probate Bonds
N otary Pub lx; gress st.; or Ross News-stand. 381U Cou(Ga.) Times.
Maine.
118-tf
124-120T& SU gress St.
la attend.

Y O U

N ever saw g re a te r tire values in th e his
to ry of R ockland. “ W h ile -T h e y -L a st”
Sale< T h e ad v an tag e of our p u r
chasing pow er passed on to

YOU

29x4.40
30x4.50
28x4.75

$ 4 .2 8
$ 5 .3 8
$5.78

$5.25
$7.85
$8.55

A ll O ther S izes Equally Low

T hese are our regu lar Gold S tan d ard P ennsylvania T ires.
m iss th is opportunity.

D on’t

Sea View Garage, Inc.
TEL. 1250

In E verybody’s C olum n

n

W A N TED
.
i
»

♦!*

TO LET

♦•

«

:

FO R SALE

««*«

SITUATIO NS

; LOST A N D FOUND ♦

♦

FOR SALE

!

BRIGHTEN WALLS AND
WOODWORK WITH

».•

MISCELLANEOUS

S

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie H ardw are Co.

J. A. JAMESON CO.

r

S

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. R. E. Thurston is a t the
MRS. JAMES S. HANLY
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital,
Boston, for observation and treat Member of Prominent Rockland
Family Whose Death Occurred In
ment.
California
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton enter
Brief notice of the death of Mrs.
tained at her home in West Rock
port Thursday evening, the occasion James S. Hanly (Lovisa Cobb) which
serving as a surprise for Mr. Orbeton took place in Mill Valley, California,
in observance of his birthday. J. A.
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. Chester Stewart entertained Jameson shared in the observance, at the home of her niece, Mrs. Allen
W E M UST
ing departures and arrivals, this depart Tuesday evening a t her home in
his birthday falling shortly there J. Penfield, Oct. 9, is supplemented
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. honor of the birthdays of Mrs. after At dinner two birthday cakes by communications later received in
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Irving Elwell, Miss Mary Bye and
occupied prominent places on the this city. The deceased, born in 1845,
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W the hostess, Mrs. Stewart. There table. Joke gifts, accompanied by was the second daughter of Frances
were three tables of bridge, prizes appropriate poems, furnished fun.
and M artha Jane (Chandler) Cobb,
being taken by Miss Alice LymburnMrs. L. N. Littiehale has gone to er, Miss Amber Elwell and Mrs. Guy Bridge honors were won by Mrs. J. one of a family of 11 children, of
A. Jameson, Mrs. A rthur F. Lamb.
Southbridge, Mass., where she will Walker.
Harold E. Jackson and Fred L. Line- whom there are three surviving—
spend the winter with her daughter,
ken.
Jennie W. (Mrs. Albert W. Butler)
Mrs. Jesse Jones. Miss Carolyn Reed,
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby and Mr.
now of London, England, William T.
who has been Mrs. Littlehale’s guest and Mrs. T. E. McInnis have re
Mrs. Donald Perry, Miss Doris Hy Cobb, former Governor of Maine,
since the departure of her mother,
Mrs. George H. Reed for New York, is turned from a few days’ motor trip ler and Mrs. James F. Carver motored and Nathan F. Cobb of this city—a
spending the week with Miss G ert including a visit to the famous Black Thursday evening to Belfast where family name prominent in the busi
they conferred with Mrs. Helena ness, political and social life of Rock
rude Smith. She will visit her sister, mansion a t Ellsworth.
Bachelder Shute regarding the dis land throughout the period of nearly
Mrs. Marshall Stevens, in Boston, be
The Auxiliary Sons of Union Vet trict meeting of the BPW Clubs in a century. The daughter Lovisa was
fore joining her mother a t Hotel
Margaret, Columbia Heights, New erans will have a bridge party Tues the Bangor district to be held in married to Capt. James S. Hanly, a
day evening at Grand Army hall, Rockland Thursday.
Rockland young man who had won
York, for the winter.
with Mrs. Nellie Achorn as hostess.
maritime distinction on ships of the
Misses Pearl Borgerson and Mar Cobb fleet, his final command being
A kitchen utensil bridge is to be
Mrs. A. U. Bird goes to Boston to garet Nutt were hostesses at a din as master of the ship M artha Cobb,
given Monday evening at the Thorn day for a week’s visit.
ner and bridge Wednesday evening, on whose deep sea voyages he was
dike grill under the auspices of the
the occasion serving as a farewell accompanied by his young bride.
BPW Club, this being the third party
Rev. and Mrs. John Collind and
Meantime a youngs sister, Maria
in the series. Playing will begin at son Francis of Clinton were Wed party for Mrs. Herbert Maxey who
8. Mrs. Donald Perry and Mrs. | nesday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Forest leaves shortly to make her home in F., had been married to Louis T.
Augusta. Honors were won by Mrs. Snow of New York, and in the late
Francis Louraine are in charge.
Pinkerton, Purchase street.
A. R. Havener, Mrs. H. G. Cole, Mrs. 70's the two families removed to
I
Charles Schofield and Mrs. Ralph California, destined to be their future
Mrs. Morris Perry and Mrs. Harold
The Diligent Dames met at the Nutt.
Mrs. Maxey was presented home, and where, in those active
Connon have returned from a motor Congregational vestry Thursday a f t
days of commerce, the firm of Snow
trip to Springfield, Vt., where they ernoon for sewing, with 4 o'clock tea with a Windsor chair.
& Hanly carried on a t the busy
visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stiles. at Mrs. Edith Jones.’ Plans for the
Mrs. B. G. Hagerman entertained at port of San Francisco a prosperous
Mrs. Perry’s brother Theodore Lewis season include relief sewing, picnic
ship chandlery business and was
of Melrose, Mass., acted as chauffeur. teas and the annual cafeteria supper. luncheon at the home of Mrs. Edith prominently known upon the Pacific
Jones Wednesday evening, with
Coast. Mrs. Hanly's death marks
The Sewing Circle of the Auxiliary bridge at her own home on Main the passing of the quartet which
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dorman re
street.
There
were
two
tables,
of
Winslow-Holbrook
Post
meets
turned Wednesday from a motor trip
honors falling to Mrs. W. S. Camer crossed the continent from this city.
to Massachusetts. They were guests j Monday at 1.30 in Legion hall.
on, Mrs. T. C. Stone and Mrs. Donald She is survived by two sons, James
of Mrs. Guy L. Vannah of Melrose
and Charles. The concluding years
Leach.
Luther
Smith
entertained
a
small
Highlands, who is a sister of Mrs.
of her life found her surrounded
group,
with
luncheon
and
bridge
at
Dorman. Enroute they called on Rev.
with a circle of friends by whom she
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Jackson
have
The
Thofndike
Thursday
evening.
O. W. Stuart of Kennebunk. Mr.
was greatly beloved, years which
returned
from
Lakewood,
N.
J.,
Stuart was former pastor of the Lit
were spent in loving service for
where
Mrs.
Jackson
had
been
guest
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford C. Flint of
tlefield Memorial Church.
others.
The burial was in Oakland.
of
friends
the
past
few
weeks.
Asbury Park, N. J., were registered
Mrs. Hanly never lost affection for
Mrs. Priscilla Richardson who met at The Thorndike Thursday and
The Garden Club meets Tuesday the city of her birth and her oldwith an automobile accident and was visited relatives during their stay
time friends, and there should yet
taken to Webber Hospital, Biddeford here. They started Friday on the re afternoon at 3 o’clock at the home of remain among the readers of these
has been moved to the home of Rev. turn trip to New Jersey. Mr. F lint Mrs. David Talbot, Talbot avenue. paragraphs many who recall out of
O. W. Stuart at Kennebunk. Mrs. is son of the late H. Sanford Flint, The speaker will be Roger Clark, their younger years the beauty and
Richardson is gaining slowly and able formerly of this city, and it was his professor of horticulture a t Univer friendliness of her character.
to sit up about two hours each day. first visit here since he was five years sity of Maine. Prof. Clark comes to
the club through the courtesy of the
old.
HOW TO COOK COOTS
State Department of Horticulture,
Mrs. Mary Gross entertained the
and
his
topic
will
be
“Landscape
Mrs.
Alan
Bird
entertained
the
Jolly Six Club at her home on Holmes
And This Is Not One of the Funny
Thursday
Club yesterday with Gardening About the Home."
street Thursday afternoon.
Ike Items But a Real Recipe
luncheon a t her Dodges Mountain
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie, Miss Er
lodge.
The coot, step-child of the water
Another surprise party was held
nestine Getchell and Miss Ada
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G.
; Butler have returned from a few fowl family—barred from the com
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Keating
have
Walter Kimball. Brick street. Wed
j days’ visit at G reat Pond on the Air pany of noble birds because of its
nesday evening, this time to cele returned from a motor trip through ] Line route with Mr. and Mrs. Du awkwardness at dodging hunters’ bul
brate Mrs. Kimball's birthday. The the Berkshires with Mr. and Mrs. rant Bowers (Miss Marjorie Butler). lets, scoffed off the dinner table be
cause of its flavor, and even robbed
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Harold Eertrand Bass of Springfield, Mass.
of its name in favor of the humiliat
Whitehill, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond They visited their son, Harry K eat
Members
of
the
Senior
Clara
Bar
E. ThomDson, Mrs. Harriet E. Ludwig. ing in Lee, Mass.
appendage, “mudhen"—now has
ton Guild and friends enjoyed a ing
Miss Beatrice Barham, Clifton Cross,
apparently
lived to see the day when
Mrs. A. R. Havener was hostess to Halloween social Thursday evening it may lose its identity, to judge
Raymond C. Ludwig. Mrs. Thomp
in
the
Universalist
vestry.
Appro
the
Thursday
Auction
Club
a
t
her
son had high score at “Hokum." Re
a bulletin item of the Ameri
priate decorations were used, and from
freshments were served by the host. home on Broadway.
can Game Association. In order that
games,
stunts,
music
and
refresh
Mrs. Kimball received many nice
hunters who fail to get a chance at
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike are ments were features of the jolly mallards, pintails, convasbacks or red
gifts.
visiting friends in Belfast for ten time. Mrs. E. W. Pike, Miss Mary heads this season because of their
Bird. Miss Evelyn Sherer and Miss prophesied scarcity and shortened
Mrs. Frank Alden has returned days.
Virginia Post were in charge.
from a fortnight's visit with Mrs.
open season, may find a fair substi
Mrs. Car] Freeman entertained the
Warren Kirk in Boston.
tute in the plentiful coot, the associ- j
Dr. James Kent went to Boston ation
Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday evening
is suggesting a sure-fire recipe
yesterday
for
thft
weekend.
On
his
with
luncheon
and
bridge.
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie are on
for camouflaging the neglected bird.
return
home
Sunday
he
will
be
ac
a trip to St. John, Moncton, New
The coot is claimed to be really
The Scribblers Club meets Monday companied by his mother, Mrs. wholesome eating, and a savory if
castle and other towns in the Prov
Norah
Kent,
who
has
been
the
guest
evening
a
t
the
home
of
Mrs.
Blanche
inces. They will return home Wed
somewhat confusing morsel when
Ellsworth, Rockport, with Mrs. Edna of relatives for several weeks.
nesday.
prepared as follows:
Robbins as hostess.
C U S H IN G
Skin and clean several of the birds.
Miss
Addie
Snow,
Mrs.
Hugh
Bain
Mrs. Ruth Hary entertained the
Soak overnight in salt water. Chip
and
Miss
Katherine
Keating
ar
Chapin Class will hold its first
Moonlight Auctioneers Club. Re
I. O. Davis of Rockport, formerly of
and fry half a dozen slices of bacon
freshments were served. All received meeting of the season Tuesday eve- rived home Thursday from a motor and two onions, then add the birds this place, is confined to his bed by
trip
through
Maine,
during
which
prizes—Marie Gardner,
Maynard ing a t the home of Mrs. George H.
and pot roast until brown. A little illness. He is to be given a postcard
Spruce, Camden, M artha Burkett. Welch, Broadway, with Mrs. Welch they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. water, a dash of spices, a small bottle shower today, Saturday.
Lenore Benner, Doris Eldridge. Ethel and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley as host Hugo Cross a t Guilford, and Miss of grape juice, all simmered with I Mrs. Lora Olson and Mrs. Mildred
Sukeforth , Esther Ahlberg. Phyllis esses. There are several important Virginia Snow at Farmington Nor the game and afterward thickened ’ Marshall visited friends in Warren
, Clark, Norma Simmons. Gladys business m atters to be discussed and mal School.
with flour, give a finishing touch Thursday.
Bowen and Gladys Buzzel.
plans for the season’s work drawn
th a t only a bit of currant jelly on
Mrs. Maude Fields of Revere, Mass ,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Benner the platter can further perfect.
up.
«
who has been visiting her daughter,
and Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurston
Miss Margaret Nutt is spending a
few days ill Brewer, the guest of her
Mrs. Raymond Cross entertained entertained members of the Itooesister, Mrs. Ralph Harrington.
at Italian dinner and bridge T hurs vik Club and husbands Thursday
MONDAY AND TUESDAY ONLY
day evening at her home on Broad evening at a Halloween party at
Mrs. Austin Philbrook is a t Carney way, with three tables. Halloween Wadsworth's Inn, Camden. Roast
2
DAYS
Hospital, Boston, for a minor opera decorations,
featuring
skeletons, duck dinner was served. Halloween
tion.
black cats, ghosts, lanterns, etc., decorations and favors of various
ONLY
were used. Honors were won by Mrs. kinds were used. Bridge honors were
The group of Congregational Lawrence
3 COMPLETE SHOWS
Barbour, Miss Ruth won by Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. R.
Church workers known last winter Rogers, Miss Hazel Marshall, Mrs. H. Britt, E. C. Boody, Jr., and E. L.
2 00. 6 30, 8 30
as the ladies’ committee, plans to Mrs. Lewis Coltart. Other guests Toner. Those present were Mr. and
3 STAGE SHOWS
re-organize at once, and would like were Miss Eva Rogers, Miss Madlene Mrs. Benner, Mr. and Mrs. Thurston,
those who wish to join this commit Rogers, Miss Hazel Marhall, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mr. and
tee to communicate as soon as pos Wilbur Senter, Jr.. Mrs. Sherwood Mrs. Sumner Perry, Supt. and Mrs.
A Trip to the
sible with Mrs. Harold Karl, chair Williams. Miss Margaret Nutt and E. L. Toner, *Mr. and Mrs. Albert S.
man.
Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer B.
Miss Beatrice Barham.
Hawaiian
Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. Fred T.
Mrs. Annie Alexander and Mrs.
Islands
Live prizes will be given at the Veazie, Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, Mr.
Elizabeth Arey of Vinalhaven have Wednesday night Halloween dance at and Mrs. R. H. B ritt and Mr. and
with
been guests of friends in Arlington, Pete Edwards’ new barn on upper Mrs; E. C. Boody, Jr., with Miss
Mass., and Boston for a few days be Limerock street. The Clark Island Katherine Winn and William T.
fore going to Rochester, N. Y., where Orchestra will furnish music. 128-129 Flint as special guests.
they will spend the winter.

C U T L E R C O O K CO.
U N A B L E TO R E N E W

should
have

SPRAY-SHIELD
TUBES
TWIN DETECTION

ModuiatB circuii
N o t o n e o f th ese am azing n ew
d ev elo p m en ts is a featu re o f any
o th er rad io. Y o u get theml — all
th ree in th e n ew 1932 M ajesties,
a n d in M a jesties only.

G O

LEASE*

O U T OF B U S IN E S S

• ' t o m s D M S S tfc S

EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD3, & BARE WALLS

ASTONISHED,
ARE YOU?

We A re N ot A stonished A t the L a rg e A m ount of B usiness W e Did
On the F irst Two O p en in g D ays of Our Q uitting B usiness S ale.
We A re N ot A stonished To See t h e C row ds C om ing Just To Look
A round an d Leave W ith All T h ey Can C arry.
A R E YOU ONE O F THE H U N D R E D S OF SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS?

YOU A R E MISSING T H IN G S -Y O U ARE LOSING M O N E Y COME INVESTIGATE

M ajestic B rentw ood
Jacobean L o w b o y . T h e M ajestic superh e tero d yn e chassis uses 9 tubes, in c lu d *
in g S p ra y -S h ie ld , M u lt i- M u and T w in
P e n to d e O u tp u t, T w in P o w er D etec
t io n , to n e c o n tro l an d G ran d O p era
S | M ^ r r . C o m p le te iv ith

§99 50

H ear it h ere. C om e prepared for
th e greatest radio th rill you have
e v er ex p erien ced ! N o advance
in prices.

L IB E R A L T E R M S

E ight G reat M od els
f r o m * 4 4 .5 0 to * 2 9 0

H ou se-S herm an.7 Inc.
Authorized Dealer For Majestic
Products
585 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Also on display at
Studley Furniture Co.

mia/iffiemim
L r iiu j b e a u t y in t o

HOM
i n t o i / i e HEART
B i g bundles of sunshine"
— th at's w hat one little
to t called our chrysan
them um s.
T h ey are packed with
brightness and cheer . . .
id e a l for h o m e d eco ra 
tion, to carry a message
o f lo v e , o f s y m p a th y ,
o f congratulations.

SILSBY’S
ROCKLAND
127-129

WORK
DONE ANYWHERE

PROMPT SERVICE
Water Pipes Repaired and Relaid.
Inside and Out Digging Included.
Pipes Wired O u t Sewers Dug,
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
Rocked, and Septic Tanks, Shallow
Cellars Dug Deeper, Floors Ce
mented and Walls Repaired, Cel
lars Whitewashed.
S. E. EATON
Tel. 1187-Y
Rockland, Maine
107-S-tf

FRESH EGGS
Live and Dressed

P ou ltry , Squabs
P igeo n s and R abbits
WELLINGTON FARM
Atlantic Highway, Warren, Me.
Tel. Warren 3-12
121-131'

COME M O N D A Y -C O M E EVERY DAY
W ATCH OUR D A ILY SPECIALS

K eep Your Eyes on

CUTLER C O O K C O

S 4 S M B I N ST

ROCKLAND

We A re Doing Things!
rsnarxrr?
Mrs. F. G. Olson, is now in W ater
ville for a visit with another daugh
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Marshall of East
Friendship were recent visitors at the
home of their son.
Inspector Roy Sylvester of Skowhegan, in town this week, met an old

He
time friend William McNamara, with
whom he had a pleasant call at the
McNamara farm.
*
Mr. and Mrs. James Uimer and
daughter Lottie Partridge have been
a t their home in Thomaston the past
week, also visiting another daughter
| Mrs. Percy F.ske and her young son.

THANKSGIVING!

ALDRICH’S

Barbara Boardman entertained
seven little friends a t her home on
Park street Saturday afternoon from
2 to 4. Lunch was served, the table
being decorated with Halloween favors. Those present were Barbara
Boardman, Barbara Newbert. Doro
thy Banks, Betty Clough, Stanley
McCurdy, James Snell and Linwood
Harmon. Barbara had many very
pretty gifts.

M ONDAY
i

AND

|
I

T U E SD A Y

j

The
Spirit o f T h an ksgiving
Centers around the family at feast.
This year make it addttiorally
Thanksgiving by sitting at this beau
tiful 9-Pieee Mahogany Set—chairs
with beautiful blue haircloth cushions.

Miss Elaine B. Blouin of Spring
vale, one of the winners in the State
finals of the Atwater-Kent Founda
tion audition at Portland, comes to
Rockland Friday, Nov. 6, as a mem
ber of the Ethelbert Nevin Club of
Sanford-Springvale which is to give
an exchange program with the Ru
binstein Club on that date. Miss
Blouin, a pupil of Itfme. Cora Rich
mond who has presented many fine
singers under her tutelage, was a
soloist on the program of the senior
clubs a t the recent State Federation
of Music Clubs in Caribou and made
a most favorable impression with her
glorious voice.

Steamship tickets to all parts of
! the world. We attend to all details
| including passport and visa. Phone
675 for details. Robert <fe Veazie,
Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Love'
Sfl-tf
loy, Mgr.

H A W A IIA N S

|

Mrs. Nellie Dow, Mr. and Mrs. Carl I
Stevens, Alfred Condon, Mr. and Mrs. •
Ralph Tripp of Thomaston and Miss
Katharine Veazie motored to Wash
ington Wednesday evening where
they attended the’ inspection of
Fond-du-lac Chapter,. O.E.S., with
Mrs. Belle Frost, district deputy as
inspecting officer.

Two price Sunday dinners in addi
tion to the business man’s special,
which has proven so popular, and a
la carte service are now offered at
The Thorndike dining room. Rock
land folk and the travelling public
alike have welcomed the new dining
room plan at The Thorndike.—adv.

IMPERIAL

FR E E
As a special Thanksgiving
feature we will give Free a 50Piece Dinner Set.

CLIVE BROOK
KAY FRANCIS
MIRIAM HOPKINS
NOW SHOWING

“SKYLINE”
with
THOMAS MEMJHAN

Paramount Publix Theatre.

w

Shows—2.00, 6.30 and 8.30. Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30

CASH OR TERMS AS
DESIRED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
T elephone 980
313-319 M ain Street,

Rockland, Me.

|
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T H E G R A D E SC H O O L S

THE REALM OF MUSIC

These Interesting News Ite m s
H ave T o Do W ith C a m 
den S treet Building

; mimj MJ Mf

t o ® V’

R am bles
A f ie ld

PARTRIDGE NO QUITTER

CLIM BED 222 STE PS
Uncle F ernando Philbrick, A t
88, G oes a G allivanting
Into C anada

REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS

Congressman Partridge of Norway
does not intend to pass out of toe
picture with the Second District. He
would fight for rg-election in the en
larged Congressional area in this
section of Maine and in fact will de-

; vote a portion of his present vaca
tion from Washington to touring
this territory with a view to con1testing honors with Congressman
Beedy of Portland, it was stated by
acquaintances, Wednesday.
Con
gressman Partridge is in Maine for
a three weeks stay.

iw M iV rsw iv/iV 1/ iy'/ivtiYi/' m iw
A d ella F. Veazie
Rockland, Oct. 19.
Sub-primary and grade one, Addie I
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
] Lavon S. Godfrey and Grace B.
,»(iWiWi
R. Rogers, teacher.
Oct. 7 I started on a trip, propos- pGodfrey of South Thomaston sold
j Pupils who have had perfect ating to visit northern Maine and per- : jan(j jn south Thomaston to Elmer
(Number Twenty-Seven)
six
ra n k haps go over into Canada. Leaving c Barnes of said South Thomaston.
A delightful letter has come from Sanford Welt of this city in mind, ' tendance for the
Now that a preparation of calcium Cooper's Mills with Frank E. Small,
_
, .
, _ ,,
.
Joyce Lehing telling of Kitty Mc for no one has a keener interest in ing period are: Sidney Candage,
Mary G. Jordan of Rockland
Elaine Carroll, Donald Grant, Lubeen discovered which will de ex-commander of the S. of U. V„
Laughlin's appearance before the such matters th an he.
Department
of
Maine,
with
whom
in
®
old
land
and
buildings
in
S
t
George
stroy poison ivy plants root and
• • • *
Woman’s Club of Rutherford, N. J.
nette Gray, Elizabeth Leach, Mabel branch, why wouldn't it be a good the past year I visited more than 50
Jullus Polkcy °f S t Oeorge'
She writes: "I enclose clippings from
The piano class Mrs. Ruth E San Richards, Glennie Turnei, M ar plan to set the “unemployed" at cities and towns, traveling more than
Roger G. Leonard of Hampden sold
the American here and also the born is just forming is a new de
O w ners of Shares of the Sixty-Fifth Series R O C K 
Passaic Daily News. I believe there parture for this vicinity and should jorie Robinson, Kennetn Sm ith, work with th e stuff and thus confer 6000 miles in his auto, we made I land in St. George to Charles Dwyer
of Hebron, Maine.
were also accounts in the NewarK develop interesting results. The Dorothy Tripp, Grace Tripp, Clara a boon on the general public at the Bangor that day.
LAND
LO A N & B U ILD IN G A SSO C IA T IO N are
W alter same time? Rankin Street is fast be
Next morning we were joined by
Maud E. Blodgett of Rockland sold
Evening News and the Bengen Ad class being held in the studio at Yorke, Arlene Bartlett,
coming
a
real
peril
to
children
who
his
sister,
Mrs.
E.
A.
Noyes,
an
expe,
[and
in
Rockland
to
Lucius
E.
Jones
Dodge,
Leona
Flanders,
Eleanor
notified
that final p a y m e n t and dividend have been
vertiser, to say nothing of an item the Maine Music Co., is designed for
regarding the engagement in the New beginners, particularly grade pupils. Gross. Amos Hartley, Leona Lothrop, are susceptible to this poison, for, rienced camper and lover of the big ! of Rockland.
made,
and
that the Shares are now M atured at a
_
' ,
.,
York Sunday Tribune. I did not see Mrs. Sanborn uses the Meisner & Edwin Olson, Ronald Packard, Al beginning a t the head of the street, woods, who can handle a gun and |
fishing
rod
nearly
as
well
as
her
'
Elvin
Stone
of
St.
George
sold
land
hardly
a
rod
can
be
found
which
is
not
value
of
$203.22
each, and are payable in cash at
those, but I do feel you people up McConaughty method, one of the bert Smith and Raymond Young.
infested with it until we have passed brother, although he has an enviable | J? st; Geo,rJ e ^ ° Le' ia E' ^ ' mstron of
The total registration is 31.
there who love Kitty as we all do foremost. Mrs. Sanborn not only is
our
office.
Arithmetic honor roll: Sidney C an the reservoir. Much of it grows close record of hunting big game in th e ! Chesterfield, New Hampshire,
who know her, would be interested very well trained, with wide experi
in hearing about it. Kitty sang ence in her stead, but has a delightful dage, Paul Gross, Robert Jones, to the sidewalk and unless one knows wilds of Maine 20 years or m o re,1 Agnes Savage of Boston sold land
$55,728.00
A m o u n t Paid In,
beautifully, looked lovely, pretty as way of imparting musical knowledge Be'ty Drew, Mabel Richards, G len- the plant well and so avoids it, it is and the distinction of three hunting I and buildings in Union to Daniel F.
22.918.14
nie Turner, Arlene Bartlett, Edwin a menace to all who walk along this seasons in camp with Teddy Roose Savage of Boston.
Dividends 5'/2*/< ,
ever, and her charm seemed to per to young folks.
Olson,
Leona
Flanders,
Albert street. In haying time it is especially velt, and his guide Bill Sewall. be
meate the atmosphere and reach
Sarah A. Barnes of Camden sold
78.646.14
V
alue
of
387
Shares,
»♦♦»
dangerous,
for
it
is
then
in
bloom
coming well acquainted with both.
Smith, Leona Lothrop, Eleanor
everyone."
land and buildings in Camden to Ar
and a slight breeze will carry the
Leaving Bangor Thursday, we ate thur A. Barnes of Camden.
The City Council of Warsaw, Gross and Claribel Leach.
Miss McLaughlin gave as her
CALL A N D G E T Y O U R S
The best reading tests in both pollen of the flowers into a person's our dinner in Old Town and got
numbers “Bird Song" from “Pagli- Poland, has acoepted Paderewski’s
Ida M. Frye of Union sold land in
acci," “Wood Song" by Scott, “In proposal to erect a monument to Col. grades were done by Robert Jones. face and eyes. I have known severe supplies for our roadside dinners and
the Luxembourg Gardens” by K ath  E. M. House in that city. The Clara Yorke. Sidney Candage, Ruth cases of ivy poison received in this suppers. Passing through nine miles Hope and buildings to Jaakko Laukof forest we stopped, and a delicious kanen of Hope.
leen Manning. "Bitterness of Love” monument to Woodrow Wilson Carter. Paul Gross. Betty Drew. waV
For a long time I have meditated supper was cooked and eaten by the
by Dunn, "The Heart of a Rose" by which was unveiled in Warsaw a few Kenneth Smith, Mabel Richards.
Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
18 School Street,
Rockland
Warren and “My Message" by months ago was also the pianist’s gift Elizabeth Leach, Eleanor Gross, Le- asking th at the city take this matter roadside on one of the sites provided
ona Lothrop. Edwin Olson, Leona UP ^ d try to destroy this nuisance, by the State for tourists and camp will be open Saturday nights here
d' Hardelot, responding with encores. to the city.
8-tf
• ♦ • »
Flanders, Arlene Bartlett, Albert ar*d now th a t we have learned how ers. and free to all. Always a spring after.—adv.
One of the clippings states:
easily it can be done it seems our op- of pure water is there, two or more
“Miss McLaughlin has a most
John McCormack is the next artist Smith and Reginald Drew.
The eye and ear tests have been portunity to act while so many are tables—one with a roof over it—also
charming personality and presented scheduled for Portland, to appear on
her songs in an unusual manner. the evening of Nov. 5. Statisticians given and only three were found to out of employment and willing to a concrete fireplace. The camper
earn an honest dollar in almost any must hunt his fuel, of which there
Her diction in all languages is equal have figured th at McCormack has be defective.
• ♦• •
way. A strong solution of salt or soda is plenty nearby.
ly perfect and a lovely atmosphere sung to more than 3,000,000—not
*♦• •
Grades two, three and four, Grace rubbed well into hands, arms and
was created by her graciousness. considering the additional millions
face both before and after attacking
She uses her voice with expert a rt who have heard him through the Cunningham, teacher.
Sherman's Mills, about 120 miles
istry, due to a voice of rare beauty medium of recordings and radio. A These pupils have had perfect a t the plants will render the skin al from Bangor, was our objective
and brilliancy combined with a fine recognized leading critic declares tendance the past six weeks: Marie most immune to the poison and a point, and we stopped that night
sense of interpretation."
that no other personality in the Dodge. Virginia Donohue, Cleveland pair of gloves will give additional with friends. Next morning's light
*• *•
world of music is nearer or dearer to Gray, Madeline Grant, Jane P ack protection. A little care and a judi showed us Mount Katahdin, appar
Mrs. Lehing is one of the most the hearts of the music loving public ard. Norma Richards. Pearle Sm ith. cious use of horse sense will also be ently five miles distant, but actually
welcome of our summer visitors. We than is this man, undoubtedly the James Yorke, Laura Candage, Roger of benefit and our city can be rid of 30 miles. Mts. Chase, Sugarloaf,
know that she sings delightfully, and world's greatest tenor. He has a Conant, Gwendolyn Hartley, B arbara a pest which has been bitterly com Green and Roundtop were also in
her vivacious and alert manner tells God-given voice used with beautiful Robinson. Norma Smallwood. Marie plained of for several years.
sight. Island Falls, the home of exWhen I had the whole front of my Gov. Milliken, and once a big lumber
us th a t she must be busy. A little intelligence and utmost sincerity. Tripp. Richard Donohue and R uth
m eans ju st w hat it says.
home
lot
under
cultivation,
I
was
Packard.
center, came next, then Smyrna
inside information confirms this la t It is a combination difficult to beat.
These pupils are leading in the hailed one day by a farmer friend in Mills, a small village, a starch fac
However, there is something disap
ter statement. Mrs. Lehing is chair
m an of music for the Woman's Club pointing about McCormack over the arithmetic contest: Norma Sm all the latter p a rt of September with tory—the first and only one I saw in
M utual Savings Banks have no
query.
6a.
operation. They were paying 20
in Rutherford, and a consultant. radio. That beautiful legato phras wood. Pearle Smith. Roger Conant, the"What
on earth are you doing cents a barrel for good potatoes, 11
The chairmanship may be termed as ing. the smooth unstudied tone, are Marie Dodge, Jane Packard, Edwin down
stockholders, and are ow ned by
there on the ground at this pecks to the barrel. Also here were
“some job” as the club embraces not quite so perfect as when heard Rave and Virginia Donohue
The “Lucky Lindy” pupils are :ime o' year?"
about 400 members. The committee on the concert stage. Perhaps he is
big
potato
storage
houses.
T H E IR D E P O S IT O R S
headed by her has to provide music ! a wee bit afraid of the “mike.” Who away ahead on their airplane spell I answered th a t I was pulling weeds.
Leaving the beaten track we went
Whereupon my friend went into
for 16 meetings. She is also on the knows? In any event to hear him ing race.
some ten miles and got the Old
Harrv Lever has been transferred I a 8a' e
laughter, exclaiming.
wavs and means committee as a sub- ( in all his perfection one must go to
“Weeds1 why, they can't do any Aroostook Trail from Patten to Mato Purchase Street School.
chairman, and chairman of the one of his concerts.
sardis. At noon we found a State
The eye and ear tests show th a t ■karm this time of year, can they?
• • • •
board of trustees. While this club
I tried to explain to him that one camping site in the big woods,
we
have
not
one
defective
pupil.
occupies a great deal of attention,
The "Universal Piano" being built
| weed pulled up before it went to seed stopped, cooked and ate a fine din
Rocklandf Me.
Mrs. Lehing is also secretary of "The and marketed by the Bechstein firm
I would save me pulling countless ner. Perfect weather. Again on the
Fireside Club.” a member of the in Berlin discards the customary
road,
passing
Masardis,
and
a
t
4
G O R H A M NORM AL
thousands next spring, but he would
“Musical Hours" Club, and very sounding board: has strings whose
have none of it and only laughed o'clock came into Presque Isle. Here
active in all these organizations with vibrations are set in motion by
(Catherine Branni
| harder at my idea of pulling weeds we stopped for the night at a wayside
her musical gift.
micro-hammers and carried be
in the fall. I stuck to my job however, cabin in the city. Ice had formed
News
has
been
received
th
a
t
the
128Stf
• • • •
neath an electro-magnetic micro "Green and White", the year book has and I have no doubt that I saved my here the previous night, we are told.
Our
cabin
was
heated
by
a
wood
phone
to
a
loud
speaker:
gives
forth
A letter from a New York friend
won a first class rating in the National self a good many hours and perhaps
says: “I read with interest in your a tonal range which includes the Scholastic Press Association contest days of hard labor and escaped many stove, and personally I was comfort
column that Goldsand is to play in delicacy of a spinet and the sonority held at Minneapolis. At the senior : a grinding back ache by this method able under heavy blankets, but the
Portland in the near future. I of a concert grand; swells and class meeting. Tuesday, the president I of procedure. If people would only others of our party nearly froze
should certainly suggest to those who diminishes tones; obtains harmoni was authorized to appoint a com m it look ahead a bit, life would be so under less covering. Presque Isle
may be particularly interested in the um effects v)ith the dampers; and tee of three to submit names to the much easier for them in many ways. seemed to be an up-to-date town.
piano that they hear him. for he is permits an adjustment for radio re class to serve on the 1932 "Green and
A short tim e ago I heard a friend
one of the most remarkable pianists ception and the playing of phono White” staff.
say in a most heartfelt manner:
We were on the road at 8 next
of the day. He gave me of)e of the graph records. So moved was a po
“Never again: no, never again," and morning, .Fort Kent, if not farther, I
few thrills that I had last winter, I etical writer in the Manchester
The orchestra for the coming year I fancy th a t in regard to certain ' being our next objective. In th is ,
for he is very young and a most ac- j Guardian 'England) when he real has been organized by Miss Marian portions of her gardening operations section were potatoes, potatoes every- i
complished musician. I liked him ized the possibilities of the marvel Andrews, superintendent of music, j this is a sort of slogan with her, for where, and then some. At 3 p. m. |
so well that I went to both of his I ous new instrument that he penned These students are among th o se ! I adopted the same phrase a good (Saturday) we arrived in Fort K ent
this ode to its glories:
New York concerts.
chosen: Miss Corinne Waltz of Dam-1 many years ago and for the same and drove direct to the Old Block |
“I also noticed that you mentioned
ariscotta. violin: Daniel Patt of Union | reasons which moved my friend. I House, a log fort built in the old i
Seated one day at the organ.
I was feeling excessively cross.
Patricia O'Connell, who recently j
and Miss Gretchen Waltz, formerlv of had inquired about her success with times for protection, against Indians ’
As grim as a grisly old Gorgon
sang in Bangor with Mr. Chapman.
Waldoboro, piano; William Hadlock sweet peas and she had enthused maybe, but I don't know its history. !
And generally quite at a loss;
Did you chance to hear her? She , So. seeking to make my horizon
of Ellsworth, trumpet. Wayne Bagley over the wonderful blossoms she had It was two stories high, the lower
Less
damnablv
dismal
and
blue.
happens to be a very good friend of j
of Seal Harbor, drums.
story some 20 or more feet square, I
raised.
every koob I set eyes on.
mine and tomorrow’ night (Oct. 16) I I pushed
“Except”, she added, "a few that the upper story projecting over the
To see what th a t organ could do.
Louise Dolliver of Rockland,• a 11 bought from a store to finish out a lower some two feet on all four sides.
I go to her annual recital in Town
At first I secured a loud-speaker
junior is a member of the dram atic j row—but—never again. No, not for It was built of logs hewn on three
Hall. She is, as perhaps you already
Which bellowed and blustered away.
Club.
know, the leading soprano of The
And then, as tvs volume grew weaker.
me. Hereafter I send directly to the sides eight or ten inches thick byA gramophone started to play;
Little Opera Co. of New York.
seedsmen for all my s»eds and then I twelve inches wide, halved a t the
A
spinet
I
found
I
could
wangle.
Doris Coltart and Louise Dolliver know what I am getting.”
“The opera season should be in
comers, with no projecting ends as
And then I perceived I had hatched
both of Rockland are members of the
teresting this year with several new
A -eally magnificent mangle
This has been my experience also, in most log buildings. We could not
With vacuum cleaner attached.
Art Club.
artists. It opens Nov. 2 and I hope
and especially with sw-eet peas and enter, as it was strongly locked.
• • • •
to be ‘among those present.' The
A harp, trombone, and a mincer
pansies. The ordinary seeds found in Leaving the Block House we drove
Students were Enrolled last T h u rs stores generally germinate well and to the customs house, got the proper
In rapid succession were seen.
Philharmonic series opens this eve
There followed a washer and rinser.
day in the Maine Teachers' Association answer the purpose of those who are papers and crossed into Canada—
ning with Kleiber conducting and
A loom and an adding machine;
Classes omitted Oct. 29. 30 and 31 in satisfied with the common kinds, Edmonston being our next point. J
Spaulding as soloist."
But a twist from the knob th a t was
oader th at students may attend the but when desire for something choice In Canada are no roadside over- j
neater
»• • •
Than any I'd hitherto tried.
convention.
In a recent issue of the Musical
seizes a real flower lover the best way night cabins, but we found good
Delivered a slap-up two-seater
• • • »
In which I went forth for a ride.
Courier appears a picture of a group
is to send directly to headquarters rooms in a private house.
Cross
Country
Team
defeated
Deer
of Josef Hofmann’s Curtis Institute
seeds.
Sunday, the 11th, was a little foggy I
ing High at Gorham with a score of forWethehad
of Music students taken at his sum
a speaker at the garden in the morning, soon clearing. We
Sylvia Lent, violinist, who has 22 to 37. The next run will be with
mer home, The Rock, in Camden. been heard in Camden concerts in
club who brought specimens and gave drove to Grand Falls on St. John
at Hebron.
In the group appear Shura Cherkas past summers, is to give her annual Hebron Academy
us the benefit of her experience with River, arriving at 10 a, m. Here are I
• « • •
sky, Nadia Reisenberg, Mr. Hofmann New York recital Oct. 27, with Frank
kinds of flowers. This ex the “Falls” and “Wells”—things |
Miss Jessie L. Keene. Industrial Arts various
with his police dog, “Lep,” Joseph Bibb at the piano. Among her num- teacher,
spent the weekend a t her perience tallied with mine in all re-, worth going a long way to see. A
Lhevinne and William Harms. Miss bers will be La Salle Spier’s Ballade, home in Waldoboro.
spects save one. On this point we dif big power dam here and the river
Reisenberg played remarkably in the the Mozart Sonata in G and the
fer essentially. She told us, as nearly below the dam pours foaming white
♦ * * *
annual Rockport concert, and in pre Stravinsky Suite for violin and piano Daniel P att a junior spent the week all articles in the various floral down a deep gorge with solid rock
The ConvercibU
Roadster
vious years we have heard Mr. on theses by Pergolesi. Miss Lent end as the guest of his parents in magazines tell us, that nasturtiums cliffs 50 to 70 feet high on each side.
require very little dressing, for if The river being low water, now ex
Lhevinne and Mr. Harms.
was the first American pupil to be Union.
• *• •
fertilized heavily they will run to posed a ledgy bed. In this bed at
accepted by Leopold Auer when he
• *• •
Did you know that Maine is the came to this country. Her European
Lois Harkins, a junior spent the leaves and have very few flowers. various levels are many so called '
only State in New England in Class debut was in 1922. her New York weekend as the guest of her parents Now my experience has been exactly wells—holes in the ledges of the river I
I f y o u li k e , u p o n o c c a s io n , t o t r a v e l a t h ig h e r th a n a v e r a g e
the opposite of this for I fertilize my bed, from 2 to 10 feet across and 5 i
1 of the General Federation of Music debut in 1923.
at Waldoboro.
nasturtium plants generously and in to 50 feet deep, some filled with j
♦*♦*
• • • •
Clubs?
sp eed s o n t h e road , y o u w i l l be p a r t ic u la r ly p lea sed w i t h
• • *•
•
The Rubinstein Club entering
Miss Esther Monaghan of St. consequence they have gigantic water and some not, many as per- J
O ld s m o b ile ’s p e r fo r m a n c e . F o r t h i s c a r is n o t o n l y u n u s u S tate Librarian Dunnack has an  upon a new season's work has out George a second year student spent leaves and vines with a profusion of fectly bored as could be by the art |
the most gorgeously colored blos of man. W hat are they, and how j
other article for his collection of lined a series of programs that the weekend with her parents.
a lly fa st — b u t i t is capable, a t t h e sam e t i m e , o f h o ld in g i t s sp eed
soms I have ever seen.
and when were they made?
curios, an outmoded E-flat cornet should make a definite appeal.
I have had nasturtium vines eleven
• • ♦•
HAS LARGE RESISTRATION
Oct. 9—The Music of England,
which was played by the late Ho
h o u r a fte r h o u r + •{< T h e r e a s o n s fo r t h i s f in e p e r fo r m a n c e are
feet long by actual measurement
ratio M. Packard of Winthrop, at Mrs. Faith G. Berry, chairman.
Wooden steps or stairs lead down
which
ran
on
a
trellis
to
the
eaves
With
more
students
registered
from
Oct. 23—Around the World in
fo u n d in s p e c ific fe a tu r e s o f O ld sm o b ile d e s ig n
D o w n -d r a ft
the funeral of President Abraham
to the river bed. I went down 222 I
Maine, the New England School of of the house and then went far be steps and crept on hands and knees j
Lincoln. The instrument was sent Music, Mrs. Kathleen Fuller.
yond
and
swaved
in
the
air.
Perhaps
c
a
r
b
u
r
e
tio
n
,
f
o
r
e
x
a
m
p
le,
a
ss
u
r
e
s
u
n
u
s
u
a
l
e
f
f
ic
ie
n
c
y
,
w i t h r e s u lt 
Theology
has
an
enrollment
of
about
Nov. 6—Exchange program with
to Mr. Dunnack by Charles R. Free
choice of seed had something to out on the ledges and looked into
m an of Milford, Conn., whose father Ethelbert Nevin Club of Sanford- the same number as heretofore. Th's my
some
of
those
wells;
I
did
not
dare
j
a n t a d v a n ta g e s in speed, a c c e le r a tio n , an d sm o o th n e s s . I t e n a b le s
school located at 17 Rockville Park do with th is for I usually select the to walk, even with a helping hand
was an intimate friend of Mr. Pack Springvale a t Rockland.
Nov. 20—Tin Pan Alley, Mrs. Helen Boston attracts the attention of men variety known as Lobb’s nasturtium, from Comrade Small. Crawling back
ard.
y o u t o s t a r t q u ic k l y , gain sp eed r a p id ly , an d h o ld to a s w if t p ace t h a t
*♦♦•
and women from all New Fngland or as some catalogues have it to shore I mounted the 222 steps with
Wentworth.
Dec. 4—Woman’s Work in Music, States and prepares them for the “Tropaeolum Lobbianum.” I find no help—some job for an 88-year-old.
And while on the subject of
m ea n s m o r e m ile a g e c o v e r e d a t t h e en d o f t h e d a y . T h e n t h e r e are
foreign field as well as for the minis these most satisfactory and I set But I confess it took all my pep and
ancient musical instruments, we note Mrs. Alice Karl.
them
a
foot
apart.
While
the
dwarf
o t h e r an d m o r e fu n d a m e n ta l fe a t u r e s . . . s u c h as a c o u n t e r - w e ig h t e d
Dec. 18—Christmas in Many Lands, try and all kinds of church work. nasturtiums will bear a somewhat grit before I got to the top. After get
th a t Boris Hambourg has recently
From the outset the policy of th e re
acquired from the famous Wurlitzer Mrs. Dora Bird.
ting my wind I was all right.
closer
setting
than
this,
yet
most
per
c r a n k s h a ft; c o n tr o lle d c o o lin g ; a n d f u ll- p r e s s u r e lu b r ic a tio n t o all
Jan. 1 — Homecomers’ Program, gents and faculty has been to m ain sons plant th eir seeds altogether too
collection an Andreas Guarnerius
Later we cooked and ate dinner by i
tain a school of high grade and to
'cello dated 1692. This instrument is Mrs. Vivian Hewett.
the wayside. Come night we crossed
e n g in e p a r ts , in c lu d in g p is to n p in s * * I n s h o r t , i t is “ b a la n ced
near
together.
Jan. 18—Music for Children— emphasize the place of the Bible as While we are on the subject let me the St. John River at Hartland, on j
known as the “Servais Guarnerius”
from the fact that it once belonged I based on the work of Walter Dam- the foundation of instruction.
or
through
the
longest
covered
bridge
e n g in e e r in g ” w h i c h en a b le s y o u t o e n j o y t h e t h r ill o f O ld sm o b ile
say that th e dainty canary flower,
to the celebrated cellist. Francois1rosch, Ernest Schelling, Guy Maier
(tropaeolum peregriaum) is as easily in the world (so claimed) it being I
Servais (1807-1877), the “Paganini” and others, Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn.
sp eed t o t h e f u l l e s t e x t e n t — k n o w i n g t h a t t h e c a r ’s so u n d d e sig n and
Feb. 12—The Music of My Garden, raised as th e ordinary nasturtium 1280 feet long. Here we stopped for j
of the 'cello. Whenever we come
Jan. 29—Mme. Ernestine Schu- Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
and makes a very satisfactory trellis the night in wayside cabins. Cooked
s t u r d y c o n s t r u c t io n are a ssu r a n c e o f c o n tin u e d e x c e lle n t p e r fo r m a n c e .
across an item about a rare member mann-Heink—the Last of the Titans,
Feb. 26—Dame Nellie Melba, Miss vine with interesting blossoms which and ate supper in one of them. The
of the violin family, we always have Miss Mabel F. Lamb.
wind
blew
a
gale
all
night,
making
Caroline Littlefield.
continue until frost overtakes them
fires in the stoves impossible, and
March 11—Outstanding Moderns, in the fall.
•J.«J»♦*««£• ♦J*♦*« »J«»*. ♦*.
the night very cold and uncomfort
Two-Door
:•4* 4*4*4*4*4*4*4-4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4-4*4*4. Mrs. Dorothy Smalley.
Bumpers and
♦5*
Francis H. Sisson executive of a able. This being Sunday, we m et or
March 25—Students’ Day, Mrs. LoSpare Tire Extra
S
E
D
A
N
♦
❖
large financial institution, in a re passed all the people on their way
rita Bicknell.
to
or
from
church.
This
is
a
f.
b.
L
a n tin g
April 8—All-American Day, Mrs. cent address, said that "advertising
is the most effective salesman ever Catholic country.
❖
Hazel Atwood.
The
people
here
have
no
autos,
4April 17—Favorites of Our Own placed on the job. Production is
3231
powerless to lead the way to pros horses with wagons being used for
Musicians, Mrs. Gladys Morgan.
perity. I t m ust wait until the con riding. Everything seems to be 75
W hat is more beautiful th a n a window fu ll o f p lan ts? How they
sumers are ready. And now. more or 100 years behind the times. We
b rig h ten th e corner where you are.
than at any other time, the consum passed over at least 60 or 70 railroad
PAPER FOLLOW'S YOU
crossings, and saw about 40 churches.
THE K. & W. WOVEN REED STAND
ers must be stimulated.”
Hardly any stones here. Fences are
♦ is a daisy; 2 6 1- ” h igh —w ith galvanized iron p a n 27”x8”x6". F alse
If you are a subscriber to
of cedar poles, miles and miles of
perforated bottom with tub e exten d in g to top o f pan p erm its soil to
The Courier-Gazette and are
21 LIMEROCK STREET,
them, none less than 75 years old.
ROCKLAND
be w atered below— provides ven tilation —p rev en ts sour soil.
leaving home for any time, long
Every farm is divided in 40 ways into
THESE COLORS—CREAM , BROW N, M A H O G A N Y and G REEN
or short, let us mail the paper to
For RHEUMATISM take small lots. The honses are small.
❖
to m atch th e room su rroun d in gs.
you during your absence. The
❖
The people seem to live entirely by
•i*
regular copy of the paper will
farming, as I saw no signs of busi
Call or W rite for co m p lete 174 page K. & W . Catalog.
❖
go to the home as usual. Ju st
ness of any other kind. Cattle are
telephone the address to the
quite' plenty, with some sheep and a
SPECIAL COMPOUND
f A R M , D A IR Y
and
P O U L T R Y S U P P L IE S ~ SE E D S
office, or mail a card. The paper
You will not regret it. For sale at ail hog of a breed all their own—a long
will
follow
wherever
you
go.
and
❖
leading drug stores. Let us send you lean body, long legs and ears and
will stop on notice when you a r
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab snout.
rive home. There will be no
Probably this will do for now—
bot Village, Me.
'charge.
PORTLAND
M A IN E
mere later perhaps.
FEDERAL a n d T E M P L E STS.,
G ladys S t.

C la ir M o rg an

Y o u r P ro fits A re
$ 2 2 ,9 1 8 .1 4

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION

“ P u t Y o u r S a v in g s in Y o u r
O w n S a v in g s B a n k ”

R O C K LA N D SA V IN G S BA NK

IF Y O U LIKE

SPEED • YOU'LL THRILL
T O OLDSMOBILE
PERFORM ANCE

845

INDOOR PLANT ST A N D S
AT LOW ER PRICES

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

B U X T O N ’ S
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Uncle Fernando.
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